Miracle Medicine for sales...

DRUG STORE MERCHANDISING THAT WORKS ON AND ON

Now the hundred-odd member-stores of the Richmond Pharmaceutical Association give featured display and extra sales push to products advertised on WXEX-TV!

Buy WXEX-TV — first in Richmond and Central Virginia with the biggest adult audience, and first in merchandising with CCA, food chains, drug chains... and now a hundred-odd independent druggists. Buy WXEX-TV and sell!

WXEX-TV
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
A SERIES OF FRAMEABLE ADworld CLOSE-UPS!

WTREffigies
Hoeeling

RESEARCH DIRECTOR
(SEER O' KNOW)

#3 WTREffigy TV SERIES FROM WHEELING, W. VA.
Scan Zoo Animals, Inc., Los Angeles, California


Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Company

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
This couple, with an eye to the future, is going through the big purchasing years of buying and furnishing a home, raising, feeding and clothing a family.

They must make daily decisions about their purchases. They must be influenced as to what, where and how much to buy!

You can talk to this mature couple—and thousands more like them—on the station that programs for an adult-level audience... the station that reaches people with the urge to buy and the money to buy... WCBM Radio in Baltimore!
...in the Dallas-Ft. Worth market with Channel 4

KRLD-TV, as usual, has the Number One batting average in the great Dallas-Ft. Worth market.

According to the January-February ARB Market Report, Channel 4's average homes reached per quarter-hour from 9 a.m. to Midnight, Sunday through Saturday is 24.8% greater than Station B, 31.6% greater than Station C and 238.4% greater than Station D.

Reach The Dallas-Ft. Worth Market EFFECTIVELY With Channel 4

represented nationally by the Branham Company

Channel 4, Dallas-Ft. Worth

Maximum Power TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
Prime program prices

Now that buying in network programming for next season is well along, it's possible to arrive at what could be considered as "average" price being paid for film programs set for prime-time showing. Reliable agency sources report they are paying $50-53,000 net per new half-hour show, or $57.5-60,000 in terms of gross. Hour shows are coming in at about $90,000 net ($110-120,000 gross). These prices represent general increase of 10 percent over current season.

Prize for music contest

Broadcast Music Inc. has offered to put up $5,000 prize for international music competition suggested recently by Pierre Salinger, White House news secretary, and endorsed by his boss, President Kennedy. If more support can be raised, competition will be organized, and finalists will appear at special concert in White House. There's broadcast angle too: White House concert would be offered to live television and radio.

Rigged crime crusade?

Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee, which plans further hearings on effect of mass media on behavior of youth, is working diligently on project that would reflect unfavorably on both motion pictures and television. Study is being made of purported specific instances of crime and violence as related to motion picture and television programs. Example: Stabbing scene on air one day and a stabbing crime committed by juvenile within 24-hours.

Some 20 cases are being worked up, based on newspaper reports and police records. Presumably these will break next fall and there will be testimony of psychologists and juvenile authorities to back up thesis. Subcommittee Chairman Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.) has stated hearings will be held later as to relationship of "mass media" to juvenile delinquency (Broadcasting, March 13).

Cuban channel jump

Castro's Cuba, which 'til now has honored North American treaty governing broadcast allocations to avoid interference, is in process of installing super-power (100,000 w) transmitter on Isle of Pines, with possibility that it will cause ruinous interference in this hemisphere. While precise frequency hasn't been disclosed, it's learned authoritatively that 100 kw unit has been built in Soviet satellite Czechoslovakia for Castro government for obvious purpose of spreading pro-Communist propaganda in Latin America on standard band.

Operation would violate NARBA treaty and conceivably could erupt into channel jumping, precipitating spectrum war. It's known that Castro government, which already has commandeered all privately owned tv and radio operations in Cuba, has reacted violently to operations of standard station from U. S. privately-owned Swan Island, south of Florida, which has espoused anti-Castro movement.

Interest in documentaries

Film documentaries are turning into this year's "sleepers" as substantial advertisers give serious attention to screenings and even pre-production options. Roll of dickerers with one producer alone includes Procter & Gamble, Tidewater Oil, Schaefer Beer and others, including unidentified national agency clients. Negotiations are for tv specials both on network and in spot.

SEC views payola

Speculation developed last week whether SEC order stopping Roulette Record stock offering because of pending FTC payola action would affect public issues of broadcast companies in cases where FCC is holding up license renewal for same reason (story page 67). Criterion employed by SEC is extent to which government proceedings will "materially affect" overall operation of company. So long as there is no indication FCC will actually revoke licenses on this ground and broadcasting company fully discloses any FCC warnings or sanctions, SEC will probably not turn down stock offerings.

Space co-ops

Legal rather than technical obstacles confronting development of space communications have been given first priority by FCC Chairman Newton Min. Waiver of antitrust laws to enable leading research and operating entities to share ownership of satellites for international communication (including television relays) is being sought by FCC and contacts already have been made both at White House and Dept. of Justice. Rather than have AT&T or RCA deal directly with other governments (such as monolithic USSR) it's felt U. S. itself should negotiate arrangements acting in behalf of common carriers.

In charge of allocations planning is FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, one of world's foremost authorities who was chairman of American Delegation to International Telecommunications Conference in Geneva in 1959 which laid groundwork for space allocations. Mr. Minow personally has taken over legal aspects. There's precedent for co-op common carrier communications enterprises. Years ago Aeronautical Radio was formed by airline carriers and; at about same time, Press Wireless was established by press associations and leading newspapers. But then anti-trust laws were not as stringently invoked.

NBC woos Italo-Americans

While ABC has troubles with Italo-Americans because of The Untouchables (see story page 27), NBC is reportedly seeking their commendation for its Salute to Italy, week of special programming over WNBC-TV New York that ended yesterday (Sunday). Programming observed worldwide centennial celebration of Italy's unification.

Rep. Santangelo (D-N.Y.), president of New York state group warring against Untouchables, has received request for endorsement of program dealing with Italo-Americans' contribution to society. Although happy about program, he is holding off on letter until he checks out Cain's 100, scheduled to start on NBC-TV in fall. He understands it may be another Untouchables.

Minow - Collins Entente

Plan of NAB President LeRoy Collins for two prime hours of "blue ribbon" programming per week by each of three networks on non-conflicting basis doesn't go far enough for FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow. He has stated informally that he feels that there should be much more time devoted to high-level cultural programming and he intends to extend his efforts in that direction.
Another thinly disguised WJR success story

Response to a commercial has never been higher

A new “high” in response to a WJR commercial has been established! It happened just recently in a private plane some 5,000 feet over Michigan. A Grand Rapids businessman, listening to WJR while his pilot flew him home, heard a one-minute commercial explaining some of the advantages of expansion through a business loan. He was interested—so interested that he set up his portable typewriter, wrote a response on the spot, and mailed it upon landing! The deal that resulted from this mile-high response—not to mention five others from earth-bound businessmen—paid for the investment company’s WJR schedule “many times over.”

Proof again that advertising on WJR pays off with immediate response—because the right people hear it, wherever they happen to be. Why not get all the facts yourself? Give WJR or your Henry I. Christal rep a call today.
WEEK IN BRIEF

A boycott picks off L&M from 'Untouchables,' other ABC-TV shows, and network's down $18 million in fall billings. It's only latest of a rampant crop of power plays in network-advertiser jockeying over time periods. See...

POWER PLAYS HIT LINEUP ............... 27

Wide separation of competing commercials, which advertisers like and broadcasters find burdensome, appears to be on the way out; and the trend received a push from an NBC move last week. See...

TV'S JERICHO WALLS TUMBLING ...... 30

If there's an anti-advertising trend abroad in the land, the public apparently doesn't know about it, researcher Barlow tells ANA at annual west coast meeting. Delegates hold three days of activities. See...

PUBLIC STILL LIKES ADS ............... 34

Networks could get nettled if many more advertisers decided to go it alone in their national promotion by buying their own shows, picking their own stations. Latest is Peter Pan bras with 'Valentino.' See...

PETER PAN IN SPOT SPECIAL ............ 48

The head of Gardner Advertising, Charles Claggett, hints advertisers may find a way to get along without radio-tv if broadcasters don't do something about multiple rates, triple spots and ratings. See...

RADIO-TV'S DEADLY SINS ............... 38

There's likely to be a loud locking of horns between the White House and the Hill if President Kennedy holds firm to his plan to require secret monthly reports from the FCC and other agencies. See...

THE EYES OF JFK ...................... 70

The FCC indicates it will disqualify WCKT (TV) Miami as holder of ch. 7 and two other applicants for improper off-the-record activities before the 1956 grant and will grant to Sunbeam TV, as examiner recommends. See...

CH. 7 TO SUNBEAM PLANNED .......... 78

The FCC's Newton Minow makes official his choice of top lieutenants. Paglin, Geller, Oihbaum, Cahill to general counsel's office; Meyers, Rosenbloom, North, Sheridan, Coe as Minow aids; Juntilla to Broadcast Bureau. See...

CHIEF MINOW'S INDIANS ............... 72

The Broadcast Bureau asks that KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles license be lifted from Donald Cooke in renewal hearing, charging he abdicated control of station to his brother, Jack, and doctored program logs. See...

BUREAU ASKS KRLA DENIAL .......... 82

Scores of radio stations have their own disc jockey, and in each case it's Jim Ameche, who tailors tapes for each station from a stupendous record collection, using automation and a fool-proof system. See...

JIM AMECHE'S LOCAL APPROACH ...... 68
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Our first peacock was got by us in 1953. He worked hard for 2 years. But the onlyest color he did was Network. He needed help so we got us a local peacock. He did much alive color in 1955. Alive Opera. Alive Olympic Boxing. Alive Wrestling. We have got even MORE peacocks now. They work 40 hours a week with NO days off. One day they worked 17 hours and broke the record. We called that a broke record with 17 hours in one day! Petry will tell you more colorfull stories. This is a color advertisement for KMTV-3 OMAHA.

A PEACOCK.
Agencymen air views on term 'creativity'

Word "creativity" got rough treatment Friday from four advertising agency executives who discussed "How to Make Ads That Stand Out in the Crowd" at ANA's West Coast meeting (see story page 34). But they all agreed creative function is essential to good advertising.

Admitting hostility, Crofton Jones, senior vice president, Hixson and Jorgensen, L.A., said: "When I walk down the office corridor and see the sign on the door reading 'Creative Department' I sense there's a strong implication that the rest of us in the organization are a bunch of clods."

"Creativity" is "used, abused, and confused," in advertising jargon, William V. Batten, vice president and plans board chairman, Lennen and Newell, S.F., asserted. Creative advertising is narrowed to mean only ads based on gimmicks or ones that are 'way out,' he noted, whereas it should be synonymous with "effective advertising, advertising that actually does the job of selling goods at a profit."

Creative advertising is "the result of more than just the typewriter, the T-square and the TV camera," according to Robert O. Bach, vice president and managing art director, N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia. "Faith in the function of advertising is essential," he said. "Cynicism and creativity are poor partners."

"Mass communication" is another overworked term in advertising these days, Courtenay J. Moon, vice president and creative director, Johnson and Lewis, S.F., commented. "But you can't have communication without communion, he said, "and you can't have real communion without a common bond. That bond is human experience. Let's keep it intact. Let's keep it human, keep it interesting, and make it a little provocative. You'll find the response most gratifying."

Michael York, corporate advertising manager, Beckman Instruments, was session chairman.

NBC-TV public service shows

NBC-TV plans to program two public information shows "back to back" in early Sunday evening periods next season. Correspondent Frank McGee, will be featured in series starting at 6 p.m., preceded at 5:30 by as yet unselected public information show. Also settled for Sunday: new General Mills cartoon show, Bulwinkle, at 6:30, followed at 7 by National Velvet (Rex-all Drug's show). Word is final on Wednesday or Friday choice for Dinah Shore. She will be featured in Friday, 10-11 spot with Brinkley's Journal now final for 10:30 Wednesday, preceeded by still open half-hour. Dr. Kildare goes into Friday, 8:30 period.

FTC, Alcoa sign consent barring tv commercials

Federal Trade Commission today (March 20) is announcing consent order against Alcoa Wrap tv commercials. FTC also is jumping on "fastest-relief-of-pain" claims by five painkiller preparers.

Alcoa consent judgment prohibits company from using demonstrations purporting to show superiority of Alcoa Wrap when proof actually is not given, prohibits disparagement of competitive products by untruthful statements or deceptive or misleading methods.

FTC filed complaint against Alcoa last year, claiming fraud in tv commercials which compared two hams, one wrapped in Alcoa foil and other in "ordinary" foil. Ham in Alcoa Wrap remained fresh with foil intorn; the other was dried out and foil was torn after alleged same number of rewappings (BROADCASTING, Jan. 11, 1960).

Alcoa judgment came week after FTC ordered Colgate-Palmolive to stop representing that Colgate toothpaste with Cardol, pushed heavily in tv commercials, offers complete protection against tooth decay (see page 75).

In blast against claims for fast, fast, fast pain relief by analgesics, advertised heavily on radio and tv, FTC cited following for alleged false advertising:

American Home Products Corp. (Anacin), Bristol-Myers Co. (Bufferin and Excedrin), Plough Inc. (St. Joseph's Aspirin), Sterling Drug Inc. (Bayer Aspirin and Bayer Aspirin for Children).

Italian group reports on 'Untouchables'

New efforts to make ABC-TV's Untouchables more palatable to Italian community were announced Friday by National Italian-American League to Combat Defamation.

After Thursday night conferences with ABC officials and President Desi Arnaz of Desilu Productions, which produces Untouchables, league said points agreed upon included assurance that Untouchables will no longer use fictional hoodlums with Italian names in future productions. Importance will be given to character of Italian detective Nick Rossi, and that future shows will feature Italian characters in roles that emphasize their contributions to American way of life.

Surrogate Judge Samuel S. DiFalco, national chairman of Italian-American League, and former New York Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand Pecora, of league's advisory board, attended meeting, along with Michael J. Foster, ABC press information vice president, and Alfred R. Schneider, also of ABC. Judges DiFalco and Pecora indicated that Rep. Santangelo, head of another Italian-American group, Federation of Italian-American Organizations, which has been active in efforts to improve Italian portrayals in Untouchables, played part in correcting "problems," but Rep. Santangelo was not present at meeting and spokesman for him said he knew nothing about it (also see page 27). National Italian-American League calls itself most important Italian-American group in country but does not disclose membership figures.

Unions oppose WROC-TV sale

Two unions asked FCC Friday to deny application for sale of Transcontinental Television Corp's WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y. to Veterans Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WVET-TV there) (BROADCASTING, Feb. 13). AFTRA and NATB said sale contract, which also involves WHEC-TV, contains clause in which companies "agree to disfavor" contract between WROC-TV and unions.
William C. Dekker, formerly vp and director of media at McCann-Erickson, N. Y., joins Lambert & Feasley, that city, in same capacity. Mr. Dekker, who was with M-E for 17 years, previously served Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., as all-media supervisor from 1941-42. Before that, he was in national advertising sales for New York Herald Tribune from 1935-41, and media director at Procter & Gamble from 1933-35.

Ralstone R. Irvine, New York attorney and specialist in antitrust matters, named general counsel of All-Industry Television Station Music License Negotiating Committee. Mr. Irvine is senior partner in Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Irvine and at one time served as special assistant to former Attorney General William P. Rogers in antitrust law enforcement. Named associate counsel to the committee was Joseph A. McDonald, Washington attorney (Smith, Hennessy & McDonald) and formerly chief attorney for ABC and more recently for NBC. All-Industry committee was formed to negotiate license agreements with ASCAP for use of music on tv stations and networks. Hamilton Shea, WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., is chairman.

Edgar G. Shelton Jr., vp at ABC, Washington, announces resignation. Mr. Shelton, with ABC in various capacities since 1957, will form Shelton: National Affairs, pr and governmental relations agency, Washington, D. C. He joined ABC as assistant to vp in Washington office in 1957, was made assistant to president for national affairs and in 1960 was promoted to vp. Previously he was director of U. S. National Security Training Commission. In 1960, on leave of absence, he was consultant on special pr projects to Hon. Lyndon B. Johnson prior to national convention and during Presidential campaign.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

Post sets cutouts campaign

Post Division of General Foods Corp. early next month opens three-month saturation tv spot and network campaign which will offer children 400 million baseball trading cards. Ten Post cereals will have three to seven baseball trading card cutouts printed on back panel of each package. Post trading card commercials will be seen every week on Andy Griffith, Angel, Bugs Bunny and Danny Thomas shows and be supplemented with special spots on numerous children's shows. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N.Y.

Judge dismisses suit involving Moore, Crosby

New York State Supreme Court Justice Louis J. Capozzoli Friday (March 17) dismissed suit against AB-PT and General Motors brought by producer of CBS-TV's Garry Moore Show to prevent appearance of Carol Lawrence on GM-sponsored Bing Crosby Show tonight (March 20) on ABC-TV. CBS-TV was not litigant in case.

Under exclusivity terms of Miss Lawrence's agreement to appear six or seven times during season on Garry Moore, she was not permitted to appear on other tv shows 21 days before and seven days after Garry Moore appearance. Miss Lawrence had been signed to appear with Mr. Crosby when his show was originally scheduled for March 6, and she was released from March 7 engagement with Mr. Moore. But ABC re-scheduled Bing Crosby Show for March 20. Mr. Moore's Red Wing Productions Co. then filed suit to enjoin ABC-TV from presenting program on that date.

ABC officials Friday expressed satisfaction at suit's outcome and said dispute between parties merely involved clash of parallel contractual rights concerning one performer, not attack on validity of so-called exclusivity provisions generally covering services of performers.

Dichter, Sindlinger expound on recession

Two researchers, known for their different handling of broadcast research, at week's end were taking look at recession. Ernest Dichter, president of Institute of Motivational Research, back from overseas trip, said U. S. is victim of Marxist philosophy that people are pawns of economic cycles. Contrarily, USSR has turned resignation into confidence with bold economic plans and faith that country will determine its own future.

Meanwhile, Sindlinger & Co., Norwood, Pa., offered 10 areas of optimism, most of them psychological. Sindlinger Economic Activity reports, based on 26,000 weekly interviews, say recession is "bottoming out," because, among other reasons, unemployment has declined from 5.86 million high Feb. 3 to 5.5 million March 10 and number employed increased from 63.6 million last week of January to 65 million last week. Public also has turned optimistic about local business, Sindlinger said.

Bartley to succeed Lee as defense commissioner

Commissioner Robert T. Bartley Friday (March 17) was named defense member of FCC, replacing Robert E. Lee. Mr. Lee becomes first alternate and Chairman Newton N. Minow second alternate. FCC defense commissioner directs FCC activities, including Conelrad, in national defense.
"Nice looking car, Jimmy. Who bought it for you?" Probably his father in the background... one of the nation's adults, who receive and control 98% of the U.S. income. WBT, for over 20 years the Charlotte radio station with the biggest general audience, also has the highest percentage of adult listeners. They turn to WBT because of responsible programming, outstanding service and fine entertainment. In the WBT 48-county basic area, adults receive and control most of the $2,690,786,000 worth of spending money. If you want to make more sales for your clients, clearly the radio station to specify is the one that reaches more of the adult listeners... **WBT RADIO CHARLOTTE**. Represented nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales.

DATEBOOK

A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications

*Indicates first or revised listing.

March 20-23—Institute of Radio Engineers International Convention. Program of 278 papers covering recent developments in fields of all 29 IRE professional groups will be presented in 50 sessions at Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and N.Y. Coliseum. Highlight of program will be special symposium on new energy sources, March 21, at Waldorf.
March 20-23—Third annual short course for newsmen in analysis and reporting of crime news, sponsored by Northwestern U.'s schools of journalism (Medill) and law, downtown campus, Chicago.
March 21—Radio & Television Executives Society, Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, N. Y., 12:15 p.m. Martin Mayer, author, is speaker.
March 22—Asn. of National Advertisers, workshop on shows and exhibits, Hotel Plaza, New York City.

*March 22-23—Art Directors Club of New York, visual communications conference, Commodore Hotel, New York.

March 24—Alfred I. du Pont Awards Foundation, awards dinner, 7 p.m., Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C.

*March 30—Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles chapter, meeting, CBS TV City, Los Angeles.

March 31—Deadline for entries in American TV Commercials Festival. Entries should be sent to Wallace A. Sherrill, Festival director, 40 E. 49th St., New York 17.

APRIL

April 1—FCC deadline for applications for construction permits for authority to replace or modify temporarily authorized vhf tv broadcast repeater facilities.

April 1—Deadline for entries in the American Bar Assn.'s Gavel Awards competition given to tv, radio stations and newspapers in major cities for outstanding contribution to public understanding of the American legal and judicial systems.*

April 5—7—National Association of Broadcasters.
April 4—7—Audio Engineering Society, West Coast spring convention. Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.


April 6—8—Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, Billings, Mont.

April 7-8—New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., convention. Speakers include Howard Bell, CBS vice president for industry affairs. Angers Motor Hotel, Farmington, N. M.
April 7-8—Southwest Assn. of Advertising Agencies, annual convention. Marriott Motor Hotel, Dallas.
April 10-13—National Premium Buyers show, annual national exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago. Also Premium Assn. of America one-day conference, same site.

*April 11—New Hampshire Broadcasters Assn., spring meeting. St. Nicholas Hotel, Spring field.

*April 14—Mississippi UPI Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting. Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi.


April 15—West Virginia AP Broadcasters meeting, Charleston.


April 18-19—Asn. of National Advertisers, spring meeting. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washing ton, D.C.

April 17—Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences Oscar award ceremonies, Santa Monica (Calif.) Civic Auditorium. The presentation will be telecast by ABC-TV.

April 17-20—International Advertising Assn., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York City.


April 21-22—National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, Region II (southeast) annual meeting, Hotel Thomas Jefferson, Birmingham, Ala.


April 24-25—U. of Florida third annual Communications Week, Broadcasting Day, April 24, Advertising Day, April 25. Other days devoted to photojournalism, print media and public relations. Gainesville, Fla.

April 25—American Marketing Assn., New York chapter marketing workshop: Management use of marketing research, advertising agencies. Lever House auditorium, New York, 4 p.m.


April 25-26—Institute for Education by Radio-Television, Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.


*April 28-29—Tennessee AP Broadcasters, radio news clinic, Nashville.

April 28-30—Alpha Delta Sigma, professional advertising fraternity, national convention. U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis-St. Paul.

April 30-May 3—U. S. Chamber of Commerce BROADCASTING, March 20, 1961
"We recommend the WLW Stations for advertising Lestoil Company's LESTARE BLEACH because they eliminate the complexities of today's time buying with their famous Crosley streamlined operation and complete cooperation."

Vice President Media, Sackel-Jackson Co. / Advertising Agency, Boston, Mass.

"The Crosley Group's all-around know-how is especially important when dealing with a far reaching consumer product. Yes, the WLW Radio and TV Stations lighten and brighten any advertiser's bundle of wash!"

Broadcast Media Director, Sackel-Jackson Co. / Advertising Agency, Boston, Mass.

Call your WLW Stations' Representative... you'll be glad you did!

the dynamic WLW Stations...
All through 1960, advertisers reached 28 per cent more homes in the average commercial minute on the CBS Radio Network than on the second network...117 per cent more homes than on the third network...120 per cent more homes than on the fourth. This year, with a new and expanded program schedule—more news, more information, and
special features, more sports, plus the most popular personalities on any network—the CBS Radio audience lead promises to climb higher and higher. So whether you co-sponsor one five-minute show or buy a saturation campaign, there’s nothing average about your average commercial minute.

ON THE CBS RADIO NETWORK

At WSAZ-TV, the weather is now as predictable as the dominance!

The strange-looking object in the picture is a radar weather scanner. It's part of the most accurate weather forecasting apparatus in existence today, and is now in operation at WSAZ-TV. Add this innovation to its already long list of exclusive viewer services, and you know why WSAZ-TV will continue to be the overwhelmingly dominant station in this great 72-county market.

Yes, you can count on WSAZ-TV's leadership just as surely as you can count the two million people who earn $4,000,000,000 a year in this concentrated industrial area. Because you know that WSAZ-TV reaches more TV homes in the Huntington-Charleston dynamic circle than the other two stations in the market combined . . . a coverage unmatched by any other NBC affiliate in the nation in a 3-station market!

Look to WSAZ-TV to continue to be the easiest media choice anywhere . . . just as WSAZ-TV viewers continue to look to this station as the one outstanding source of top local programming, regional news and public service.

WSAZ-TV can now predict the weather (it's the only station in the market equipped with radar and employing a full-time meteorologist). You can still predict the smartest buy in television!

Advertising Federation of America 1961 Convention
April 6-7—AFCA 1st district convention, Sherm-Imperial Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 10-12—AFCA 4th district convention, Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22—AFCA 6th district convention, Savory Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 21-23—AFCA 9th district convention, Sherraton Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.
KEY MAN: The mainspring of advertising is still the mind with the selling idea.
WCCO Radio . . . 
one of the great stations 
of the nation!
Look at any major market. Chances are you won't find any station that attracts both the overwhelming share of audience and degree of audience acceptance that WCCO Radio does in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market.

Truly one of the great stations of the nation, WCCO Radio delivers far more listeners than all other Twin Cities stations combined! Its 62.1% share of audience is the greatest ever recorded since Nielsen began measuring the market.

Yet years of listening loyalty are a daily habit with 1,022,610 radio families in a 114-county Basic Service Area. Add the welcome fact that WCCO Radio gives you the lowest cost per thousand—less than one-third the average of all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations.

Chart your sales story to top acceptance with WCCO Radio.

SOURCE: Nielsen Station Index, Nov.-Dec., 1960-61 AM-Midnight, 7-day week.
You've got to sell 'em in the city, and in the suburbs, too! 1960 figures are out — showing that Connecticut's mushrooming population is moving out of the cities, into the suburbs, where WELI's full-throated 5000 watts comes in loud, clear, and welcome! It's powered for all New Haven County; and more — you get all of Middlesex County; most of Fairfield and Hartford Counties; and all of Suffolk County, Long Island, too! Try BIG Buy WELI—now bigger than ever!

WELI / 960 / 5000 watts / The Sound of New Haven
National: H-R Representatives  Boston: Eckels & Company
Needed in tv: a pulp and public service package plan

Because of the rising costs of television and because many of the slide rule boys primarily seek circulation and frequency, network television for the most part has adopted a magazine concept. Just consider the number of alternate sponsorships, the participating sponsorships and the chain break formulas.

The former continuing sponsor ownership of a program focused the attention of advertisers on viewer loyalty and identification which the advertiser hoped could be merchandised to the hilt. This philosophy presumed that some of the loyalty would somehow rub off at the point of sale; ergo, the consumer would buy the product out of gratitude, belief in endorsement claims, or pride in program content. And every advertiser buying this kind of show was hopeful that he would have an outstanding rating success. A natural outgrowth of this attitude has been an inordinate emphasis on ratings.

Little by little this concept has been compromised because of the costs of sole ownership of a show, and also because of the reach and frequency obtained by programming commercials across the board on high-rated shows.

To a very large extent the networks have usurped programming decisions. An advertiser climbs aboard a program with aivism proportionate to the size of audience he hopes the show will reach. On this basis there have been some notable flops. The net result has been more program cancellations, more replacements and more dissatisfied television advertisers.

Shortsighted. Oddly enough, the networks are to be blamed for their own shortsightedness. As a potential buyer of television programs, I have sometimes been courted by three or four salesmen from the same network: one selling daytime television; one selling nighttime, and on a number of occasions, special salesmen who deal only with special events and sports programs. Instead of selling a plan, they sell a show.

Under the new trend it seems to me that networks sometimes look at each tree instead of the forest. For they now have the means to offer advertisers what they had been seeking some years ago: identification with a show and with its concomitant stature, a sense of proprietary interest in the show's ownership and all the values sought for in the sole program identifications of the past.

Last year we entered a new phase in the television business. Under pressure from the government and desiring to mollify federal agencies who examined not only our teeth but also our tonsils, networks invested rather heavily in so-called public service programs.

Many were difficult to sell to advertisers looking for circulation and reach, and each successive time the network salesman called on an agency the price had decreased.

Room for Both. Public service shows should be sold in a package combining high frequency mass audience programming, which gets high ratings, with proprietary sponsorship of public service shows. This should not be a matter of compromise at the eleventh hour for purposes of getting a sponsor, but planned programming and planned selling of programming. The advertiser can use the public service show's stature and prestige to sell his name and reputation, even his research and public service responsibilities, and he can use the mass circulation minutes in a high-rated show to sell his product and its merits.

I am not naive enough to think that the picture of a manufacturer's plant has ever sold his product; nevertheless, we are reaching the point in television programming where the large national advertisers should share the cost of public service programming along with the networks, provided that they accept and adopt principles of selling their goods, name, reputation and services.

This type of selling in a public service show, plus the hard sell of the actual packaged product and its virtues, is a double-barreled blast that can emphasize a convincing story of taste appeal and product superiority.

Balanced Diet. An attractive enough package—combining advertising dollars in mass entertainment programs, added to the stature and appeal of sole ownership of one or several public service programs—would give an advertiser a balanced programming diet to feed the viewing public.

Of course, both the advertisers and the viewing public need pulp television, even if that seems a derogatory way of referring to many of the mass audience shows.

But television also needs and has the kind of shows that appeal to the qualitative buying public, attentive to every nuance of commercial sell, provided the latter has the type of adult creativity, plus showmanship in its selling virtues, that appeals to an adult purchasing market. More and more, public service shows present this type of attraction to the adult market and we can even see it in the increased ratings of many of these programs.

Each network has the same balance of entertainment that is contained in a wide spectrum of magazines. They should sell their programming, particularly to large advertisers, to cover this variety of buying public instead of pinpointing their sales efforts on a show per se, or a daytime plan of quizzes and soap operas.

This may seem like a radical approach to selling network television; on the contrary, it's the obvious one when you examine your total market requirements and the total programming structure offered by television today. It will do a great deal to take the onus off criticism leveled at a sponsor's sole purchase of murder, mayhem and mediocrity, and provide the advertiser with an image which characterizes him as not only a seller of products or services, but also as a company interested in qualitative programming and public service that nonetheless can sell products to a qualitative market.

Accurate reporting

EDITOR: ... I certainly appreciate your accurate reporting of the objectives of our campaign, "The Sound of Advertising" [FANTARE, March 6]. ... I was delighted, too, to receive several requests from radio stations who were anxious to assist in this program to create a better public image of advertising.

... —Marvin S. Cantz, Tilden & Cantz, Los Angeles.

MBS champion

EDITOR: Read how KTOK Oklahoma City has become a "former MBS station" [THE MEDIA, Feb. 13]. Actually KTOK is one of Mutual's finest champions and is an affiliate of which we're justifiably proud. The sum total of its ABC tie-in is one hour daily of Breakfast Club. ... KTOK does carry and plans to continue carrying as many as possible of our network-fed newcasts. In addition, it airs The World Today each week night and many others of our specialty shows in the public service theme.—Harold Gold, Director of Public Relations, Mutual Broadcasting System, New York.

Omitted

EDITOR: ... Story (PROGRAMMING, March 6) dealing with the Freedoms Foundation Awards omitted ... calling attention to the fact that WIBG was a Freedoms Foundation winner.

WIBG won its award in the general category, removed from the radio and tv category, because of the exceptional efforts of the station and its staff in various programs and contests, from a series on American History to a voter registration campaign.—Roy Schwartz, Operations Manager, WIBG Philadelphia.

Some points overlooked

EDITOR: I feel that some points pertinent to the stereo question were overlooked in the article (quoting Prose Walker) stating that the best stereo system is Zenith or GE [EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING, Feb. 27].

The statement that Multiplex Corp. and Calbest are still in the development stages is extremely inaccurate. The Multiplex equipment used at the recent NSRC test at KDKA Pittsburgh for these systems is identical to equipment installed in many fm stations, including WNCN (FM) New York.

It seems to us that a stereo system should be authorized which will permit the best monaural quality for those not yet converted, require a minimum of expense to the present SCA (subsidary communications) operator, and use equipment and standards presently in use and proven by numerous fm stations and covered within the framework of the present FCC rules.—David Passell Chief Engineer, WNCN (FM) New York.

Door opener

EDITOR: ... The extensive article concerning our new organization was very gratifying [BROADCAST ADVERTISING, March 13]. I feel confident that the manner in which our introduction was handled will open the door to a successful venture. ... —Len Levy, Vice President, Modern Sound Inc., N. Y.

Submarinery

EDITOR: We were really at sea concerning the picture that appeared (FANTARE, Feb. 27). As producers and distributors of the action-adventure series Assignment: Underwater, we were delighted with BROADCASTING's perspicacity. Although we concede that being underwater can be interpreted as being undercover, we would like to call to your attention that the correct title of the NTA series—now in 70 markets—is Assignment: Underwater, not Assignment: Undercover; ... —Martin Roberts, Director of Advertising, Promotion & Publicity, National Telefilm Assoc., Beverly Hills, Calif.

[The writer of the picture underlines looked at the girl in the bathing suit and it being February, he thought she looked cold and perhaps she wouldn't be so cold if she was under some, well, uh—cover.]

Conley takes contest

EDITOR: I thought you might be interested to know that J. B. (Steve) Conley, retired former general manager of Westinginghouse Broadcasting Co. now living in Pebble Beach, Calif., won the Seniors Tournament hole-in-one contest at the Monterey Peninsula Country Club on Feb. 7. Steve put his iron shot within 10 inches of the pin on the 158-yard seventh hole.—Ralph H. Heppe, Editor, MPCC News, Monterey Peninsula Country Club, Pebble Beach, Calif.

The fm story

EDITOR: Please accept my congratulations on the most excellent fm article ("A dramatic spurt in fm development," PERSPECTIVE '61, Feb. 20). ... It was inclusive, authentic and articulate in its championship of the important role fm is destined to play in the future of broadcasting.

We would like at least 500 reprints. ... —J. B. Kiefer, President, KMLA (FM) Los Angeles.
WHEN THE STORY MISSES YOUR SHOW

UNITED PRESS

A UPI MAN IS AT THE SCENE

INTERNATIONAL
Why sun yourself only at the water's edge?

... when WJXT television in Jacksonville puts you in the swim of booming business in the entire Northeast Florida—South Georgia region. An effective advertising effort requires the coverage only WJXT offers: 65 vs. 39 counties in the market as a whole! With 20 of the top 25 rated programs and thundering leads in homes delivered according to Nielsen, WJXT consistently delivers more viewers, more coverage, more opportunities to dip into a prime market!
By Any Yardstick

THE BIG ONE

Takes the Measure

WKRG-TV

CHANNEL 5 MOBILE, ALA.

Call Avery-Knodel, Representative
or C. P. Persons, Jr., General Manager
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The sudden withdrawal of some $18 million in business from ABC-TV demonstrated again last week that the power has emerged as a major strategic weapon in preparations for the 1961-62 television season.

The withdrawn business includes all Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.'s re-wraps pending for ABC-TV for next season (sponsorships in four shows and 2AA football games) and Coca-Cola's T of Ozzie and Harriet.

Boycott threats, network insistence on filing time periods and advertiser refusal to stay with the revised lineup figured in ABC-TV's $18 million virtually all of which the network had replaced almost immediately.

**Boycott Bludgeon?** The role of the boycott and picketing threats, which are aimed by a powerful Italian-American group at Liggett & Myers' sponsorship in ABC-TV's toppling Untouchables, was widely discussed (see story, page 28). Officials of McCann-Erickson, agency for L&M and designated by it as spokesmen, denied flatly that the threats induced the decision to drop out of the program.

Other authorities, in equally good positions to follow the deliberations, stated the boycott move was the prime influence, and that the reason officially given—ABC-TV's insistence on moving program back a half-hour—mainly window dressing. Other informed sources suggested that fear the boycott was at least a contributing factor.

Moreover, it was apparent that ABC's decision not to disclose immediately the identity of its new sponsors in the programs being vacated by L&M may have stemmed at least partly from a desire not to give the boycott forces advance notice as to who the new entry in Untouchables will be. Remaining Untouchables sponsors—Whitehall (Anacin), Armour (Dial Soap) and Beecham Ltd. (Brylcreem)—meanwhile presumably were bracing for boycott thrusts at their own products, though at least one said this was ABC's responsibility and it was sure ABC could handle it.

**Timing** Whatever role the boycott did or did not play in L&M's decision, authorities thought it probably the first time in TV history that a sponsor's decision to get out of a show had coincided so closely with announced boycott plans intended to achieve that same result.

The boycott organizers and "sympathizers"—the latter group including Anthony (Tough Tony) Anastasia, boss of the biggest international longshoremen's local union in the country—were happy to take credit for the outcome and quick to commend L&M on its decision (see page 28).

But the boycott has not been the usual power play in evidence in television this year. The peak viewing time period in prime-time appears to be the ultimate wedge in advertiser-network contests. Agency executives in recent weeks have complained increasingly that "the networks have never pushed as much as they're trying to do this season."

The power tactic has been employed...
Coca-Cola to drop their ABC-TV programming next fall.

The L&M shows (L&M was a major participating sponsor) affected by the tobacco firm's pull-out from ABC-TV: *The Untouchables*, which moves in the fall from its 9:30-10:30 p.m. slot to 10-11 p.m. on Thursday; *Asphalt Jungle* (replaces Islanders April 2 and continues next fall), which backs up from 9:30-10:30 to 10-11 on Sunday; *Adventures in Paradise* similarly moves back on Monday, and *Rebel* (the latter show actually goes out of its 9-9:30 Sunday period and is pushed up to 7 p.m. to make way for the new *Bus Stop* in the 9-10 p.m. period on Sunday).

One version given by an informed observer of the L&M-ABC-TV hassle: L&M supposedly decided to pull out of *Untouchables* because of the boycott threat, lit upon the time period shift as the "excuse" and at that time decided to be "consistent" by pulling out of other similar shifts on the schedule.

The Coca-Cola "incident" also involves a time-period shift, from 8:30-9 p.m. on Wednesday to a new slot at 7:30 Thursday next season. In NCAA football, L&M is pulling its quarter sponsorship on what it calls "principle"—that is, since ABC-TV doesn't see it L&M's way, the advertiser is taking all of the business off the network.

**Business Replaced** ABC-TV says it already has replaced nearly all of the lost L&M business and thinks it's not greatly concerned about Coca-Cola because the soft-drink advertiser reportedly had decided against exercising its option renewal in any event.

McCann-Erickson, meantime, is busily considering other sponsorship possibilities on the two other networks (CBS-TV and NBC-TV) for client Liggett & Myers.

Another factor being cited in support of "roughing up" charges is that part of the program moves ABC wanted L&M to take—on Sunday night—was designed to make room for a program in which an L&M competitor is the main sponsor. L&M has been a sponsor of *Rebel*, which is being shifted to accommodate *Bus Stop*, which Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. is helping to write.

The projected move of *Untouchables* opens up a Thursday night half-hour which ABC-TV has sold—to top-spending Procter & Gamble—but for which no program has been set. Word last week that *Detectives*, now seen on Friday nights under P&G sponsorship, may transfer into this vacancy.

Some agencies—obviously not handling P&G or GF products—contend the importance of these two advertisers specifically is responsible for much of the alleged "bumping" they say has been occurring with unusual frequency this season. They profess to see a peculiar thread of coincidence in the episodes they cite:

1. Usually, they say, it's a cigarette company that gets bumped. One cigarette agency executive put it this way: "We don't have as much to offer as a food company—the billing is not as profitable.

2. More than likely, they also say, the period where the bumping occurs is apt to fall within the choice 9-10 p.m. time when viewing through the U. S. is at a peak (and when, therefore, the traffic in advertiser prospects is heaviest).

Among the tobacco companies previously in jousts with networks was American Tobacco. NBC-TV lost American Tobacco as a sponsor of *Bonanza* by moving that show into the 9-19 spot on Sundays for next season, under Chevrolet sponsorship (replacing Dinah Shore). NBC-TV also is moving two other shows identified with American Tobacco: *Thriller*, which is slated to go from 9-10 p.m. Tuesdays to 10-11 Mondays, and *Wells Fargo*, from 8:30-9 on Monday into a probable Saturday 7:30 spot. One authority said: "It disrupted every one of American Tobacco's time periods." But the situation calmed when American Tobacco ended up with one-half of an as yet untitled show that's slated to go into the period immediately following NBC-TV's well-rated *Wagon Train* on Wednesdays. But in spite of that the advertiser still moved some of its business, buying into ABC-TV's *Cheyenne* and moving *Bachelor Father* to ABC-TV.

Another tobacco firm that's had "problems," P. Lorillard, moved out of NBC-TV's Sunday 8:30-9 period to make room for Procter & Gamble's *Snow White*-Lorillard had half of *Tab Hunter* in that period, reportedly

They want full surrender

The Federation of Italian-American Democratic Organizations of New York, which claimed a "moral victory" when Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company announced that it would not renew its participating sponsorship of ABC-TV's *The Untouchables* program next season (see story, page 27), is pressuring for unconditional surrender.

The Federation wants the cigarette manufacturer to sever its connection with the gangster thriller show effective immediately, even though Liggett & Myers' contract with ABC runs through October 3. The Italian-American group will hold a meeting today (March 20) to decide its future dealings with the firm.

Rep. Alfred E. Santangelo (D.-N.Y.), president of the Federation, said in Washington last week that its minimum price for calling off the boycott at this time was Liggett & Myers' cancellation of those particular episodes his group finds offensive.

He expected to hear from the company's agency, McCann-Erickson, before tonight's meeting.

A spokesman for the group said in New York that his people have "no intention of letting Liggett & Myers off the hook," and he indicated that if necessary further action would be taken against the firm including the "flash" picketing of supermarkets that sold Liggett & Myers' products. The Federation, which objects to *The Untouchables* because it "repeatedly has presented non-factual representation of Italians as criminals," announced on March 12 that it would boycott against Liggett & Myers' Chesterfield, L&M filters, Oasis and Duke cigarette brands (BROADCASTING, March 13).

At the same time the Federation also reported that some 2,500 Italian-American groups would be enlisted in the boycott, and that more than 250,000 posters would be distributed nationwide to stores, offices and factories urging the boycott of the cigarettes.

The possibility that the boycott of Liggett & Myers products would spread to a number of large cities throughout the country developed in Washington last week. Rep. Santangelo said Dominick Frinzl, president of UNICO, a nationwide organization comprised of 110 Italo-American clubs, had met with him Thursday and pledged his support. The Congressman said Mr. Frinzl told him be would request that members of the clubs join in the economic sanction against Liggett & Myers.

Rep. Santangelo also said the Federation is "prepared to picket" the Liggett & Myers board of directors meeting in Jersey City, N. J., on March 28. A final decision on this proposal will be made tonight, he said.

The Federation's ultimatum was strongly backed when a more threatening element entered the fray. Anthony (Tough Tony) Anastasia, boss
of Brooklyn's longshoremen, told Liggett & Myers officials that his men would boycott against all the firm's products on U. S. and Canadian waterfronts. Mr. Anastasia, who is international vice president of the International Longshoremen's Assn. and also business agent for ILA, AFL-CIO local 1814, the nation's largest with some 10,000 members, said in a telephone interview with Broadcasting that he contacted the "men from Leggett & Myers" and told them, "it's going to be tit for tat. You play ball with us and we'll play ball with you. I also tell them," Mr. Anastasia continued, "that my men would handle their stuff. I say to them, I cause them as much trouble as I cause Mr. Castro." The Brooklyn labor chief was referring to the longshoremen's refusal to move goods coming from or going to Cuba as a protest against Fidel Castro's reported Communist leanings.

After Mr. Anastasia learned that the cigarette firm had decided to drop the ABC-TV program, he wired W. A. Blount, Liggett & Myers president, and expressed his "sincere appreciation on behalf of his membership and their families" for the decision. He was happy about the situation now, Mr. Anastasia claimed, and he hoped that his efforts had something to do with the cancellation. At this time, he said, he has no reason to cause Liggett & Myers any more trouble, even though the company's contract with The Untouchables has several months to run.

A spokesman for the Federation meanwhile, denied that his group had any connection with Mr. Anastasia. "We didn't sanction anything he did," the spokesman said, but he admitted that the labor boss' efforts had been helpful to the Italian-American cause. The spokesman predicted that his group's meeting today might be expected to be a stormy one.

He promised that whatever else took place, the group would "definitely not leave the other sponsors of the show alone." Besides Liggett & Myers, The Untouchables current sponsors are Whitehall Labs, division of American Home Products Corp., for Anacin; Armour & Co., for Dial Soap; and Beecham Ltd. (Brylcreem).

A representative of Foote, Cone & Belding, the advertising agency handling the Dial soap account, said last week that the problems of The Untouchables had been discussed but that both the agency and Armour & Co. were convinced that it is "ABC's responsibility" and both feel "sure that the network can handle the situation adequately." The agency official declared further that neither his firm nor Armour had received any notification that they would be boycotted by the Italian-American group. The other sponsors of the program were not available for comment.

What happened to Shell's spots when it dropped tv

Shell Oil's defection from television touched off a 72-way scramble for vacated time, according to arithmetic of the Television Bureau of Advertising, New York. In a report to members, TBDB summarized a study based on reports from 57 stations that had Shell business before the advertiser went all-newspaper this year.

Among the 57 responding, 31 said Shell's old time periods were snapped up by gas and oil competitors; there were 24 more cases where oil companies wanted the time but were beaten to it by other products, and in 17 cases oil people wanted the Shell spots but found them taken by other oil competitors.

TBDB is researching effects of the situation, but meanwhile predicts, "Shell will return to television, and we hope soon, with a major effort to win back still more of these same customers from their new television competitors. Certainly all television stands ready to help them return."

Barnes Chase exits L. A.

Barnes Chase Co., San Diego, has turned over its Los Angeles accounts to Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, Los Angeles. Concurrently, Nelson Carter, senior vice president and manager of Barnes Chase, Los Angeles, becomes vice president and manager of FRC&H, that city.

According to Barnes Chase officials, the move was prompted by the decision to concentrate within the agency's home office (San Diego) area. It will, however, retain a Los Angeles service facility for its clients.
Another crevice appeared in the slowly crumbling edifice of product protection last week as NBC disclosed its decision to reduce further the extent of its guaranteed separations between competing products.

The move, almost certain by its nature to be unpopular with advertisers and agencies, was seen as another inevitable step in the slow but steady march toward eventual disappearance of product protection as it has been known in the past (BROADCASTING, July 11, 1960).

Although CBS-TV and ABC-TV indicated no immediate plans for similar moves, the consensus last week was that not only the other networks but all network affiliates—for whom product protection is also a constantly growing headache—would in time put further curbs on their own protection guarantees. As long ago as last summer some experts were predicting that for all practical purposes product protection might cease to exist within two years.

For the present, however, CBS-TV authorities said last week their current protection practices, generally comparable to NBC's, appeared to be working satisfactorily at this time and that they had no plans for a change, although they acknowledged that the NBC move might produce pressures that could lead to revision. ABC-TV spokesmen said they, too, were trying to stick to currently accepted standards and did not plan to follow NBC's lead, but they pointed out that buying patterns make some exceptions unavoidable, so that occasionally they cannot now guarantee more than 13 or 14 minutes' separation, instead of the usual 15.

Basically, NBC authorities said, the new policy differs from its current guarantees in these three respects:

- Products enjoying protected status will be guaranteed a minimum separation of only 10 minutes instead of the present 15, fore and aft, from periods sponsored by directly competing products.

- Irregularly scheduled news, sports and public affairs programs and programs of indeterminate length don't count. Advertisers in these shows will be protected against competitive sponsors within the same show but not against competitive sponsors in adjacent periods. Nor will sponsors in the adjacent periods be protected against competitors in these programs.

- Protection on so-called "star products"—those whose commercials are handled by the star of the show—will be limited to the show in which the commercial appears. This means that in the future a star appearing in more than one program can do a commercial for Brand "A" in one show and a commercial for rival Brand "B" in another; for instance, Hugh Downes' commercial for a product on Concentration wouldn't prevent his doing the commercial for a directly competing product on The Jack Paar Show.

NBC's new statement said policies regarding protection of products advertised in straight participation shows—Today, Paar and next fall's Saturday night movies, for example—would be announced later. But it did spell out the guarantees offered to advertisers using "participation type" programs (those sold in segments of one-third or one-sixth). On these the protection will be even more limited than in the case of regular weekly or alternate-week sponsorships: The 10-minute leeway will be figured from the time the commercial is given rather than from the beginning and end of the period in which it appears.

Advertisers using "non-regularly recurring sports, special events and news programs" or programs whose duration or scheduling cannot be reasonably predicted, will be protected only to this extent: "Directly competitive products ... will not be advertised on the network within the event which the advertiser is sponsoring, except in instances where the event is sponsored on a regional basis."

Star Protection • Advertisers have the right to designate a certain number of products which will be entitled to protection: Up to three in the case of conventional weekly or alternate-week sponsorships, two per quarter-hour in the case of daytime strip programs, two in the case of "participation-type" sponsorships, and one for "star-product" protection (if the program has a star personality who is available for delivery of the commercials). NBC makes the determination as to what shall be considered "competitive" in all cases.

This practice follows a pattern that has developed gradually over recent years but has often been tricky to apply: Some advertisers have been known to submit lists of 25 to 100 products that they considered competitive to their own and against which, therefore, they would like protection. The key phrase in recent years has been "directly competitive."

In addition to the basic number of "protected products" that each advertiser may nominate, he may also schedule other products on a non-exclusive basis—but may have to withdraw them if NBC sells adjacencies to directly competing products which are themselves entitled to protection.

While advertisers and agencies always have been anxious to get as much protection as possible, their trends in buying—multiple-product promotion and greater use of participation-type sponsorships, for example—have contributed to the gradual curtailment of the amount of protection that could be offered. In disclosing its new policy, NBC said it was designed "to meet the ever-growing demands by advertisers for greater flexibility in the scheduling of the advertising of their products . . . ."

The new policy is effective immediately on all new and renewed contracts.

NBC authorities acknowledged that the move probably would have a bearing on the protection policies adhered to by their affiliates in selling national spot business.
The average Iowa farmer has an income of $14,187 per year. He runs his big operation in a state that has 25% of all the Grade A farm land in America, with almost as many top-income farm counties as the next two states combined.

WHO-TV reaches 57 counties in the heart of this great agricultural treasure house—and gives you Metropolitan Des Moines as a bonus! (Actually 3/4 of WHO-TV's two-billion-dollar market lies outside of Metro Des Moines.)

Buying television in Iowa is different from buying coverage of the teeming masses you see from your window on Madison Avenue or Michigan Boulevard. Out here almost everybody has substantial discretionary spending-money—and farm people most of all. Ask PGW for all the facts on Central Iowa!


WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO Radio, Des Moines WOC and WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
Budweiser's 'Pick-A-Pair' budget up 20%

SATURATION SPOT SET FOR 770 RADIO, TV STATIONS

Television and radio will receive more than half of the $2.5 million consumer advertising budget in Budweiser's fourth annual "Pick a Pair of 6-Pak" promotion May 25-July 31. The total spending this year will be increased 20% over 1960.

Saturation spot schedules are to run on some 600 radio stations in 350 markets and on more than 170 tv stations in 140 markets. The event is described as the most intensive promotion of its kind in the world's beer industry and the "largest single product promotion in the entire food industry." Last year, 20 million six-packs were sold, and all other Budweiser package lines scored significant sales increases, too.

Advertising budgets and merchandising plans were outlined last week for three dozen of the key station representatives and broadcast executives involved in placing the business with stations. Details were presented by executives of the Budweiser agency, D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis, and brewer Anheuser-Busch Inc. Representatives for other media also attended.

The meetings were held at St. Petersburg Beach, Fla., and included a tour of Anheuser-Busch's new $30 million plant in Tampa with Board Chairman-President August A. Busch Jr. as host at dinner. Mr. Busch attributed the success of the "Pick a Pair" campaigns to the support of media, providing the vital communication link with the consumer and cooperating with retailers to show how the campaign theme can tie-in with other food lines and merchandising efforts.

Shows and Spots - In addition to the radio-tv spot drive, "Pick a Pair" will get extra mileage from Budweiser's new syndicated tv series, the NTA The Third Man package starring Michael Rennie. The half-hour adventure drama series started in selected markets in January and by the start of the "Pick a Pair" campaign in late May will be running in 79 tv markets.

Television's impact on Anheuser-Busch's marketing pattern has resulted in the reorganization of districts and distribution channels during the past decade, Budweiser marketing officials noted. The change has been away from long-established state or geographic districts to groupings about standard television markets. Beer customers watch tv programs from stations whose signals have nothing to do with state boundaries or outdated marketing districts, they said, so distribution methods were changed.

Mr. Busch told the media representatives that the brewer's record year in 1960 was due to the extra beer volume produced by the "Pick a Pair" promotion. Nearly 8.5 million barrels of beer were sold in 1960. Volume in 1959 just topped 8 million barrels. Anheuser-Busch net sales last year were $308.7 million compared with $295.9 million in 1959. Net income was $15.4 million last year, $13 million in 1959.

Mr. Busch said that even though his firm has set records "never before achieved by any brewery in the world," the marketing effort must be sustained to hold that position and continue to grow. Other company officials emphasized the growing threat of the non-advertised brands of beer in the marketplace, especially in Florida and California supermarket and grocery chains where such brands are winning as much as 30% of the beer sales volume.

In the food marketing industry, beer (all brands) ranks number five in sales volume.

Mr. Busch cited the communications link through advertising as the means by which the company can keep "personal" its friendship with the consumer. The personal approach, putting believable people in typical fun situations, is the key to Budweiser's ad theme of "Where there's life, there's Bud."

Anheuser-Busch practices its friendship doctrine at every level. The new Tampa brewery is a vacation-land showplace. Its 15 acres of gardens and exhibits of exotic birds are free to the public. More than a million visitors last year helped establish its claim as "Florida's No. 1 free attraction."

Lever Bros. seeks ways to improve commercials

The improvement of broadcast commercials (as well as print advertisements) is the subject of a "major effort" at Lever Bros., according to an annual report released last week. The advertiser implied it would be a task for the "skill" of its several agencies.

Said Lever: "To be heard and to be remembered under today's advertising conditions requires very skillful work in the area of advertising copy.

"What was once outstanding has become fairly ordinary. To produce messages which are effective in today's climate—messages which get the interest of the consumer and leave her with a memorable and compelling idea—will require increasing skill on the part of our own marketing people and our agencies."

Lever sales messages in network tv alone in 1960 appeared in 21 programs seen and heard by more than 120 million viewers weekly. Of the 21 shows, 16 are in daytime hours. Of 5 evening shows (Jack Benny, Have Gun Will Travel, Checkmate, Candid Camera, all CBS-TV and Price Is Right on NBC-TV), Lever said 3 were consistently in the top 10 and the others "not far behind."
39 years ago WSB became "the voice of the South"

From its crystal-set beginning in 1922, WSB Radio has dedicated itself to serve the best interests of its listeners. Continuous dominance in market audience share attests to its success...as do many notable awards. Latest are the George Washington Honor Medal Award of the Freedoms' Foundation for the program 'Open Letter To Americans' and TV-Radio Mirror's award for Best Programming Southern States. For 39 years, WSB has pleased its audience, its community and its sponsors. It can sell your product to Atlanta's million. and others throughout a six-state coverage area!
Ad aversion: public's not aware of it

SO SAYS RESEARCHER BARLOW IN TALK TO ANA'S WEST COAST MEETING

The public today has a generally favorable attitude toward advertising, Walter G. Barlow, president of Opinion Research Corp., told the opening session of the 15th annual West Coast meeting of the Assn. of National Advertisers, held Thursday - Saturday (March 16-18) at Santa Barbara, Calif.

But he warned these advertising executives and their agency guests that tomorrow "this picture could conceivably be less bright."

Mr. Barlow said several surveys indicated the public believes advertising to be helpful rather than harmful. Depth interviews conducted by Dr. Claude Robinson, among a test group of 100 housewives found 86% agreed that "We are better off with advertising than we would be without it," he said.

The past 10 years have seen great advances in income level, education, product use and sophistication, mobility, media awareness and the like, he said, commenting that advertising "can take credit for a great deal of this." But, with their post-war hunger for new products satisfied, consumers today are "more choosy" about their expenditures.

Advertising is like the barber who needs a haircut, the tailor with unpressed pants, Emmett McGauchey, executive vice president of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, told the session.

But that must stop, he declared. Advertising men must begin doing for their profession the same kind of job they have always done for American business: they must get across to the public the fact that capitalism and advertising can't exist without each other.

Progress = Jointly, the various advertising associations — ANA, AAAA, AFA and AAW—are making good progress in improving advertising's image with the public and the public's representatives in government, ANA President Peter W. Allport stated. A year and a half or two years ago, he said, there was a strong sentiment in Washington that advertising people didn't really care about anything but selling more merchandise at any price, without regard for the public, and that government control was the only answer.

Today, the government view is that in general advertising is capable of handling its own housecleaning, he said.

One housecleaning activity that is proving successful is the joint ANA-AAA campaign for good taste in advertising. Mr. Allport reported. Broadcasting, criticized for triple spotting and other abuses, is a special area where ANA is trying to work in cooperation with NAB, Mr. Allport said.

Ernest K. Lindley, director of Newsweek's Washington bureau, told the ANA that business need not fear the new Kennedy administration, which he described as "very friendly" toward business and showing no signs of any revival of the New Deal of the early 1930s.

What advertising is doing to help stop the recession was described by three representatives of the Advertising Council. Allan M. Wilson, first vice president, told of a successful campaign for wide distribution of a summarized report by the President's Commission on National Goals. The second phase is the current "Confidence in Growing America" campaign. To come are reports on American attitudes and on an analysis of communism.

Alton Ketchum, vice president of McCann-Erickson, volunteer agency on the "Confidence in a Growing America" campaign, showed tv commercials and print ads telling how American research is creating more new products and more new jobs.

Commitments = Fred Wile, West Coast vice president of the council, said that Union Bank and Folger's coffee have agreed to promote the new campaign in their radio advertising and Kaiser Industries on its tv programs, similar pledges have come from print advertisers.

Charles R. Stewart Jr., advertising director, Bank of America, was chairman of the Thursday morning session, Jack J. Leener, advertising manager Tidewater Oil Co., chaired the Thursday afternoon session on "Getting Better Value From Media Despite Higher Costs."

Glen Mohrman, vice president, Gallup & Robinson, outlined important physical differences in magazines which give certain advantages and disadvantages to each.

Creativity is and must be a principal commodity of the advertising activity, Harry W. Lange, marketing vice president of Cutter Laboratories, said. "However, this creative ability should not be limited as to its use to advertising problems alone. It should also extend to the rest of a marketing activity in a business."

Dr. E. L. Deckinger, vice president and director of media strategy for Grey Advertising, called for more advertising dollars. The advertiser who has been standing pat on his advertising budget in recent years is "inviting the parade to pass him by," Dr. Deckinger declared.

Walter Guild, president of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli Inc., blamed the current recession partly on a lack of creativity in many large companies and industries. In far too many companies, he said, "new ideas are not really welcome and creativity is disturbing."

Registration for the three day meeting had passed 150 by Thursday, George H. West, director of advertising and sales promotion, Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., general program chairman, reported.

Meet the new tv salesmen of Sara Lee

Possibly as many as 80 markets in the next two months will meet these new tv salesmen for the bakery products of Kitchens of Sara Lee Inc., Chicago, placed through Cunningham & Walsh there. L to r: Southern belle named Dinah, young husband called Blake, old geezer named Ebeneezer and smart mother named May. Their bright 20-second limerick story sequences introduce 40-second live action photography stressing product quality. Eight markets have the spots now. Credits: Sherman Rogers, creative director, and George Maniates, artist, C&W; Hans Mandel, producer, Audio Productions, N.Y.
wmca 570kc has New York in the bag. Proven sales results have kept 1 out of every 5 wmca advertisers on the air five years or more.
here’s been a sudden movement in Boston
It happened, this movement did, on Jan. 1, when the television programs previously seen on WHDH-TV moved to WNAC-TV—new Boston affiliate of the ABC Network.

With it went the audience—moved by such magnetic attractions as The Untouchables, 77 Sunset Strip, My Three Sons, The Flintstones, et al. In so doing, this audience moved WNAC-TV from a second place 31.5 share of audience delivered (Dec., 1960) to a first place 36.0 (Jan.-Feb., 1961).* Percentage-wise, a 31% move.

Meanwhile, back at WHDH, the CBS station, the reverse was very much in reverse: a drop from 38.2 share of audience to 32.8 in the same period.

This happens too consistently, the facts say, for mere happenstance. As in Seattle-Tacoma, Portland, Ore., Richmond, Salt Lake City—where, following affiliate switches to ABC, average evening audience shares jumped from 28% at the least to 52% at the most.

All part, one must conclude, of that same nothing-is-harder-to-stop-than-a-trend trend.

*Source: ARB, Network Programming Sun.-Sat., 7:30-11 PM, EST.
RADIO-TV'S DEADLY SINS

They're rates, triple spots and ratings, declares
Gardner's Claggett, and industry must cleanse itself

Won't broadcasters do something about the three big headaches of the business—rates, triple spotting and ratings?

So pleads the chairman and president of an agency that spent $20 million last year in television and radio. Charles E. Claggett, Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, made the request last Tuesday before the Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago.

Mr. Claggett doesn't mean to imply Gardner doesn't like broadcasting, however. "We at Gardner believe in broadcast advertising," he said. "We know its effectiveness as a selling tool. Our allocation of client dollars proves it." ($16 million in tv in 1960, $4 million in radio).

Mr. Claggett indicted the "strange, disjointed rate structure that permeates the entire industry." He said he doesn't know the solution, but "please interpret the rate structure the same way to everybody. Let's eliminate the rank discrimination which exists today. Let's try to make sound business sense out of what has become a hazy rate structure."

Gardner's media department surveyed 488 radio-stv stations late last year on their rate practices and got replies from 422, Mr. Claggett related. Of these, only a third said their published rates are their only ones. The other two-thirds "came up with rate structures that included two combinations of national, regional, local, retail and special prices charged for air time." But even among these, he said, there was no clear-cut policy and even within stations themselves Gardner could find no definite rule about who qualifies for what rate. "Special" was the "most abused category" of all, he said.

'Not Scared' — Mr. Claggett said Gardner doesn't mean to imply it is seeking a rate cut. But he warned that Gardner is "not scared of competition" and if the issue must be fought on that level, "we will not hesitate to do so." Gardner will seek the best and the most for its client's advertising dollar, he said.

On multiple spotting, Mr. Claggett recalled a report by Broadcast Advertisers Reports of 1,287 triple station breaks within a week in 25 markets. Obviously, Gardner doesn't like it, he indicated.

He recommended the long range view toward multiple spotting: "Television will not always be the darling of the communications business. There will not always be long lines of advertisers vying for availabilities. Those whose fingers are burned by such questionable practices may stall their line of customers at the doorsteps of magazines and newspapers. Let's seek a cure while there is yet time."

On ratings, Mr. Claggett said the advertiser is concerned with numbers but he isn't so impractical as to "throw his dollars into a program or time segment which can't deliver a respectable number of potential buyers of his product or service." He said agencies could better advise such a client "on intelligent and discriminating broadcast buys if we had a more qualitative rating system than now exists." He felt magazines are proving themselves "imaginative and aggressive in this area," telling not only how many people read but also what kinds of people read.

'Numbers Game' — He agreed that agencies should be more willing to try quality programs instead of playing "the numbers game." But he felt local stations can do a lot by developing imaginative and superior shows at that level. The networks often have been guilty of killing off a good program with low ratings, though the advertiser liked it and wanted to continue it, he said.

Mr. Claggett felt some progress is being made, however, noting the research work of TV-Q. "But we would like to see further more start these areas in order to make ratings more significant and more serviceable than they are today."

And who is responsible for seeing that all this new research is done? Not the agencies, Mr. Claggett said. The tv-radio industry should do it. "The agency profit structure is not such that we can afford to contribute heavily to this."

If broadcasters solve the triple-threat headache, he said, tv and radio will "fulfill their tremendous potential as an effective entertainment medium and selling tool."
The
Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation
in the field of
Radio, Television and Allied Science

announces the following awards for the year
1960

STATION AWARDS
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
WAVZ New Haven, Connecticut

COMMENTATOR AWARD
Edward P. Morgan

For excellence of broadcasting in the public interest
**IDEAL TOY BUYS COLOR**

Doubles budget for spot tv, network pre-Christmas drive

Ideal Toy Corp., New York, is joining the growing band of color tv advertisers this year with a tv budget nearly double that of last year. Reportedly the world's largest manufacturer of dolls and plastic toys, Ideal has earmarked some $2.5 million for spot television, and an as yet undetermined network color show and a number of pre-Christmas tv specials.

Melvin Helitzer, Ideal's director of advertising and public relations, pointed out last week that the new ad program is record-breaking from three standpoints: It is the largest single advertising budget in the history of the toy industry; it features full-color film commercials, the first entry of color tv ads in the toy industry, and it covers the broadest range of products in the industry, highlighting five Ideal divisions.

Ideal currently is negotiating with NBC-TV for one of three weekly half-hour programs scheduled for next season. Two of the shows are among the new color programs set for a fall start. The third is a carry-over from the present season. A 13-week tv spot drive will start in September in all major markets.

**Needs Network, Too**

Ideal has previously sponsored such network programs as Howdy-Dooey (NBC-TV) and Captain Kangaroo, (CBS-TV) but in 1960 the toy company concentrated on tv spot and network specials, including Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade, which it will co-sponsor again this year. The move into a weekly network show was called for, Mr. Helitzer explained, because of the company's growth—"spot tv no longer can do the full job for us."

In the fourth quarter of 1960, Ideal Toy ranked 74th among national spot tv advertisers with its gross time expenditure at $445,900 (Broadcasting, March 13). Ideal was surpassed in the fourth quarter ranking by General Toy and Louis Marx & Co. As a category, toys and games had fourth quarter tv spot billings of $3,641,000.

Most of Ideal's color commercials for the year have been completed. They were previewed last week for buyers attending the annual toy fair in New York. Grey Adv., New York, is agency on the campaign, which will promote three broad categories of toys: dolls and toys (heavy on network and spot tv), games (many of which are named for tv stars and programs and are heavy in spot tv with magazine support) and hobbies (network tv and magazines).

Why is color tv playing a key role in Ideal's advertising and marketing strategy this year? Mr. Helitzer noted the switch to color commercials is not only a way to keep ahead of the competition, but also it's apparent to Ideal that there's a sufficient number of stations equipped to carry color, and enough color programming available to make it worthwhile.

A related advantage to Ideal is the opinion that when Ideal Toy salesmen call on toy buyers in stores across the country, the buyers will be more impressed with the sales possibilities if they can see the commercials run off in color and are told that "this is the way your best customers will be introduced to Ideal toys on tv."

**Unrealistic merchandising scored by GB&B exec**

Radio's relations with advertising agencies could be improved by a more realistic approach to merchandising, Robert L. Whitehead, account executive at Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, told a March 16 luncheon meeting of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.

"Any self-respecting media buyer today buys a station for its advertising coverage and not because of merchandising promises," Mr. Whitehead stated. "Let's be honest with each other. The station that must resort to the 'giveaway' approach is offering either lip service and no action, or the property it represents is woefully weak and sadly lacking in audience. Stop downgrad-
Confidence Begins at Home. Philadelphia retailers do much of their selling on WIP, and with good reason. 40 years of unparalleled public service speak for the past. And Metropolitan's fresh concepts of news, service and showmanship are rapidly moving WIP to the foremost audience position in Philadelphia. More and more national advertisers, too, are doing their shopping on... WIP, Metrodelphia, Pa.
INSIDE TELEVISION: The CBS Television Network broadcasts more of the most popular programs (Top 10-20-30-40) than the other two networks.
combined. And it tops off this achievement with the biggest average audience in all television, just as it has done year after year since 1955.
ing your product with this false hook.”

Mr. Whitehead made it clear, however, that he was not recommending that stations abandon merchandising. “Just remember,” he advised, “that merchandising can make a good station better, but it can’t make a bad station good.”

There are two types of station merchandising plans. Mr. Whitehead stated, “One—we might call this the ‘quantity’ plan—seems more designed to ‘snow’ the agency into buying the station than to aid the public in buying the sponsor’s product.

“The other—and the kind we like—we might call ‘quality’ merchandising, which is the performance of certain, specific things, some of them even tailor-made for the particular client, which do something for the client he may not be able to do for himself. This kind, incidentally, may not completely ‘snow’ us, but it has a helluva lot of influence when deciding which of two or three equal stations to buy.”

Merchandising help given two of his accounts—Mary Ellen’s jams & jellies and Mother’s cookies—has been largely of the “quality” variety, he said, and the results were “extremely beneficial” to their sales efforts. For example, he cited an important city in which Mary Ellen’s commercials were broadcast but a leading chain stocked only half a dozen of the 33 varieties. When the client asked for more shelf space, Mr. Whitehead reported that the help of both the station representative and station management . . . “by enlisting their firsthand knowledge of the individual involved we were able to spot the Achilles heel in the armor of a rather tough

chain owner. Together we prepared a promotion that simply excited the hell out of this important retail merchant . . . Upon hearing it, he became so enthusiastic that eight weeks prior to the start of the promotion he instructed his buyers to increase their Mary Ellen’s line and since that time they now handle 29 varieties. This . . . again only proves the tremendous power of radio plus completely coordinated merchandising.”

Placing their entire advertising appropriations in radio, both companies have had more than satisfactory sales increases, Mr. Whitehead reported. Starting last June, Mary Ellen’s in less than six months had sales increases of from 5% to 40% in markets where the spots were broadcast, while sales stayed about the same in markets were radio was not used. Mother’s cookies again used radio spots in their leading markets and their “1960 sales were up 15% over their 1959 sales, which up to that time had been their greatest sales volume year.”

Panel agrees sales only is test of tv commercial

Originality and novelty may win awards for a tv commercial, but they don’t necessarily give it the sales effectiveness the advertiser hopes for when he pays, according to a panel of agency executives and tv commercial producers.

The panelists: Ken Snyder, tv-radio vice president, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Hollywood; Bob Redd, tv-radio vice president, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles; Jack Denove, president, Jack Denove Productions, and Adrian Woolery, president, Playhouse Pictures.

They discussed a charge by Rosser Reeves, Ted Bates board chairman, that “originality is the most dangerous word in advertising” at a shirtsleeve session of the Hollywood Advertising Club on how to make good tv commercials. They agreed the first goal of tv commercials, or any advertisements, should be to sell the product, to create or stimulate interest in it, or to establish public identification of the product.

Mr. Snyder summed it up this way: “Some of the best commercials of all time would never win an award; yet, they have become classics of interest and identification. Others so out-clever themselves as to lose or dilute vital ingredients of client or product identification.”

The session-in-depth exploration of tv commercials, participated in by the audience of more than 60 as well as the panel, was moderated by Don Estey, chairman of the club’s first International Broadcast Awards competition. More than 20 of the commercials that were finalists in the contest were shown.
Why WGN-TV bought Warner's "Films of the 50's"

Says Edward A. Warren:

"Channel 9 was the first station to bring the best of the pre-48 features to Chicago. Therefore, it is naturally expected that we continue this tradition by delivering

the best of the post-50's

"This we have done in acquiring the distinguished features in the Seven Arts' package. We know that we will deliver audiences to our sponsors, as well as add to our distinctive program schedule.

"The 26 films in color also will enable us to further this exciting dimension of our business. We know these films will do well in Chicago, because we know Chicago."

Warner's Films of the 50's...
Money makers of the 60's

Edward A. Warren, Program Manager of WGN-TV, Chicago
Network TV's Leading Spenders

Fourth quarter finds Anacin leading with $2.8 million

Anacin Tablets was network TV's leading brand advertiser for both the fourth quarter and for the month of December 1960, with estimated expenditures of $2,891,973 and $1,072,128 in the respective periods.

Television Bureau of Advertising's report today (March 20) on fourth quarter network TV billings by advertisers and brands was preceded this month by its release of top spot TV advertisers in the fourth quarter and gross time billings of national TV advertisers for the year (Broadcasting, March 13).

National TV advertisers last year, it was reported, had record-setting gross time billings of nearly $1.3 billion. The network gross exceeded $697.3 million and national spot reached $616.7 million.

Procter & Gamble, American Home Products and General Motors lead TVB's fourth quarter list of top 25 network company advertisers and also its December list of top 15 company advertisers. The network TV gross time billings figures are compiled by Leading National Advertisers-Broadcast Advertisers Reports and are released by TVB.

The estimated network expenditures of the top 25 company advertisers range from Procter & Gamble's high of $11,911,680 to S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.'s $2,061,827. P&G's December expenditures came to an estimated $4,324,518. Three cigarette brands, Winston, Salem and L&M Filter Tip, followed Anacin as leading network brands advertised in the fourth quarter. In December, however, Anacin and Winston were followed up by Texas Inc. and Crest Tooth Paste. Eight cigarette brands comprise the largest product category in the fourth quarter list of brand advertisers.

General Foods, which ranked second in fourth quarter TV spot billings, is in seventh position in network TV billings for the same period even though its expenditures were nearly equal.

Top 25 Network Company Advertisers

Source: TVB/LNA-BAR

December 1960

1. Procter & Gamble $2,891,973
2. American Home Products 2,034,383
3. General Motors 1,644,780
4. Lever Bros. 1,533,588
5. General Foods 1,763,643
6. General Mills 1,744,335
7. Colgate-Palmoive 1,730,570
8. R. J. Reynolds 1,644,780
9. Sterling Drug 1,291,356
10. Philip Morris 1,239,331
11. Texaco 1,066,822
12. Bristol-Myers 1,035,096
13. Liggett & Myers 992,959
14. National Biscuit 982,561
15. Ford Motor 965,752

Top 25 Network Brand Advertisers

Source: TVB/LNA-BAR

Fourth Quarter 1960

1. Anacin tablets $2,891,973
2. Winston cigarettes 2,034,383
3. Salem cigarettes 1,625,371
4. L & M cigarettes 1,533,588
5. Texaco (general promotion) 1,714,770
6. Chevrolet (passenger cars) 1,470,326
7. Colgate dental cream 1,414,295
8. Bayer aspirin 1,387,188
9. Lever Bros. 1,353,401
10. Oldsmobile (passenger cars) 1,299,319
11. Polaroid Land camera 1,279,529
12. Crest tooth paste 1,276,155
13. Betty Crocker cake mix 1,236,652
14. Tide 1,216,602
15. Bufferin 1,210,029
16. Marlboro cigarettes 1,193,792
17. Kent cigarettes 1,135,454
18. Alka Seltzer 1,135,454
19. Ford (passenger cars) 1,116,437
20. Vicerry cigarettes 1,107,936
21. Palm Nail cigarettes 1,104,473
22. Commander cigarettes 1,085,811
23. Phillips Milk of Magnesia 1,059,889
24. Gillette (razors & blades) 1,048,351
25. Gleem toothpaste 1,031,543

Top 15 Network Brand Advertisers

Source: TVB/LNA-BAR

December 1960

1. Anacin tablets $1,072,128
2. Winston cigarettes 741,017
3. Texaco (general promotion) 618,756
4. Crest tooth paste 589,159
5. L & M cigarettes 538,715
6. Salem cigarettes 535,250
7. Chevrolet (passenger cars) 471,176
8. Bayer Aspirin tablets 468,079
9. Colgate dental cream 465,299
10. Kent cigarettes 464,926
11. Bufferin 462,340
12. Dristan tablets 459,922
13. Tide 452,900
14. Marlboro cigarettes 443,713
15. Polaroid Land camera 428,278
WIN THIS 1961 PONTIAC
Bonneville Convertible*

*Completely loaded
with extras

HERE'S HOW:
Guess How Many People Will Visit
WFAA-AM-FM-TV
"Communications Center"
between April 5 & April 30

THESE FACTS WILL HELP YOU:
- Tours conducted weekdays 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
  weekends 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
- Newspapers, TV, Radio, Direct Mail to carry
  the Grand Opening story
- Top stars from ABC-TV and Hollywood will
  be on hand
- Souvenirs for adults and children who tour
  this fabulous new building
- 734,000 TV homes in the Channel 8 area,...
  1,400,000 radio homes under WFAA-820's
  powerful signal
- 2,500,000 people in the Channel 8 area, and
  over 5,000,000 blanketed by WFAA-820

PLUS THESE OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES:

CONTEST RULES
1. Contestants must guess the number of persons who will
   tour the new WFAA-AM-FM-TV "Communications
   Center" between April 5 and April 30, 1961.
2. All entries must be mailed to WFAA-AM-FM-TV, Young
   and Record Streets, Dallas, Texas on the contestant's
   business stationery and postmarked not later than mid-
   night, May 5, 1961. Each entry must include the name
   of the contestant, firm and position held. Winners will
   be announced on May 15.
3. Contest is open to bona fide personnel of advertising
   agencies and their clients. (Southwest area agencies and
   clients attending Opening Ceremonies will participate in
   local event.) Employees of WFAA-AM-FM-TV, The Dal-
   las Morning News, Edward Petry Co., and their advertis-
   ing agencies are not eligible.
4. Decision of the judges is final. In the event of a tie, entry
   with the earliest postmark will be declared winner.
PETER PAN IN SPOT SPECIAL

Bra firm goes it alone; signs up prime time in 25 big markets for 'Legend of Valentino'

Networks may wish they'd go away, but prime-time "spot specials" keep popping up.

A new advertiser is out this spring syndicating its own one-time show. Peter Pan Foundations Inc., New York, is clearing a coast-to-coast "regional" lineup of 25 big markets. It is a mixed selection of network affiliates (including one network-owned station, so far) and independents.

Peter Pan's show is The Legend of Rudolph Valentino. It will be broadcast the week of May 21 in the 10 p.m. hour on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday or Friday, depending on local availabilities. Ben Sackheim Inc. of New York, agency for the foundation garment maker, is clearing time and last week had worked about two-thirds of the way down the station list.

The Valentino documentary is by Sterling-Wolper Productions, the work of the Silenis Please (ABC-TV) team of Saul J. Turell and Paul Killiam of Sterling Television Co., New York, and David Wolper, West Coast co-producer who was responsible for last spring's spectacular Race for Space, sponsored by Shulton Inc. on more than 100 stations through Wesley Assoc., New York.

Experimenting - This is a new direction for Peter Pan, which has been using some network and spot announcements. It has the allure of new networks, possibly repeat in some, and there could be others to follow. Valentino does not, however, represent a deliberate move based on months of planning. It is just a show the Peter Pan people saw and liked.

When they bought it, Herbert E. Mayer, executive vice president, and his colleagues didn't know quite how they would get it on the air but thought enough of it to buy it and then work out the means.

A national network was out of the question for the size campaign they had in mind, but they worked on the idea of a custom hook-up, using lines of Sports Network, New York (Closed Circuit, Feb. 20). Stations were cooperative in preliminary discussions, but the complications of same-night clearance and production costs decided the issue in favor of market-by-market film distribution.

These are markets and call letters (where stations have been cleared) on the lineup for The Legend of Rudolph Valentino: WPIX (TV) New York, WBZ-TV Boston, Philadelphia, WCCO-TV Minneapolis, San Francisco, KYW-TV Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, WTVJ (TV) Miami, WAPI-TV Birmingham, Los Angeles, WBBM-TV Chicago, WITI (TV) Milwaukee, WTTG (TV) Washington, Khou-TV Houston, KMBC-TV Kansas City, St. Louis, KTVR (TV) Denver, WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Pittsburgh, KVT (TV) Fort Worth-Dallas, KARK-TV Little Rock, WTV (TV) Indianapolis, Richmond and Seattle.

Peter Pan products to be advertised will be the new Inner Circle Honeycomb and Wireless bras and Network girdle. The client and Sackheim are planning a big store splash involving a Valentino contest, and it is being suggested to retailers that they buy adja-
cencies to tie in. In-store and newspaper and special promotion plans are underway.

Joseph Battaglia Jr., radio-TV director of Sackheim, who is coordinating the job, said that prints of the documentary would be bicycled as much as possible but that 18 prints probably would be necessary.

Scenes that document the 13-year career of Rudolph Valentino have been gathered for TV from divergent sources. Photographs show his background in Italy, crossing the ocean as an immigrant in 1913 and other informal scenes from the five-year period during which Valentino became a national idol. Clips from his motion pictures, private home movies and newsreels are part of the record now being completed at the Sterling Studios in New York.

Peter Pan was on the air last summer with ABC-TV's daytime Who Do You Trust? and except for the new Inner Circle commercial, product emphasis on the spot documentary will continue as on the network. A year before, Peter Pan was the subject of a special survey by Television Bureau of Advertising which found high brand-awareness penetration in a single market after a one-month announcement campaign.

RAB would a-wooing go to tire, battery firms

Radio Advertising Bureau turned to the more than 400,000 U. S. retailers selling tires, batteries and automobile accessories. All RAB members received a series of sales tools to coincide with the start of the springtime selling push of TBA dealers. Included are a flip-card presentation, case history folders, a collection of promotion ideas and a special background report on the $4 billion TBA industry.

RAB also reported American women spend 943 million hours annually in

The program is 'The Legend of Rudolph Valentino,' a scene from which is shown above. It is taken from 'Beyond the Rocks' in which Valentino played with Gloria Swanson.

The product is the Peter Pan Foundation line of bras and girdles. Features of the Inner Circle, Honeycomb and Wireless bras are illustrated in commercials.
You pick your salesmen carefully...

Choose your air salesmen just as carefully...

Check List for Hiring Salesmen:

- INTEGRITY
- STABILITY
- RESPONSIBILITY

You look for these qualities when you hire a salesman. Be just as sure you get them when you hire air salesmen. In Des Moines KRNT and KRNT-TV Air Salesmen have these qualities. That's why people believe in and depend on KRNT RADIO AND TELEVISION:

- People have been dialing KRNT Radio for reliable news and sports information for 26 years. Highest ratings for years.
- ARB and Nielsen prove our television news and sports are also the “preferred ones”. Always top rated.
- The community knows locally-produced religious and civic-minded shows appear regularly in our schedules.
- Local radio advertisers have given us by far the biggest share of business in a six-station market.
- Local television advertisers have given us 80% of the local business in a three-station market.

Check our ratings with the Katz Man. He can help you hire our salesmen, too.

KRNT
Radio and TV - Des Moines
MICHIGAN'S UPPPER PENINSULA IS EASILY AVAILABLE NOW

The New $100,000,000 BIG-MAC Bridge carries thousands to the U. P. daily!

Paul Bunyan Television WPBN-TV WTON-TV Traverse City Cheboygan One Rate Card Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties INCLUDING a big chunk of the U. P. and parts of Canada Offering the Only Principal City Grade and Grade A coverage to Traverse City, Cheboygan, and much of Resort-Rich Northern Michigan Reach the MOST homes with P B N * 7000 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B (M-F, Noon-6 PM) 1900 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B. (M-F, 6 PM-Mid.) 2800 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B (Sat. 6 PM-Mid.) 1900 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B (Sun. 6 PM-Mid.) *ARB (March, 1960)

110,000 beauty shops, an average visit of 1 hour and 35 minutes. RAB commissioned Fact Finders Assoc. Inc. to measure radio's penetration of beauty shops. More than 60% of the shops surveyed reported they normally keep radios on during business hours. Says RAB: this is another addition to the "medium's almost limitless out-of-home listenership."

RAB also has been conducting an off-beat mail campaign to make advertisers think twice about their present advertising techniques. The campaign consists of a mail barrage to department store executives from a William McKinley, head of We Have Always Done It That Way Inc. who salutes the stores for promotional methods "unchanged since the days of Benjamin Franklin." Both the firm and its president are RAB creations.

Information, news shows grabbed by CBS clients

CBS Radio last week reported a series of multiple-unit news and information program sales, firm for periods ranging from 6 to 29 weeks, and hoped it marks a network radio buying trend that would spread to other advertisers.

The purchases, for the most part representing more solid commitments than the in-and-out business evident in much of the network's informational programming, included the following:

- Midas Mufflers (through Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago) signed for the five-minute Sidewalks feature Mondays through Fridays for 26 weeks. Warner-Lambert's Fizzies drink (through Lambert & Feasley, New York) bought three five-minute periods a week in daytime news and Art Linkletter's Houseparty for 13 weeks. Ex-Lax (through Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New York) picked up three five-minute periods a week in news, features and In Person for 29 weeks. Fram Corp.'s filter products (deGarmo Inc., New York) bought six five-minute units a week in late-afternoon news programs for six weeks.

CBS Radio officials also reported other business, principally in units of the network's morning personality programming block, signed by a number of advertisers, including Eastern Products Corp., Edison Chemical Co., Fels & Co., Sea Breeze Labs, General Mills, Mazola Margarine, Frank Tea & Spice Co., Scholl Mfg. and General Foods.

When not walking dog, they're watching tv

Next to dogs, tv is the pet owner's best friend. Television Advertising Representatives Inc., New York, which has concluded a study of pet owners in the five Westinghouse Broadcast-

RAB calendar

Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, has prepared for station and agency copywriters an in-depth study in calendar form on selling trends in the men's wear industry. Suggestions on how to keep a customer on the air, or to set up an annual plan for men's wear prospects are included. The bureau's "Radio Copy Calendar for Men's Wear," which provides a month-by-month study of selling trends, reports November, December and June as the industry's best months, while March, when males buy clothes for Easter, is actually one of the poorest total volume months. RAB's calendar also includes a dozens pages of suggested copy lines and phrases.

Poor advertising support causes product failure

Relaxing at the advertising switch is probably the single most important reason that nine out of ten new products fail. Robert MacLachlan, director of new products operations of Lever Bros., underscored advertising's life-or-death role in a speech last week before the Marketing Executives Club of New York. Speaking on "Profit Considerations in New Product Introductions," he said marketing men must persuade management to spend enough at the beginning if they are to avoid failure or inhibit their maximum share of the market.

New products, "the lifeblood of most of our businesses," ought to get 18 to 24 months of intensive support during the introductory ad period.

Business briefly...

Pacific Ocean Park, Santa Monica, Calif., launches its 1961 pre-Easter opening March 20 with a saturation radio spot campaign on eight Southern California stations, plus newspaper space. Fuller & Smith & Ross, L. A., is agency.

Airequipt Mfg. Co., Superba Sonic wireless-controlled slide projector, New Rochelle, N.Y., which introduced the new line of projectors last fall on NBC-TV's The Jack Paar Show, will launch its biggest spring advertising...
You roll it...let ASC ride it!

RCA Vidicon Chain, with Automatic Sensitivity Control, Assures Uniform Picture Quality...Automatically

To show the "Film of the Day" at its very best, use the RCA Vidicon Camera Chain, Type TK-21C—now with Automatic Sensitivity Control. By electronically controlling sensitivity of the camera tube, the TK-21C automatically rides gain for you...assuring superior reproduction of films with little or no operator attention. The operating convenience and uniform picture quality will add new spark to your film programming...give better service to your clients.

This improved camera chain with Automatic Sensitivity Control senses variations in camera output level, and compensates for wide transitions in highlight density. Reaction time is rapid—less than ½ second for a 10 to 1 change in highlight brightness. Even under the worst conditions, a transition from extremely dense to very light film (100 to 1 change) can be accomplished in less than one second. Automatic Sensitivity Control is supplied as part of new RCA TK-21C Vidicon Film Chains. Previous TK-21 models can be converted.

An integral part of a matched line of RCA TV equipment, the vidicon film system has been established as the standard of the industry. Continued improvements, such as automatic sensitivity control, make RCA vidicon chains one of your best equipment buys. Remember when you buy RCA you get the most advanced equipment...plus the kind of service before and after the sale that only RCA with its broad background in broadcasting can provide.

RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden, N. J.
program in April with a three-month schedule of weekly participations in the same late-night show. Agency: Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y.

ASR Products Co., N. Y., a division of Philip Morris Inc., and manufacturer of razors, blades and shaving accessories, will introduce its new Pal Premium Edge Injector Blades with a more than $1 million advertising campaign via Benton & Bowles, on tv, and in newspapers and national magazines. A "substantial portion" of the budget will be spent in advertising on such CBS-TV network programs as Rawhide (Friday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.), Route 66 (Friday, 8:30-9:30 p.m.), Douglas Edwards and the News (Weekdays), Perry Mason (Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m., all times EST) and others still to be determined. A possible radio and tv spot campaign is being considered.

Sinclair Oil Corp., N. Y., has purchased for the summer period alternate-week sponsorship of the Lawrence Welk Show (Sat. 9-10 p.m.) on ABC-TV, with New England and West Coast areas omitted from Sinclair's 15-week stint that starts in June. J. B. Williams Co. continues as alternate sponsor. Sinclair agency: Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, N.Y.

Pharmacraft Labs., N. Y., is planning a 50-market spot tv buy for its new Allerest allergy pill. The campaign, beginning in mid-April, will run through the summer. Agency: Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., N.Y.

**ARTS to be radio-tv department for agencies**

**WILL OFFER THEM ALL SERVICES EXCEPT TIMEBUYING**

In another expansion of its activities, ARTS (Advertising Radio & Television Services Inc.), New York, last week revealed plans to function as the radio-television department of agencies without such a facility.

Gerald Auerbach, president, said the company has surveyed advertising agencies without radio-tv departments throughout the country and the response indicates there is "a real need for such a service." He pointed out that ARTS is in a position to offer all services related to the broadcasting field except timebuying, a media function.

ARTS, which has grown to an organization of 66 staffers from 45 four months ago, now can offer advertising agencies these services, according to Gerald Auerbach, President of ARTS (second from r) discusses with his key executives a plan whereby ARTS offers its varied services to function as the radio-tv department of advertising agencies without such a unit. Grouped around Mr. Auerbach are (l to r) Henry Traiman, vice president and general manager of Gerald Productions, production arm of ARTS; Louis Muccioio, vp and executive producer and Oliver Barbour, senior vp of ARTS.
MAGIC SEVEN

Start with our channel number on top (as indicated) and put a different digit in each blank square so that each row and diagonal totals fifteen.*

Send us the correct answer and win a copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics"—Dover Publication, Inc., N. Y. (If you've already won it, say so in your entry and we'll send this one to your secretary.)

*Feel free to use the channel number of any Washington TV station within the squares (we're broad-minded that way) as long as ours is on top. This is only fair, as media buyers are putting us on top of their schedules since we became the top nighttime station in Washington.

wmal-tv
Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Mr. Auerbach—the creation of storyboards, writing of copy, production of commercials, distribution of commercials, program consultation and creation and physical distribution of programs. In the programming area, agencies may consult with Oliver Barbour, formerly vice president in charge of radio-tv programs for Benton & Bowles, who recently joined ARTS as a senior vice president. In commercial production, interested agencies can call on the services of two former Robert Lawrence Productions producers—Louis Musciolo and Henry Traiman—who are respectively vice president-executive producer and vice president-general manager of Gerald Productions, the producing arm of ARTS.

Mr. Auerbach believes that of the 6,000 advertising agencies in the U. S., less than 10% have their own radio-tv departments. He is convinced that ARTS can prove to be a "valuable adjunct" to the agencies with accounts that possibly could use radio-tv if ARTS facilities were engaged; to the agencies that have only a few accounts in the broadcast media, and to agencies that have the print side of the account but not the broadcast billing.

'Vertical' Growth # Gerald Productions was formed five and a half years ago by Mr. Auerbach with a $2,700 investment as a company that produced promotion spot announcements for the three tv networks. Since that time, it has set up various divisions aimed at the broadcast media, (not the broadcast media, commercials; facilities were engaged; to the agencies that have only a few accounts in the broadcast media, and to agencies that have the print side of the account but not the broadcast billing.

'Vertical' Growth • Gerald Productions was formed five and a half years ago by Mr. Auerbach with a $2,700 investment as a company that produced promotion spot announcements for the three tv networks. Since that time, it has set up various divisions aimed at the agencies with accounts that possibly could use radio-tv if ARTS facilities were engaged; to the agencies that have only a few accounts in the broadcast media, and to agencies that have the print side of the account but not the broadcast billing.

AFA awards deadline

Nominations for the Advertising Federation of America's third annual public service medal awards now are being accepted. Qualification for the awards, which honor living advertising people who have contributed outstanding achievements to advertising and public service, is that recipients be primarily advertising people who have spent a substantial part of their career in the media, agency or management side of the business. At the same time, AFA is inviting nominations for the 1961 election to the Advertising Hall of Fame. Nominations for this and for the public service awards must be received by AFA, 655 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y., not later than April 21.
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THERE'S NOTHING HARDER TO STOP THAN A ONE-WAY TREND

And according to Arbitron's latest report, it is very clear that the television traffic trend continues to point ONE WAY—to Channel 7

WABC-TV CHANNEL 7
Flagship Station ABC Television Network
THE MOST ENJOYABLE TREND IN TOWN
DUPONTS TO KDKA-TV, WAVZ, MORGAN

WAVZ repeats in winning one of 1960 radio-tv awards

Television station KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, radio station WAVZ New Haven, and ABC commentator Edward P. Morgan are the 1960 winners of the Alfred I. duPont Radio and Television Awards.

It's the second time the WAVZ station has won the duPont award. WAVZ won first in 1950.

The award to KDKA-TV is the first for the television station; KDKA radio was a 1945 winner.

Winners will receive engrossed plaques and checks for $1,000 at the annual awards banquet on March 24 at Washington's Mayflower hotel.

A panel of five judges, including Mrs. Jessie Ball duPont, who established the awards in 1942 in memory of her late husband, Alfred I. duPont, selected the winners from nominations submitted by the broadcasting industry and the general public. In addition to Mrs. duPont, the judges panel included Fred C. Cole, president of Washington & Lee U.; Mrs. E. Lee Ozbirn, president of the General Federation of Women's Clubs; Clifford J. Durr, a former member of the FCC, and W. McNiel Lowry, of the Ford Foundation.

The judges cited KDKA-TV for "management policies which seek to enlarge the station's understanding of the interests, activities, and needs of the community and region served, as well as for a responsible programming policy resulting in a wide variety of cultural, scientific, educational, and public affairs programs, superior in production quality, and often broadcast at prime time."

WAVZ was praised for "active and helpful participation in the political, economic and cultural life of the community, resulting in editorial investigation and advocacy, aggressive reporting of public affairs, and such meritorious projects as the series of programs designed to acquaint young people with the problems of young people in other lands, with the distribution of teaching aids to local schools."

Commentator Morgan was cited "for the vigor of his independent pursuit of the elusive fact, for the soundness and thoroughness of his reporting, for his integrity in interpreting the facts as he sees them, and for his willingness to be forthright when he feels that the urgency of an issue requires it. While many of his conclusions are controversial, he represents the best tradition of vigorous commentary at a time when the personal commentator in broadcasting has often yielded to other forms of reporting and discussion of public affairs, and when voices in public debate are often muted by consideration irrelevant to responsible personal judgement and integrity."

Two other relatively large stations were commended by the awards committee, although it was emphasized that such commendation does not constitute a duPont award. Special mention went to WNTA-TV Newark, N. J. (New York City), and WHAS Louisville, Ky.

Washington & Lee U., with its president acting as chairman of the committee of awards and Prof. O. W. Riegel, director of the Lee Memorial Journalism Foundation, acting as curator for the awards, has administered the duPont Foundation's program since 1951.
5,000 TRANSMITTERS AGO...

this fellow had 21 gauges, 12 hand controls, and numerous switches that required constant manipulation and frequent checking just to stay on the air.

TODAY'S LATEST TRANSMITTER,

Continental's 315B/316B 5/10 KW AM transmitter features push-button control for unattended operation, instantaneous power cut-back to 1 or 5 KW and tuning that is instant and reliable.

Get the details on tomorrow's transmitter today. It will be operating reliably 5,000 TRANSMITTERS FROM NOW...

Continental Electronic MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Designers and Builders of the World's Most Powerful Radio Transmitters
Changing hands

ANNOUNCED  The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

- KRSI Minneapolis, Minn.: Sold by William E. Schons and associates to Red Owl Stores Inc. for $330,000. Red Owl is Minneapolis-based food chain. Upon FCC approval, station will have on board of directors John C. Cornelius, former executive vice president of BBDO and Osborne Advertising Agency and now president of American Heritage Foundation; Donald McNeely, St. Paul Terminal Warehouse; Erling E. Rice, Lawrence Rixe and Michael McMahon, Red Owl Stores. Mr. Schons will continue with station in executive capacity. KRSI is 1 kw day on 950 kc. Broker was Blackburn & Co.

- KFML-AM-FM Denver, Colo.: Sold by Evert Bancker and associates to Fine Arts Broadcasting Co. for $260,000. Fine Arts is subsidiary of Televents Inc., Denver, headed by Carl M. Williams and Bill Daniels, which holds cps for vhf television outlets in Gallup, N. M., and Lamar, Colo. KFML is 1 kw daytime on 1390 kc; KFML-FM operates on 98.5 mc, with 2.35 kw.

- WLOW Portsmouth, Va.: Sold by Joseph Maloney and associates to Tim Elliot and group for $250,000. Mr. Elliot owns WICE Providence, R. I. WLOW is 250 w on 1400 kc. Broker was Paul H. Chapman Co.

APPROVED  The following transfers of station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see For the Record, page 92).

- KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.: Sold by Jack D. Feldman, Al Zuggsmith, Frank Oxarart and estate of Robert A. Yeakel to International Church of Four-square Gospel for $1.5 million. Church already owns non-commercial KFSG Los Angeles which shares time on 1150 kc with KRKD; it is headed by Dr. Rolf K. McPherson, with broadcast station under management of Dr. M. D. Buchen. Upon consummation, KRKD will apply for full-time operation with KFSG permit being surrendered.


Shreveport tv stations to switch networks

The realignment of television network affiliations in the Shreveport, La. area became official last week with announcement that KTBS-TV Shreveport would switch its primary affiliation from NBC-TV to ABC-TV on Sept. 3. KTAL-TV Texarkana-Shreveport (formerly KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex.) was reported earlier to have signed to move from ABC-TV to NBC-TV, and it was assumed then that KTBS-TV would go to ABC-TV (BROADCASTING, March 6). KSLA-TV is the CBS-TV primary affiliate in Shreveport.

The KTBS-TV move was announced by E. Newton Wray, president and general manager of the station, and Julius Barnathan, ABC vice president for affiliated stations. KTBS-TV is on ch. 3, KTAL-TV is on ch. 6 and KSLA-TV is on ch. 12.

Fm day scheduled May 7

A special fm day is planned May 7 on the opening day of the NAB convention in Washington, D.C., running from May 7-10. Planning the fm function is a subcommittee of the NAB’s fm radio committee including Everett L. Dillard, WASH (FM) Washington, and Fred Rabell, KITT (FM) San Diego. Mr. Dillard is chairman of the association’s fm committee and will be responsible for the afternoon session. Mr. Rabell, president of the National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters, the sales promotion arm of the fm industry, will be in charge of morning activity. The subcommittee was appointed during a meeting of the fm committee in Washington, March 10.

KBAK-TV building new studio

KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., has begun construction of its new $112,500 downtown home. The new facility, scheduled to be completed by June 1, is said to have more than double the space of the station’s current downtown studio.

Overall cost of the operation (building, land, equipment and the impending transmitter site move) has been set in excess of $500,000 according to Ed R. Tabor, vice president and general manager.

The ch. 29 station is owned and operated by the Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp., New York. Licensee is Bakersfield Broadcasting Co.

---

As a seller, your own opinion cannot mean as much to a buyer as ours!

Our knowledge of actual sales, our experience and our reputation for reliability naturally lend greater weight to our opinion than any seller can reasonably expect to be given to his own. Selling . . . or buying . . . you would be wise to put your confidence in Blackburn. Hundreds of satisfied clients have.

BLACKBURN & Company, Inc.

RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

WASHINGTON, D.C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Shrock
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341

MIDWEST
H. W. Castell
William R. Ryan
233 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Flamingo 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stuyvesant Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
Huey Bollinger
Jackson 5-1576

WEST COAST
Colin M. Saloff
Colby Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Claremont 4-2770
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Collins wants ‘high level’ shows on tv

The television industry was urged last week by NAB President LeRoy Collins to eliminate “excessive violence” from programs and to improve the amount of “very high-level programming” in prime time.

Mr. Collins embodied these recommendations in a talk before the Radio & Television Executives Society of New York last Wednesday (March 15). Specifically, he called on the three television networks to present an “agreed amount of quality programming” each week. He indicated that a combined total of six hours a week of such programs in prime time would be satisfactory. (CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 13).

The three television networks issued statements at the conclusion of Gov. Collins’ talk, and generally endorsed the comments made by the NAB president. NBC issued a lengthy statement applauding Gov. Collins’ remarks which pointed to “a large volume” of informational and cultural programming it has scheduled for the coming season.

The CBS statement that followed was terse: “We support Gov. Collins’ objectives and look forward to the day when they can be realized.” ABC cited its Winston Churchill series, Closeup! and The Flintstones as examples of the “quality programming” the network is carrying and pointed out that ABC-TV is against the “portrayal of horror or violence for its own sake.”

He stressed that any effort to upgrade tv programming would be the concern of various facets of the industry and he cited such groups as the networks, the film producers, the stations and the advertisers as partners in “a cooperative venture.” He added: “If this degree of cooperation requires clearance from the Dept. of Justice, we shall try to get it.”

Mr. Collins acknowledged that the "staple" of television programming will consist of the western, situation comedy, detective stories and variety shows, but he was firm in the view that "quality product" can succeed.

"The well-written, well-produced series will more and more attract a larger audience and bring a larger return than second-rate efforts," Mr. Collins declared. "To the extent that education and recognition can further this desirable emphasis on quality, broadcasters should utilize both."

He pointed out that although the broadcaster makes the final responsibility for the quality and the scope of broadcasting service, the advertiser and his agency can—and do—play an "important part in helping broadcasters to fulfill that obligation." He urged advertisers and their agencies to place their influence in program selection "on the side of quality and integrity." He also exhorted them to maintain advertising copy standards of "good taste."

Mr. Collins conceded that "broadcasting’s house never will be in perfect order," but he urged the industry to assume "moral responsibility" and to show "highly dedicated and competent leadership."

WOWW begins broadcasting


Catv systems change hands

The sales of two community tv systems have been announced.

Leadville, Colo., system, with 800 subscribers has been sold to Televents Inc., a group owner of five other catv systems in Colorado, for $98,000. Televents total subscriber list is brought to over 3,000 with this purchase. The company is owned by Carl M. Williams, Bill Daniels and others.

With 330 customers, the Coleman, Tex., system has been sold to Charles Nolen, oilman and rancher, for $85,000. Both transactions were handled by Daniels & Assoc.

NAB to elect 13 radio board members

Ballots for the election of 13 members of NAB’s Radio Board will be mailed March 22. Listed will be 27 nominees for the 13 vacancies, with all ballots to be returned by April 6 and announcement of the results to be made April 7.

The winners will succeed 13 broadcasters now on the 29-member board whose terms expire May 10 at the conclusion of the NAB convention to be held in Washington May 7-10.

Nominees recommended to run by colleagues in their district, are as follows (asterisk indicates incumbent): District 1 (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont)—Richard E. Adams, WKOX Framingham, Mass.; Carleton D. Brown, WTVL Waterville, Me. District 3 (Delaware, Eastern and Western Maryland, Pennsylvania, West Virginia)—John S. Booth, WCHA
Chambersburg, Pa.; Roy E. Morgan, WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

District 5 (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Puerto Rico)—James L. Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; Malcolm Street, WHMA Anniston, Ala.

District 7 (Kentucky, Ohio)—Paul F. Braden, WPFB Middletown, Ohio; Hugh O. Potter, WOMI, Owensboro, Ky.

District 9 (Illinois, Wisconsin)—George T. Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.; J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, Ill.; Egmont Sonderling, WOPA Oak Park, Ill.

District 11 (Minnesota, Eastern North Dakota, Eastern South Dakota)—Ross E. Case, KWAT Watertown, S.D.; *O. S. Ramsland, KDAL Duluth, Minn.

District 13 (Texas)—*Boyd Kelley, KRRV Odessa, Texas; Dave Morris, KNUZ Houston.

District 15 (Northern California, Hawaii, Nevada)—**John Cohan, KSBW Salinas, Calif.; *B. Floyd Farr, KEEN San Jose, Calif.

District 17 (Alaska, Oregon, Washington)—Lee Bishop, KORE Eugene, Ore.; Ray Johnson, KMED Medford, Ore.


Small Stations—*F. E. Lackey, WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky.; Ben B. Sanders, KICD, Spencer, Iowa.

FM Stations—Fred Rabell, KITT-FM San Diego; Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington.

ABC News to open Rio bureau

ABC News is establishing a news bureau in Buenos Aires, headed by Robert N. Lindley, who has been a South American correspondent for ABC Radio and NBC-TV for the past eight years. ABC's announcement followed by a few days NBC News' announced plan to open two new bureaus—one in Buenos Aires and the other in Rio de Janeiro (AT DEADLINE, March 13, 1961). The move is James C. Hagerty's first in the international field since he began as ABC vice president in charge of news, special events and public affairs.

WITN-TV builds new tower

Construction has started on the new 1,521 foot tower of WITN (TV) Washington, N. C., at its Gritton site. The tower is described as the tallest man-made structure in the state. General Electric Co., Syracuse, and Dresser-Ideco Co., Columbus, are the contractors for the job. The new tower, it is said, will be able to withstand hurricane winds of 175 miles per hour. The present 91-foot tower, in use since the station went on the air in 1955, will be used as an auxiliary unit.

Carry a big stick

Fulton Lewis Jr., Mutual Broadcasting Co. news analyst, last week was honored by the Irish-American War Veterans for his "long-standing, continual campaigning in behalf of American principles of freedom and democracy." He received the symbolic award—a shillelagh. Presenting the Erin-created walking stick to Mr. Lewis is William Hickey, Washington Commander of the IAW.

Boost in gross reported by Wometco Enterprises

Wometco Enterprises Inc., broadcaster-movie chain-vending machine operators in Florida, reported a gross income in 1960 of $12,673,650 and a net income of $1,013,429 ($1.01 per share).

This compares with a gross income in 1959 of $10,396,241 and net income of $707,550 (79c per share). In 1959, Wometco also had non-recurring gains of $228,786 (24c per share).

The company reported that 42% of its income was paid out in dividends in 1960.

Consolidated balance sheet for Wometco showed total assets of $14,774,990, with an excess of current assets over current liabilities of $2,084,543 at the end of 1960.

During last year, Wometco expanded its holdings by acquiring the Miami Seaboard, a Pepsi-Cola bottling franchise in the Bahamas, an indoor playland in Fort Lauderdale and a new theatre in Miami. It also contracted to purchase KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash., for $3 million.

Wometco, which is sold over the counter, owns WTVJ (TV) Miami, WLLO-AM-FM-TV Asheville, N. C., and 47.3% of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., theatres in Miami, West Palm Beach and Tampa and vending and inplant feeding activities in south Florida and Jacksonville. Annual stockholders meeting is scheduled for April 10 in Miami.

Radio-ty winners of Headliners awards

The 1961 National Headliners Club awards for journalistic achievement in all media, announced last week, showed broadcasters scoring heavily in the honors department.

Individually they were: The NBC- TV Huntley-Brinkley Report for consistently outstanding television network telecasting; WAGA-TV Atlanta for consistently outstanding editorials by a local television station; WTVJ-Miami for consistently outstanding local coverage of news events; WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, the public service by a local television station award for its comprehensive public service program and specifically for "Time for Decision," taking a stand on area problems. Other awards: CBS News and George Markham, cameraman, for consistently outstanding newsmagazine coverage of news events as exemplified by the film coverage of the anti-De-Gaulle riots in Algeria; Edward F. Morgan, ABC News, for consistently outstanding network radio newscasting; KCBS San Francisco for consistently outstanding radio editorials and specifically for its program, Before It's Too Late...; WSAC Fort Knox, Ky., public service by a local radio station as exemplified by its campaign on deplorable sanitation conditions in a school; KBOX Dallas for consistently outstanding coverage of local news events on radio.

The awards will be made at a luncheon April 8 during the 27th annual Headliners Frolic at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.

Medicine by global tv predicted by Sarnoff

Brig. General David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, last week predicted a bright future for television, particularly color television, in the field of medicine. He sees a "medical school of the world," which he asserted "will permit round-table discussions among medical experts anywhere on the globe."

The world medical school was one of three major proposals by the RCA chairman at the closing general session of the 1961 National Health Forum Thursday in New York. He proposed a closer working relationship
between medicine and the electronic media.

"The more closely we work together," General Sarnoff said, "the more effectively we can contribute to 'better health' for all mankind." In another suggestion, he expressed certainty that the electronics industry would "cooperate wholeheartedly" with the American Medical Assn. in a joint study to consider the feasibility of a national medical clearing house.

The National Health Council's forum on "Better Communication for Better Health," attended by 700 delegates, also heard Gen. Sarnoff call for a closed-circuit radio network that would link 100,000 to 200,000 doctors' offices, hospitals and medical schools in principal metropolitan centers. RCA, he said, has done exploratory work on an fm multiplex system for a private network to carry medical news at specified times daily.

**Debenture issue set by C-C to buy WMGM**

Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., which recently agreed to pay a record $11.1 million, for WMGM New York to Loew's Theatres Broadcasting Corp., (BROADCASTING, Oct. 17, 1960) intends to finance the purchase through a debenture issue. The company is offering $12 million in debentures to holders of its common stock on the basis of $100 principal amount of debentures for each 25 shares of their common stock.

The proposal was filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission last week. Any debentures not subscribed for by stockholders will be offered for public sale through an underwriting group headed by Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co.

The debentures' interest rate, record date and subscription price will be supplied by amendment. Under terms of the WMGM purchase the issue will enable the company to repay notes and bank loans and will free capital to put in its educational publishing endeavors. The debentures are not due until 1981.

In its SEC statement C-C listed its broadcast sales income for the year ended Aug. 31, 1960 as $3,539,000, compared with $2,470,000 for 1959. This is less than 10% of the company's total gross sales.

Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Division owns KFMB-Los Angeles, KEWB-Oakland-San Francisco and KDWB-Minneapolis-St. Paul. Listed in the proposal was the amount of equity each station held in the parent company's profit or loss for the year ended Dec. 31, 1960: KFMB, $931,894 profit; KEWB, loss of $68,957; KDWB, loss of $346,700.

Robert M. Purcell heads the C-C broadcasting activities. Under a con-

---

**A BRIGHT, NEW CHILDREN'S TELEVISION SERIES IN COLOR!**

**DAVEY AND GOLIATH**

**A TELEVISION PRODUCTION OF THE UNITED LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA**

****IT'S A HIT WITH PROGRAM PEOPLE!**** "WOW! THE CHILDREN WILL LOVE THESE SHOWS." Doug Martin, WCHS-TV, Charleston, W. Va.

******"EXCELLENT. I'M SURE DAVEY AND GOLIATH WILL ATTRACT A SIZEABLE AUDIENCE FOR US." John Day, WHDH-TV, Boston.******"WBKB IS HAPPY TO HAVE IT ON THE AIR." D. B. Schuffman, WBKB, Chicago

******GREAT WARMTH AND APPEAL! WE'RE FEATURING DAVEY AND GOLIATH IN OUR SATURDAY MORNING CHILDREN'S PROGRAM LINE-UP!" Tom Severin, WMAR-TV, Baltimore ******

---

How to schedule DAVEY AND GOLIATH

**GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR LOCAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES**

or, write, wire, or call collect The Broadcasting and Film Commission

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN THE U.S.A.

475 Riverside Drive, New York 27, N. Y. Riverside 9-2200, Extension 2251
They're anticipating greater harmony

Apparent happy relations among broadcasters, community TV operators and Congress may be presumed from the smiles of (l to r) LeRoy Collins, NAB president; William Dalton, National Community TV Assn. president; Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, and Sanford F. Randolph, Clarksburg, W. Va., NCTA chairman. The gathering took place at a reception last week in Washington during a meeting of the NCTA executive committee.

Principally occupied with association organization and budget, the executive committee also iterated its opposition to any legislation to place CATV under the FCC (as proposed by the FCC in special cases), approved the Magnunson bill (to give each state $1 million for educational tv) and approved preliminary plans for the 1962 NCTA convention in Washington. The association’s 1961 convention will be June 19-23 in San Francisco.

Commenting on the FCC-proposed legislation on catv submitted to Congress last month, Mr. Dalton said progress is being made through voluntary broadcaster-CATV cooperation. “I am confident,” he said, “that self regulation rather than legislation is the ultimate key to harmony between CATV operators and local TV stations.” He indicated there are now only about five “co-location” situations still to be solved; at one time there were over a dozen markets where CATV systems duplicated local TV stations’ network programs by bringing in TV signals from outside the community.

tract dated Jan. 1, 1960, he gets an annual salary of $40,000. He also receives deferred contingent compensation of $50,000 during the five-year period Jan. 1, 1961, to Dec. 31, 1965, in addition to $833.33 monthly for each month he serves with C-C through Dec. 31, 1964. The last amount will be paid over the period 1966-1970. An incentive bonus arrangement will pay him another $10,000 for 1960 if the company’s broadcasting net income is $5.5 million in 1960 and the same for each subsequent year it grows in $500,-000 increments through 1964. The contract is subject to standard employment clauses.

Media reports...

Honored • Lee Fondren, station manager and director of sales of KLZ Denver, was presented with a certificate of membership in Alpha Delta Sigma fraternity at the U. of Colo-

rado. He was presented with his membership by Lowell Thomas, for whom the chapter is named.

Sebring races on tv • The Sports Car Endurance Races at Sebring, Fla., March 25, will be televised in color by the six Triangle tv stations. The coverage will be available to other stations throughout the country. Coverage will also include radio. Charles Beidler, president, Porsche Club of America, will do the tv commentary. The Triangle stations are WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WNHC-TV New Haven, WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y., WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa., and KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.

WEMJ to CBS Radio • WEMJ Laconia, N.H., will join CBS Radio as an affiliate on April 9. WEMJ is a new station which begins its broadcasts simultaneously with its affiliation with the network. It operates full time with a power of 250 w on 1490 kc. Owned and operated by the New Hampshire Broadcasting Corp. the station is managed by Irving W. Kaizer.

Tower replaced • WSKS West Jefferson, N. C., has replaced a broadcast tower which wind blew down Feb. 26. The station stayed on the air with temporary facilities while it raised the new tower.

Storer switch • Storer Broadcasting Co. has appointed McCann-Marschalk, Miami, to handle its corporate advertising with Robert Crane as account supervisor. McCann - Marschalk replaces Peter Finney Adv., that city, as Storer’s agency. Stanton P. Kettler, executive vp of Storer, said that the seven radio and five television stations in the organization would retain their present local agencies.

Helpful manual • Mohawk-Hudson Council on Educational Television, Schenectady, N.Y., announces the availability of "Producing Your Educational Television Program," a 95 page illustrated book. Published under a grant from the General Electric Co., the book sells for $1. It may be obtained by writing to Mohawk-Hudson Council.

Donation • WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., kicked off a "Buck-A-Brick" campaign fund for the new Grand Valley College there with a $10,000 contribution. Williard Schroeder, the station’s president and general manager, made the donation. He also appeared on Panorama on WOOD-TV, urging the public to back the drive with contributions.

New fm station • WAUX-FM Wauneka, Wis., on 106.1 mc, has begun operations. Broadcasting simultaneously with WAUX until 6 p.m. sign off, WAUX-FM then programs good music until midnight. The station is owned by Mig Figi and Charles Williams.

More MBS affiliates • Mutual reports that four stations have joined as affiliates. They are: WPBC Minneapolis-St. Paul; WTVM East Longmeadow, Mass.; WMGY Montgomery, Ala., and WNDR Syracuse (nighttime only).

Adds 15 • Keystone Broadcasting System, Chicago, has announced the addition of 15 new affiliates, to bring the transcription network’s total to 1,125. Additions include: WILZ St. Peters burg, Fla.; KSKI Sun Valley, Idaho; KNIA Knoxville, Iowa; KWVY, Waverly, Iowa; KKKK Phillipsburg, Kan.; KEUN Eunice, Iowa; WEMD Easton, Md.; WLST Escanaba, Mich.; WGHN Grand Haven, Mich.; KGMT Fairbury, Neb.; WSMN Nashua, N. H.; KARA Albuquerque; WLYL Wilson, N. C.; WNOO Barre, Vt., and KPKW Pasco, Wash.
THAT
WCKY
SURE

drums up

BUSINESS IN
CINCINNATI

Standard Rate can tell you the watt-power of a radio station. But it takes a local merchant—the butcher, the baker or the candlestick maker—to know its sales-power. Take Cincinnati for example. Regional advertisers by the score—ones who know the score—will tell you that if you want to take Cincinnati by storm, take WCKY. Daytime or nighttime—3 o'clock in the morning or 5 in the afternoon—WCKY drums up a storm of sales up and down the billion dollar Ohio River Valley... at a cost-per-million-Nielsen-homes so low it looks like it's a mistake. The men from AM Radio Sales beat the drums for WCKY—Cincinnati.

WCKY-RADIO IS SOME BUY
50,000 WATTS • CINCINNATI
The economy-model tape recorder has arrived—but only for closed circuit usage.

Both Ampex, the developer of the first video tape recorder in 1956, and RCA last week announced new low cost, economical, simplified models for industrial, educational and government closed circuit use. Price for the Ampex single recording and reproducing head is $20,400, less than half the price of the broadcast model. The Ampex model was demonstrated last Tuesday (March 14) in Redwood City, Calif. RCA's announcement said only that the simplified model would be priced at half that of the broadcast model.

A Japanese video tape recorder is scheduled to be displayed at the IRE convention in New York this week.

Radio set sales drop 75% in post-Christmas slump

Retail sales of radio sets in January took a post-Christmas dive to one fourth the previous month's totals, EIA reported last week. In January, 580,680 radios were sold at retail, compared with 2,378,853 in December 1960. Tv set sales also dropped, almost to half. In January 399,791 tv receivers were sold, compared with 768,140 in December 1960.

EIA announced these figures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Tv</th>
<th>Radio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1961</td>
<td>367,935*</td>
<td>1,090,073**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1960</td>
<td>405,469</td>
<td>1,521,734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Includes 25,270 tv sets with uhf tuners.
**Includes 387,136 auto radios, and 50,421 fm receivers.

Setmakers still oppose mandatory all-channel tv

Tv manufacturers still oppose any legislation to require them to make all-channel tv receivers.

This was the word from Edward R. Taylor, Motorola executive vice president for consumer products, during the spring conference of the Electronic Industries Assn. in Washington last week.

Mr. Taylor, speaking as chairman of EIA's consumer products committee, said the association has always been against such a requirement.

Too many people would have to pay extra for something they can't use,
AN AMPEx FOR EVERY PROFESSIONAL NEED

In sound quality... in features... in lasting economy... these four Ampex professional recorders maintain the highest performance standards for broadcasters, recording studios, educators and other critical users. For 7" reel requirements—the PR-10 series—newest in studio quality compact recorders, priced from $845. For 10 1/2" reels—the 351/354 series—proven by more than 10,000 units in use throughout the world. Other 10 1/2" Recorders include the 300 series multi-channel Mastering series with up to 8 tracks. Your Ampex dealer will aid you in selecting the Ampex which best fits your needs. And ask him about the new Ampex Finance and Lease Plans.

THE PR-10-1
MONOPHONIC
Full or half-track. Single-channel electronics include built-in mixer to mix line and mike or two mikes (with plug-in pre-amps). Portable, or fits 14" of rack space. 3 1/2, or 7 1/2, and 15 ips speeds. Exclusive self-threading option. Alignment controls in front panel. New frictionless tape handling. All-electric push-button controls permit remote control operation. Write for Bulletin 212.

THE AMPEX 351
MONOPHONIC
Available in full or half-track models. Input switchable to mike, balanced or unbalanced line. Takes reels from 3" to 10 1/2". Speeds: 3 1/2, and 7 1/2, or 7 1/2 and 15 ips. Available as console, two-case portable or mounts in 22 1/2" of rack space. All-electric push-button controls permit remote control operation. Large 4" VU meter reads input or recorded level plus bias and erase current. For more information, write for Bulletin 203.

THE PR-10-2
STEREO/MONO
Two-channel electronics fit same rack space as PR-10-1. Portable for remote pickups as well as in-studio use. Split erase permits stereo recording, half-track mono recording, cue track, and sound-on-sound. Two line inputs convertible (with pre-amps) to two mikes—one per channel. Additional mike and line inputs possible with MX-10 mixer. Write for Bulletin 212.

THE AMPEX 354
STEREO/MONO
Two-channel electronics. Compact and portable version as well as console. Requires only some rack space as 351. Some heavy duty tape transport as 351. Two line inputs, convertible to two mikes (one per channel) with pre-amps. More mike and line inputs with MX-35 mixer. Convenient balancing of stereo-channels with side-by-side VU meters. Split erase for stereo recording, half-track mono, cue track, sound-on-sound. Alignment controls in front panel. Bulletin 208.

ACCESSORIES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT

MONITOR SYSTEM
SA-10, Console quality, 40 watt speaker-amplifier unit. Portable, two channels, matches curves as required. PR-10 or 351/354.

STEREO/MONO MIXER
MX-10 or MX-35, Four posi-

PLUG-IN EQUALIZERS

PLUG-IN INPUTS

Complete descriptive literature also available on 300 series Mastering Recorder and High Speed Duplicators from Ampex. Write Dept. B-3

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 Charter Street, Redwood City, Calif. • Ampex of Canada Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario
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Right before your eyes...
NEW AGENCY AT BAT
Roulette held payola counts from stock filing, says SEC

“The ‘payola’ inquiry has now been completed. Legislation has been formulated to eliminate this costly industry practice.”

The foregoing statement, submitted by Roulette Records Inc., New York, when it filed for a public stock offering, doesn’t tell the whole story, the Securities & Exchange Commission charged last week, in holding that Roulette’s omission of its own special payola troubles from the filing violates the agency’s anti-fraud provisions.

The SEC has ordered a temporary suspension of Roulette’s filing to offer the public 100,000 shares of stock at $3 per share. Roulette has asked for a hearing on the suspension, but no date has been set by the SEC.

The SEC felt Roulette’s Regulation A filing (which exempts a company from regular registration if the issue does not exceed $300,000) was false and misleading in making no reference to payola proceedings against the company by the Federal Trade Commission, to sanctions the FTC may take or to other possible consequences of the FTC charges.

The SEC also deplored the lack of material facts about “the acts, practices and methods by which [Roulette] has promoted the sale of its products,” and that the effect these methods would have on its sales. Roulette is one of 11 record companies and distributors charged with payola practices which have not agreed to an FTC consent order.

The SEC also questioned Roulette’s financial statements, holding they don’t follow “generally accepted accounting principles and practices.” The SEC cited Roulette’s writeoff of goodwill to earned surplus; amortization of the costs incurred in creating “master” records, and treatment of amounts paid to certain artists as advance royalties.

Registration Withdrawn - Roulette filed a full registration statement one year prior to the suspended Reg A filing (Broadcasting, Sept. 7, 1959). This statement sought to register 330,000 shares of common stock at $3.50 per share. It was withheld from public offering at Roulette’s request and in March 1960 the company got SEC permission to withdraw it. In a letter to the SEC the company stated that an “unfortunate adverse climate [was] affecting the entire record industry. Accordingly it appears to be extremely difficult, if not impossible, at this time to make a public offering of the company’s stock.” The original underwriters had withdrawn and Roulette said it was unable to find others. This was during the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee’s payola proceedings.

Financial statements in the 1959 registration statement for the year ended Dec. 31, 1958, differed sharply from the 1960 filing. Final net in the former showed $144,021.78 loss as compared with $301,405.20 profit in the 1960 filing covering the same period.

In the 1959 registration the company was optimistic: “The Corporation’s experience and technical abilities are such as to enable its products to gain increasing acceptance from the buying public.” This prediction was issued before the payola hearings.

In the later (1960) filing Roulette
Jim Ameche—the national d. j. with the local approach

"Radio today is healthier than ever before. Not only are advertisers putting more money into radio after year, but unlike the 'good old days' before television, these dollars are being widely distributed among local stations instead of being largely concentrated at the network level."

So said Jim Ameche. And Mr. Ameche ought to know. He's been in radio since the early 1930's when he started as an announcer in his home town, Kenosha, Wis. In Chicago in 1933, he got his first big break when he won the title role in the original Jack Armstrong series. For 20 years he starred in such network shows as Grand Hotel, First Night in Big Sister, Hollywood Playhouse, Lux Radio Theatre—the list could go on and on. In 1950, when radio responded to television by turning from drama to disc jockeys, Jim started a record show on WJJD Chicago.

Three years later, he moved to Hollywood to become one of the "Big Five" deejay team at KLAC, staying at that station until a change in format brushed out the personalies in one fell swoop. But some months earlier Jim had started taping a record program for KPAL in the lush tourist town of Palm Springs, Calif. Broadcasters from other towns, vacationing there, heard the show and asked if they could get similar service. Out of KLAC, Jim decided to become a national local deejay on tape as well as a network announcer (The Amos 'n' Andy Show).

Today, scores of U.S. radio stations, scores more in other countries, broadcast The Jim Ameche Show for an hour or two hours or more five days a week. Actually, there are four Jim Ameche Shows, one featuring middle-of-the-road music with lots of vocal recordings, another a "Top Tunes" program with the best selling discs of the moment, the third a "pops concert" of light classics and the fourth a "long hair" concert of pure classical music. The first three are two-hour shows; the fourth, one hour, and all are programmed for five-day-a-week broadcasting, making a total of 35 hours a week.

What He Does • Jim introduces each musical selection. He delivers station break announcements, time and weather reports, station promo spots and the commercials of the local advertisers of the station, just as if he were physically present in the studio at the time of the broadcast. And to the average listener, he is.

Typical is a letter from a lady in Florida who expressed concern over indications in his voice that he was coming down with a cold and sympathetically urged him to try a time-tested family remedy.

Actually, the programs are prepared in what was once the guest house on Jim's property in Sepulveda, Calif., a half-hour by freeway from Hollywood. Here are the shelves that hold a library of some 75,000 records. Here are the turntables on which the records are played, the machines which transfer the music and Jim's announcements to audio tape (Scotch 200) at 7¼ ips and which copy the original tapes onto duplicates at very high speed, the control room in which the engineers see that the tapes are technically correct, the announce studio, the office and the shipping room. Here, the 11 employees of Jim Ameche Productions rub elbows so tightly that the garage is now being converted into additional business quarters.

Each evening, the Ameche station wagon takes a load of tapes to the post office, each tape packed in a specially designed carton of fiberboard with metal edges. "We don't bicycle any tapes," Jim explained. "Each station gets its own tapes, all mailed the same day, 10 days in advance of the broadcast date. We operate on a five-week cycle: the first week the program's being prepared, the second it's in the mail going to the stations, the third it's being broadcast, the fourth it's on its way back to us and the fifth is just in case there's a delay somewhere along the line."

No Editing Needed • There's no occasion for the stations to edit or tamper with the tapes in any way, so they are not damaged and many of them are still in use after more than four years, Mr. Ameche said, commenting, "There's no reason they shouldn't be as they don't average more than nine or 10 plays a year."

Jim Ameche Productions now serves more than 200 stations, both directly, the remainder through Armed Forces Radio Service, with from five to 20 hours of programming per week. No station subscribes to more than two of the programs. Rates vary from station to station, market to market, ranging from $50 a month to $500.

Mr. Ameche is planning to expand his service by adding other personalies to what has so far been a one-man program operation. A pop personality show with Jack Smith and a humorous deejay series with Dick Haynes will be introduced shortly. Eventually, Jim wants to have a country-and-western program and another composed of religious music.

Jim is proud of the fact that his service is operative with the various types of automation machines in general use at radio stations and states, "We're about the only organization to provide stations with personality plus programming." Stations tell him they've been able to sell participations in his shows to national and regional spot accounts as well as local businessmen, but he says he has no interest in trying to sell any advertising himself. "There'd be too many problems of local client conflict," he noted, "and besides, I've got enough to worry about producing 35 hours of programming and getting 4,500 tapes into the mail every week."

TPT's southern sales office

TelePromTer Corp., New York, has created a southern regional sales office at Huntsville, Ala., to perform sales and service functions for tv stations in eight southern states, an area formerly divided between the company's eastern and central regions.

Clifford H. Paul, who has been named
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manager of the new office, will also continue as contractor representative for TelePrompTer's military TV operation at the Ordnance Guided Missile School at Huntsville. Edward Basista, who joined the company in 1952, was named assistant director of technical operations. The Huntsville office is located at 2700 S. Memorial Parkway. Telephone: Jefferson 4-1902.

Columbia post-'48 films now sold to 13 stations

The sale of post-'48 Columbia Pictures' feature films in eight additional markets was announced last week. Total sales on these features now number 13, since five CBS owned-and-operated TV stations bought them two months ago.

Latest stations to join included WTIC-TV Hartford, WOAI-TV San Antonio, WKBW-TV Buffalo, WSYR-TV Syracuse, WAPI-TV Buffalo, WPTA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; WBHF-TV Rock Island, Ill., and WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich. Stations bought post-'48 Columbia features and, in addition, acquired a varying amount of pre-'48 Universal films. They received at least 210 of 260 post-'48s and up to 100 Universal features.

Sales on the post-'48 features are handled directly by SG's New York office.

FDR series to follow ABC-TV's 'Churchill'

ABC-TV is preparing a program series on the years that Franklin D. Roosevelt was President of the U. S. for presentation in the 1962-63 season. Thomas W. Moore, ABC Vice president in charge of TV programming, announced that Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt will serve as consultant on the series and also will make appearances on the programs.

The network will make use of historical materials, tape recordings, photographs and films as well as the personal papers of the late President. The series will include an opening one-hour program and 25 half-hour programs. Robert D. Graf, executive producer of ABC-TV's Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years, will be executive producer of the Roosevelt series. Ben Feiner Jr., producer of the Churchill series, will serve in a similar capacity on the new project.

Revenue from c-c bout $2.4 million, says Kahn

TelePrompTer Corp. reports that revenue from the closed-circuit telecost of the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight championship bout last Monday is expected to reach about $2.4 million.

Irving B. Kahn, TelePrompTer president, based the estimate on figures received from 103 of the 207 locations where the closed-circuit program was carried. Mr. Kahn thought another $1 million would come from radio, TV and motion picture coverage. (In the U. S., there was no free TV coverage, but it was carried on ABC radio.)

Film sales...

Assignment: Underwater (NTA); Sold to KOB-TV Albuquerque; KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.; KGPL-TV Billings; KHSL-TV Chico, Calif.; KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs; KTVR (TV) Denver; KCDA (TV) Douglas, Ariz.; KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.; KLAS-TV Las Vegas; KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; KPHO-TV Phoenix; KQIN-TV Portland, Ore.; KPIX San Francisco; KXTV (TV) Sacramento; KSL-TV Salt Lake City; KFMB-TV San Diego; KXLY-TV Spokane; KOLD-TV Tucson; KTVV (TV) Tacoma, and KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash. Now in 70 markets.

12 One-Hour Public Affairs Spectaculars (Banner Films): Sold to WNBQ (TV) Chicago; KENS-TV San Antonio; KSL-TV Salt Lake City; KOCO-TV Enid, Okla.; KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, and KTVK (TV) Phoenix.

RECOGNITION...

for KLZ Radio is not unusual, but never less welcome for this reason!
When the satisfaction of doing a job well is followed by an expression of praise, the accomplishment seems more worthwhile and encourages further striving.

So far this year, KLZ has received two TV Radio Mirror Awards, one for "Party Line" as "Most Original Program in the Western States," the second for "Citizens By Choice" as "Best News Program in the Western States."

Additional recognition for KLZ came with the George Washington Honor Medal from Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge for the "Citizens By Choice" program.

These awards will join many Variety and Billboard Magazine citations, an Alfred I. DuPont Award, one other TV Radio Mirror Award and many other expressions of recognition in KLZ's proud collection of trophies . . . witnesses to KLZ Radio's ability to create outstanding programs and maintain its position as one of the most honored stations in America for over 39 years.

Represented nationally by KATZ
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The eyes of JFK will be upon them

MONTHLY REPORTS TO WHITE HOUSE DRAWS CONGRESSIONAL IRE

Monthly reports which the President has ordered sent to him from the chairmen of seven regulatory agencies, including the FCC (CLOSED CIRCUIT, March 13), will not be released to either members of Congress or the public, White House News Secretary Pierre Salinger said last week.

Within a day after public disclosure of the executive order, the President's authority in this area was debated at length on the floor of the House and more discussion is promised for this week. And last Tuesday night (March 14) the same presidential order was the leading topic of discussion at a meeting of the D. C. Bar Assn. featuring Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) and agency chairmen.

Mr. Salinger replied "No, of course not," when asked if the agency reports, due the first Tuesday of each month, would be made public. He also said that it is not planned to make them available to Congress. He said they are "executive memorandums" and as such are available to the White House only.

The President's news secretary charged that the purpose and intent of the order that the monthly reports be submitted were "terribly misrepresented" both on the floor of the House and in a Tuesday Wall Street Journal article which touched off the congressional debate. He said the reports were ordered only for two purposes: (1) to keep the President abreast of what the independent agencies are doing and (2) to help Mr. Kennedy in preparing for expected questions at weekly news conferences.

Worse than Sherman Adams - House Republicans Tuesday characterized the actions of Sherman Adams while an assistant to President Eisenhower as "only a trifle compared to what is being attempted here by the White House . . . to influence these agencies." (Mr. Adams was publicly condemned and forced to resign for allegedly intervening on behalf of Bernard Goldfine at two of the agencies.)

Rep William Avery (R-Kan.) charged that under the new White House practice "it now becomes the accepted role of the executive to intervene—in fact, apparently to dominate—in the responsibility and jurisdiction that have been the role of what we describe as independent regulatory agencies." Rep. Avery said that "this is the boldest trespass" upon their independence since the Interstate Commerce Commission was formed.

Rep. William Springer (R-Ill.), like Rep. Avery a member of the House Commerce Committee, said that he was "completely astounded that the executive department would in any way send down to the regulatory agencies this kind of a directive in which they are attempting to seize upon the powers of these regulatory agencies." He predicted that if President Eisenhower had instituted such a regular practice, "certain members of our subcommittee on the other side of the aisle would have made the well of this House so hot no one could have stood it."

Mr. Adams merely made inquiries of the agencies, Rep. Avery said, but "now we have the executive not inquiring but directing, if you please, every agency to file with him a report on what they have done in the month proceeding and what they expect to do in the month to follow."

Rep. Harris, who is an outspoken advocate of the congressional belief that the agencies are arms of Congress, said that he did not believe the President has any intention of attempting to gain "unprecedented power" over the FCC and other agencies. "I hope I am right in this statement," he said. He pointed out that the Constitution charges the President with seeing that the laws are executed and "I am sure this was what the President had in mind in connection with his expressed intention . . ." in ordering the monthly reports.

The presidential mandate came to his attention "just a few days" after it was sent to the agency chairmen, Rep. Harris said. "I was concerned about it at first and I took it upon myself to make an inquiry," he said, and obtained a copy of it plus a reply from the Interstate Commerce Commission. He placed the presidential order, dated Feb. 7 and signed by Frederick G. Dutton, special assistant to the President, and the ICC reply in the Congressional Record. He did not state whether the information inserted came from the White House.

Will They Be Made Public • Rep.
all measurements prove that
Channel 10 is the BIG One...

* N.S.I. AND A.R.B. METROPOLITAN AUDIENCE SURVEYS... NOVEMBER 1960

...HAS THE BIGGEST OVERALL SHARE OF AUDIENCE!
...CARRIES 16 OF THE TOP 20 FAVORITE TELEVISION SHOWS!

It's always gratifying when independent surveys of the Rochester Metropolitan Area see affirmatively—"aye to aye"—as regards the dominant position of Channel 10. Not only do we carry 80% of the Top Twenty favorite Rochester shows—not only do we deliver the largest over-all Rochester viewer-audience—but, from key executives to propmen, from facilities to promotion—we have what it takes to make the sponsor happy!—We also have some mighty attractive availabilities. Write, phone or wire for complete details.

CHANNEL 10
BASIC CBS • AFFILIATE ABC
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

WHEC-TV
EVERETT MCKINNEY INC.

WVET-TV
THE BOLLING CO. INC.
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Results were official last week on the working staff of the new FCC chairman, Newton N. Minow. Mr. Minow stilled rumors and predictions by announcing officially the top commission echelon that will help steer the agency's course toward the New Frontier.

The appointment of Kenneth Cox, Seattle attorney and former special Senate committee consultant on communications matters, as chief of the Broadcast Bureau, was announced two weeks ago. As published last week, the appointments of Max D. Paglin, chief of the litigation division of the general counsel's office, as general counsel and of James Juntilla, attorney, in the office of Arnold, Fortas & Porter, Washington, as assistant to the chief of the bureau were announced this week.

Henry Geller and Daniel Ohlbaum, former FCC attorneys more recently with the Justice Dept., were reported slated to be named associate general counsel and chief of litigation, respectively. Their appointments were also announced this week. (For profiles of these appointees, see Broadcasting, March 13.)

Mr. Cox succeeds Harold Cowgill as chief of the Broadcast Bureau. He will assume office the second week in April. Mr. Cowgill's future plans have not been announced.

Mr. Paglin replaces John Fitzgerald, who became general counsel in September 1958. Mr. Fitzgerald has been appointed legal consultant to the minority staff of the House Banking & Currency Committee subcommittee on housing until September. He will then become a full professor at Southern Methodist U., teaching administrative law among other subjects. His last day as FCC general counsel was Wednesday (March 15).

Mr. Geller fills a position that has been vacant and Mr. Ohlbaum moves into the position previously held by Mr. Paglin.

Gerard M. Cahill has been appointed assistant general counsel in charge of legislation. He replaces Charles E. Smoot who has not announced his future plans. Mr. Cahill, a graduate of Georgetown U. and

Avery asked Rep. Harris if he would seek to have the agency replies made public "... or will he be content for them to remain purely confidential memoranda to the Chief Executive?" Rep. Harris did not give a direct answer but said he was sure "our committee will get a copy of these reports as they come out . . . ."

Mr. Salinger's statement evidently forecloses the possibility of Rep. Harris securing the monthly status reports from the White House. The order directing submission of the reports also states that they will be used only by the White House. Rep. Avery said Thursday that when Rep. Harris placed the executive order in the Congressional Record, he got the impression that the reports would become public record in the future. He announced plans to demand that the House Freedom of Information Subcommittee launch an investigation.

In addition to the FCC and ICC, President Kennedy also asked for monthly reports from the Federal Power Commission, Federal Trade Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board, Securities & Exchange Commission and National Labor Relations Board, The mandate stated, in part: "The President will appreciate receiving for informational purposes on the first Tuesday of each month a brief, informal written summary from the chief officer of the agency on its principle activities during the preceding month and pending for the period immediately ahead. "The President is most interested in being kept closely informed on important policy and administrative action taken or proposed. . . . He is particularly interested in having major problems of the agency flagged for his attention. The reports should be kept as specific, incisive and brief as possible. . . . Matters highlighted in these summaries and of particular interest to the President can later be more extensively developed at his request. Decisions pending before independent boards or commissions should not be included. . . . The reports will be used only by this office."

After Rep. Harris had defended the right of the President to ask for and receive the requested information, Rep. Springer said the chairman "missed the point. . . . When was it ever the business of the executive department to inquire into the policy of any regulatory agency? I cannot think of any more flagrant violation of the separation of the legislative and executive departments."

Rep. Springer then entered a formal request that Rep. Harris' new Subcommittee on Regulatory Agencies, of which the Illinois Republican is a member, launch an immediate investigation of the President's action. He charged that "there can be no other reasonable interpretation of this memorandum except that he (President Kennedy) expects to influence policy."

Dark Colleagues - Chairman Newton N. Minow of the FCC kept the other members of the commission in the dark concerning his mandate to report directly to the President. His first such report went to the White House 10 days ago and other members said that the first they knew of it was when they read it in Broadcasting. The report still has not been made available to the commissioners, it was reported.

Sources both on the Hill and at the agency level felt that it would be impossible for the chairman to submit monthly reports without adjudicatory matters creeping in. "When that happens, improper influence from the White House
Georgetown School of Law, holds LLM and MPL degrees from National U. School of Law. He joined the FCC in 1958 as supervising attorney and special assistant to the general counsel and has been in charge of major legislative problems, including liaison with congressional committees handling legislation concerning the FCC.

Office Staff * Chairman Minow has chosen Tedson J. Meyers as his administrative assistant. Mr. Meyers has been an attorney with ABC since 1959. He specialized in congressional and FCC matters affecting broadcasting. He received his LLB from Harvard Law School in 1953 and his AB and MPA degrees from New York U. in 1949 and 1950, respectively.

Joel Rosenbloom has been appointed Mr. Minow's legal assistant. He has been a trial attorney in the litigation division of the general counsel's office since 1957 and has performed special legal review and research among other duties. He was graduated from the U. of Illinois (with honors in philosophy) and from Indiana U. School of Law (JD with honors) in 1954.

William L. North, newly appointed engineering assistant to the chairman, has been with the FCC since 1939, serving in various engineering posts, including field radio inspector and section chief of the commission's wartime Radio Intelligence Div. Since 1948 he has been assistant chief of the Frequency Allocation & Treaty Div.

Chairman Minow has retained James B. Sheridan as special assistant, the same post he occupied during Chairman Frederick W. Ford's tenure. Mr. Sheridan has been with the commission since 1941, serving as special research assistant in the Economics Div. of what was then the Office of the Chief Accountant, as general economist and chief of the business economics branch. From 1956-1959 he was assistant chief of the Broadcast Bureau's economics division.

Gloria Coe has been appointed confidential assistant by Chairman Minow. Prior to and during the 1960 convention she was secretary to J. Leonard Reinsch, special communications advisor to John F. Kennedy. She worked in conjunction with Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, the Democratic Party ad agency, during the campaign on radio and TV matters. During the 1956 campaign she was employed by Norman, Craig & Kummel, advertising agency.

The appointments will become effective upon approval by the Civil Service Commission.

House communications schedules etv hearing

The House Communications Subcommittee begins a four day hearing this morning (Monday) on aid to educational television, with Chairman Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) expressing the belief that a bill will be reported out and sent to the floor.

Rep. Moulder, who this year succeeds Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the parent Commerce Committee, as communications unit head (BROADCASTING, March 13), has scheduled the hearings on five etv bills. He said he expected the subcommittee to report out a measure (HR 132) sponsored by Rep. Kenneth Roberts (D-Ala.), providing for state-federal matching funds.

Although a formal announcement had not yet been made at week's end, it was expected that Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Abraham A. Ribicoff will testify on Wednesday. Also, scheduled to testify tomorrow (Tuesday) is FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow. Authors of the etv bills under consideration and other members of Congress were to testify today, with the remaining hearing days given over to many of the witnesses who testified on the Senate etv measure two weeks ago (BROADCASTING, March 6).

That bill (S 205), providing for grants of up to $1 million to each state and the District of Columbia for the installation and improvement of etv facilities, has been approved by the Senate Commerce Committee and is awaiting Senate approval.

Similarities * Like the Senate bill, which was introduced by Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee, the Roberts bill provides for grants of up to $1 million to each state. But the bills differ in that the Magnuson measure does not require the states to match the federal grants.

Also, the Roberts bill would provide each state with another $10,000 grant (again on a matching-funds basis) for the development of an etv plan, include Puerto Rico as an eligible "state," and amend the Communications Act. The Magnuson bill does none of these things. The Roberts bill also provides for administration of the program by the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. Under the Magnuson bill, the U.S. Commissioner of Education would authorize the grants.

The other bills listed for consideration at the House hearing are HR 965, authored by Rep. Harris; HR 645, by Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.); HR 2910, by Clifford G. McIntire (R-Md.); and HR 5099, by Byron G. Rogers (D-
Colo.). Two other etv measures introduced in the House after Rep. Moulder announced the hearing probably will be considered also. These are HR 5535, introduced by Harris B. McDowell Jr. (D-Del.) and HR 5602, sponsored by Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.).

The Harris and McIntire bills are similar to the Magnuson measure. The Boggs bill is also similar but would amend the Communications Act. The other measures are similar to the Roberts bill.

Twice before, the House Commerce Committee has considered the Roberts bill. In the 85th Congress, it let the measure die. Last year, it reported the bill out, but it was shelved by the Rules Committee. This time, however, it is believed the House will have a chance to vote on an etv bill. In both previous Congresses, the Senate passed the Magnuson measure.

**Short term renewals given WPET, WVOV**

WPET Greensboro, N. C., and WVOV Logan, W. Va., were slapped by the FCC last week with license renewals of only 14½ months, compared to the normal three year period. In the WPET case, however, Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and John S. Cross felt that the licensee had adequately explained past shortcomings and was entitled to a full renewal.

The Greensboro station got into commission trouble because of numerous program logging discrepancies and alleged failure of the licensee to exert close control and supervision over its employees.

The station, principally owned by James Beattie, reported to the commission that two announcers who made the incorrect log entries had been discharged and that employees had been warned not to repeat the errors in the future. Among the improper entries cited by the commission were public service announcements and commercials logged but not actually broadcast.

In giving WPET a renewal only until June 1, 1962, the commission noted that the licensee had responded to the inquiry in a responsible manner but that the commission wanted to make another review of future operations.

Licenses of two other stations in which Mr. Beattie owns major interests, WBUT Butler, Pa., and WSSB Durham, N. C., were renewed in recent weeks without question.

In the WVOV action, the commission also approved a previously unauthorized transfer of control which arose out of failure to report the end of a trust agreement. The transfer was from H. H. Farley, Clarence W. Meadows and J. E. Craft, as trustees, to Messrs. Farley, Meadows, Grover C. Combs, William P. Becker, Chauncey Browning, Carson Browning Jr., William T. Lively and other original stockholders. The station also was cited for technical violations in the short-term renewal.

**IN THE HILL HOPPER**

Here, in capsulated form, are bills introduced in Congress that are of interest to those in broadcasting and allied fields:


S 1233. Sen. Clifford Case (R-N. J.) and Sen. Maurice Neuburger (D-Ore.)—would require senators, representatives, candidates for those offices and employees of the legislative or executive branch earning more than $12,500 annually to file reports of income and expenditures, assets, securities or commodities dealing, and purchases or sales of real property; and would authorize the establishment of a Commission on Legislative Standards which would study conflict-of-interest and executive-relations problems confronting Congress. Rules Committee, March 7.

**House bill would limit vhf shifts to uhf**

Legislation has been introduced in the House of Representatives that would limit the FCC's authority to shift vhf television stations to the uhf band.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. William G. Bray (R-Ind.), would prohibit the FCC from making such a switch without the licensee's consent and unless the proposed modification were "part of a general plan" to move all vhf stations to the uhf band.

The congressman is said to have introduced the bill, in the form of an amendment to the Communications Act, after conferring with several constituents. However, favorable action on the bill seems doubtful in view of congressional interest in the adoption of fundamental policy with regard to the vhf-uhf problem.

**WIBW asks for hearing on sale of am satellite**

The smallest part of a $1-million-plus station sale was protested by a Topeka, Kan., station last week.

WIBW asked the FCC to set a hearing on the sale of KFRM Concordia, Kan., the smallest part of the $10.25 million cash sale of KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City, and KMOS-TV Sedalia, Mo., by Cook Broadcasting Co. to Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. (Broadcasting, Dec. 26, 1960). KFRM was operated as a satellite of KMBC by Cook. That company had been granted a waiver of an FCC rule requiring a station's transmitter to be located so as to provide primary service to the city in which the main station is located on grounds that KMBC's agricultural programming filled a special need in Kansas. The station's studio is in Kansas City, Mo., the transmitter 160 miles away in Concordia.

WIBW protested that the waiver should no longer apply if the sale is approved because Metropolitan would not be using the same agricultural programming. Metropolitan has announced it will sell KFRM (without profit), but WIBW said it would still have to operate it for a minimum of six months during the transition period.
FTC orders halt in toothpaste ads

The crack in Colgate toothpaste’s “protective shield” became official when the Federal Trade Commission issued a cease and desist order last week barring the claim that the use of Colgate Dental Cream with Gardol completely protects teeth from decay.

The FTC order written by FTC Commissioner William C. Kern, said Colgate’s advertising, including tv demonstrations of a tennis ball and a coconut being thrown at the announcer (and stopped by an invisible glass plate) are misleading; that no dentifrice furnishes complete protection to the teeth, as implied by Colgate.

The FTC didn’t judge a charge that the TV commercials by “visual innuendo” claimed the toothpaste furnishes complete protection. Commissioner Kern wrote that the audio portion of the TV commercials and print advertisements made these implications sufficiently for a ruling.

Mr. Kern denied Colgate’s plea for dismissal on the ground that it has abandoned the advertising theme.

The FTC complaint was issued in 1959 as one of the first of a dozen deceptive advertising complaints emanating from the FTC’s crackdown on misleading TV demonstrations. An FTC hearing examiner last summer recommended a cease and desist order, and in December an appeal from this initial decision was argued before the FTC membership (Broadcasting, Dec. 19, 1960). Other FTC complaints involving TV advertising, still outstanding: Alcoa (aluminum wrap), Carter (Rise lather), Colgate-Palmolive (Rapid Shave lather), Lever Bros. (Pepsodent toothpaste), Mennen (Sof’ Stroke) and Libby-Owens-Ford (auto glass). Others, settled by consent orders: Brown & Williamson (Life cigarettes), Eversharp (Schick razors), Standard Brands (Blue Bonnet margarine), Max Factor (Natural Wave).

Advisory group killed

President Kennedy last week abolished the Telecommunications Advisory Board, comprising undersecretaries of various departments, and chairmen of independent agencies. The board was a successor to the Telecommunications Advisory Committee, set up in the White House in 1952 and composed of cabinet rank officials. National telecommunications matters will now be considered by the Telecommunications Planning Committee, established by President Eisenhower in 1952. This is composed of working executives. It is chaired by Fred M. Alexander, Director of Telecommunications, Office of Civilian & Defense Mobilization.
Tv, movies, cast as villains of delinquency

SENATE REPORT LINKS TELEVISION TO JUVENILE CRIME

Television and movies are hearing from their critics on Capitol Hill again. The complaint, as it has often been, is that the heavy budget of filmed violence is a factor in the rise of juvenile delinquency and that the export of crime shows is hurting the country's image abroad.

On Monday, Rep. John S. Monagan (D-Conn.) inserted into the Congressional Record a column by syndicated writer John Crosby, which charged, "We teach juvenile delinquency on television and in books and in the movies." Mr. Crosby also landed with both feet on the FCC, calling that agency, "sublimely blind, hopelessly inefficient and frequently corrupt." The column went on to say that the FCC could accomplish much simply by "flexing its muscles" at the networks and local stations "who show the tripe." In inserting the column, Rep. Monagan said he hoped it would help lead to the elimination of violence-stressing tv programs.

The effect of blood-and-thunder tv shows and movies on friends abroad concerned some members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee last week. At the hearing on Edward R. Murrow's nomination as director of the U. S. Information Agency (see story page 80), Sen. George D. Aiken (R-Vt.) said "some of the most harmful views of us abroad" are given by tv and movies. He asked Mr. Murrow whether he could "persuade" movie people to quit distributing such films overseas, and the former CBS newsman said he would "try."

Echoes Expected - The blast that is certain to be echoed before Congress recesses for the summer came a few days earlier, at a Senate Juvenile Delinquency hearing. The National Council on Crime and Delinquency released a long-confidential report declaring that constant portrayal, by television and movies, of "large quantities of materials which stimulates aggressive and sexual fantasies" could seriously affect the young viewer's behavior and emotional development.

The report said that movies and television reinforce in young children's minds such undesirable stereotypes as "the criminal who has prospered for many years before his downfall in the last three minutes of the program."

The report recommended that the FCC monitor tv programs and be equipped with "more diversified and flexible sanctions" than it now has in dealing with tv stations that do not live up to their promises of program balance.

What the report's authors had in mind for the FCC, reportedly, was the power to levy fines on offending stations. They felt it was unrealistic to expect the commission to revoke a license.

Report A Surprise - The report also said the television and movie industries should be urged to "correct the considerable gap between their established codes regarding children and the extent of horror, crime, violence and sex programs." In addition, it recommended a national conference to discuss television and movie crime and said leaders of those industries should be invited to participate.

The report, prepared last June by experts in the field of juvenile delinquency, was not expected to be discussed at the subcommittee hearing, which dealt with the general problem of the government's role in combating juvenile delinquency. Milton G. Rector, NCCD executive director, reportedly surprised the subcommittee with it.

However, it's certain to form part of the basis of the hearings the subcommittee plans to hold on this subject. Chairman Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.) said, "If television is as powerful in forming public opinion as the industry believes it to be, then the high incidence of criminality it portrays cannot be discounted lightly. In due time, we will attempt to determine precisely what the relationship is, if any, between the two."

The subcommittee, which held hearings on this subject five years ago, has no plans for legislation in this area. What it does hope to do, it is understood, is nudge the FCC into considering program content in determining whether a licensee has lived up to its "public interest" responsibility.

NAB asks more time on program comments

Vehement protest was expressed in the first comment received by the FCC last week on its proposed revised programming section on applications (Broadcasting, Feb. 27). The proposal would require considerably lengthier descriptions of the nature of a station's programming and what the licensee had done to determine local public needs.

Richard B. Biddle, president of WOWL-AM-TV Florence, Ala., said, "Any proposal which would purport to cast judgment upon local programming procedures on the part of broadcasters, I believe, undermines our basic freedoms as set forth in the Bill of Rights." Mr. Biddle said he realized that the intent of the FCC proposal was not to dictate program policy, but felt the very admission of this type of change "creates the opportunity for ever-in..."
creasing determination of program policies by the FCC and/or some group authorized to pass upon it."

Mr. Biddle also objected to the proposal on grounds that broadcasters are already overburdened with red tape and any additional complications are unfair.

NAB requested an extension of time from the FCC last week for filing comments on the proposal.

NAB told the commission that copies of the proposal have been reprinted and distributed to the entire NAB membership. It said its preliminary information was that many members would wish to comment. These comments would be helpful to the FCC in considering the proposal, NAB suggested, and said that a much more informative group of comments would be submitted if the additional time is granted.

**NAB stations oppose monitor data changes**

The NAB and several stations told the FCC last week that the agency's proposal to reduce the allowable tolerance of TV frequency monitors from 50% to 10% would work an undue hardship upon broadcasters.

The views were given on commission rulemaking eliminating a requirement that all stations employ type-approved frequency monitors and require them instead to use external measuring sources (Broadcasting, Nov. 28, 1960) to insure compliance with prescribed tolerances.

NAB expressed general agreement with proposal but recommended that the 50% tolerance factor be continued. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., also was in general agreement, but said that the proposal may not accomplish its intended purpose and instead may be conducive to greater errors than those at present.

KYLD-TV Bakersfield, Calif., KLIK-TV Twin Falls, Idaho, and KING-TV Seattle argued that the commission failed to find the existing system of checking monitors on a monthly basis to be in any way unsatisfactory. Therefore, a mandatory system of external daily checks is unjustified and the necessary gear would cost each station up to $3,000, they held.

WNTA-TV Newark-New York, WJAR-TV Providence, WGAN-TV Portland, Me., and WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md., felt the rules should be flexible enough to permit stations to use either system of monitoring their technical operation. WHP-TV Harrisburg, also thought the proposed system would preclude stations from using present monitors.

A consulting engineer firm, Hammett & Edison, said that the commission's proposal would burden stations unreasonably and unnecessarily. The admitted short-term stability of monitors is adequate to insure operation within the required frequency if monitors are periodically checked against a known standard, H&E maintained.

**Two uhf stations ask for vhf assignments**

Two uhf tv stations have asked for vhf's on grounds it will make them more "competitive" in their markets. WXIX-TV (ch. 18) Milwaukee wants ch. 8 and wants to broadcast simultaneously on both channels. The station said there are three Milwaukee uhf's (all network-affiliated) and it's the only uhf within 70 miles. It has no wish to extend vhf at uhf's expense but wants to keep the higher-band station alive and expand its use. WXIX-TV would program 10 hours separately on the two channels, devoting ch. 18 to broad educational programs. WXIX-TV cited the FCC permission to KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif., to operate both a uhf and a vhf during that city's deintermixture period as precedent.

WTVO (TV) Rockford, Ill., asked the FCC to move ch. 3 to that city from Madison, Wis. The ch. 3 out-
Congress barks—and the FCC stirs sleeping dogs

The number of stations under investigation by the FCC for possible infractions of rules has increased significantly since the quiz-rigging and payola scandals and since the FCC formed its G-2 arm, the Complaints & Compliance Division.

This could be interpreted as a tribute to the power of public opinion or congressional action. Or it could be an illustration of Parkinson's Law that the more branches an agency has, the more work there will be.

In July 1958, before the tv quiz-rigging and payola scandals were exploited by the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, the FCC was investigating 35 stations for their programming policies; 2 for character qualifications; 20 for technical violations; 1 for a combination of technical violations and programming and not any for infractions of Sec. 317, the sponsor-identification statute. At this time some two dozen stations had received FCC letters warning them about not identifying programming sources. All were charged with carrying film clips on a congressional hearing about a strike at the Kohler Co. The films were furnished by the National Assn. of Manufacturers, but were not so identified by the stations.

In January 1959, when the House Oversight group called for an overhaul of the FCC's legal and internal machinery, cases under investigation tallied: character qualifications, 18; programming policies, 32; technical violations, 23; Sec. 317 and technical-programming, none.

Some of the stations had cleared up their difficulties with the FCC by October 1959, just before the quiz hearing began. At that time—low ebb for investigations—the score read: character qualification, 17; programming policies, 5; technical violations, 39; Sec. 317, none.

The investigations of the quiz shows were over and payola was big news when the June 1960 FCC report on investigations was issued. The commission had announced formation of its new investigatory arm, the Complaints & Compliance Division, under John Harrington. The scoreboard at that time: character qualifications, 19; programming policies, 16; Sec. 317 violations, 174; technical violations, 56; technical and programming, 11.

By November 1960 the number increased to: character qualifications, 29; programming policies, 28; Sec. 317, 173; technical violations, 80; technical and programming, 9.

Multiple-station licensees and am-fm-tv combinations were included separately. Remote stations, catv systems and translators were not.

License renewal of WDKD set for hearing by FCC

The application for renewal of license of WDKD Kingstree, S. C., was set for a hearing last week by the FCC because of alleged vulgar and suggestive statements broadcast by one of the station's disc jockeys.

Numerous complaints against the announcer, Charles Walker, were received by the commission several months ago. Included in the unsolicited material received were tape recordings of Mr. Walker's aired comments. In replying to a commission inquiry about the matter, the licensee pointed out that the employee in question is no longer with the station.

The FCC, however, was not satisfied with the explanation given and said that the licensee did not disclose full details and was less than candid in its reply. Many of Mr. Walker's statements were susceptible to a double meaning, the commission felt, in setting the application for hearing. Also cited were alleged objectionable programs of the station.

WDKD, licensed to Palmetto Broadcasting Co., is owned by E. G. Robinson Jr.

let said the switch would both de-intermix Madison to all-uhf and make WTVo more competitive with WREXTv Rockford (ch. 13). Madison now has ch. 3 (WISC-TV), 27, 33 and etv ch. 21; Rockford has 13, 39 and etv ch. 45. In 1957 the FCC vetoed a similar proposal but WTVo argued that circumstances have changed.

CH. 7 TO SUNBEAM PLANNED

FCC tells staff to write Miami tv order disqualifying incumbent WCKT (TV), two others

A second Miami tv station is expected to feel the FCC's wrath for allegedly making behind-the-scenes contacts with former FCC Commissioner Richard A. Mack.

The FCC last week instructed its staff to draw up a document to revoke the 1956 grant of Miami ch. 7 to Biscayne Television Corp. (WCKT [TV]). It also told the staff to disqualify not only Biscayne, but two other applicants. East Coast Television Corp. and South Florida Television Corp.

Biscayne is a combination of Cox and Knight newspaper principals, plus Niles Trammel, former NBC president.

The proposed order would grant ch. 7 to Sunbeam Television Corp. Sunbeam, the only applicant found innocent of ex parte representations by Judge Horace Stern's initial decision last year, is principally owned by Sidney D. Ansil, Miami businessman who has large real estate holdings in the state.

The commission's action is solely in the form of instructions to the staff. It must make a final, official determination when the staff presents it with the formal documents.

Last year the FCC ordered National Airlines' grant of Miami ch. 10 revoked, also for activities outside the record in connection with representations to Mr. Mack. It disqualified National and two other applicants, granting the ch. 10 facility to L. B. Wilson, the untailed, remaining applicant.

National and North Dade Video Inc., another disqualified applicant, appealed this verdict to court. An argument on this appeal is scheduled March 22.

No Formal Vote. Although no vote was taken last week, it was understood that Commissioner Robert E. Lee favored reopening the case rather than granting to Sunbeam. Commissioner T. A. Craven, who abstained from the original 1956 vote, also declined to participate in last week's discussion.

Chairman Newton N. Minow joined his colleagues, Commissioners Frederick W. Ford, Robert T. Bartley, John S. Cross and Rosel H. Hyde.

The commission majority, in essence, accepted the special examiner's report, it is believed.

Mr. Stern's initial decision (BROADCASTING, Sept. 19, 1960) found that Biscayne enlisted the aid of Ben A. Fuqua, vice president of Florida Power & Light Co., to intercede with Mr. Mack, and that Mr. Trammell, James M. Cox Jr. (Miami Daily News) and principal owner of the Cox radio-tv stations) and John D. Pennekamp, associate editor of the Knight-owned Miami Herald, had spoken to Mr. Mack about the case at various times while the FCC decision was pending.

The examiner held that South Flori-
FCC hears about free plugs in L.A. hearing

The second session of the Los Angeles segment of the FCC investigation into broadcast programming came to an end Monday (March 13) without the testimony chiefly sought by the commission's representatives. The record does not include the desired testimony of Taft Schreiber, vice president of MCA, who twice has refused to testify (Broadcasting, Oct. 24, 31, 1960; March 13, 1961).

Final witnesses in Los Angeles, pending the possible appearance of Mr. Schreiber, were Dick Fishell and Betty Langley of Dick Fishell & Assoc. and Mary Rothschild of Promotions Unlimited. The principals of the two firms, Mr. Fishell and Mrs. Rothschild, testified regarding their product promotion activities insofar as they involve radio and TV programs. Mrs. Langley, Mr. Fishell's secretary, corroborated his testimony, but added nothing to it.

A major part of his business, Mr. Fishell testified, is supplying gifts and prizes to be awarded contestants in audience participation shows. The producer of the program gets the merchandise to give away; the manufacturer of the article gets publicity by word of mouth or exhibition of the product or both. As an indication of the importance of this type of product promotion, he said that one TV network, which had adopted the policy of buying gifts with money instead of air plugs, had reversed its policy just a few days before, after spending almost $100,000 for prizes for one five-a-week daytime program in the past year. (Although not publicly identified by Mr. Fishell in his testimony, the network was CBS-TV, the program was Art Linkletter's House Party.)

Clothing tie-ups for stars, involving 20 to 30 outfits provided by the manufacturer to the star for use on a season's TV programs, is another promotional device the network was using, Mr. Fishell said. He sometimes provides articles made by his clients for use as props in TV shows or theatrical motion pictures and gets products mentioned on broadcast programs by providing appropriate material for the show, frequently a gag for a comedy show, he stated.

A Thing of Value • Friendly relationships with producers, directors and writers provide the opportunity for him to get his clients' products mentioned in radio and TV programs. Mr. Fishell testified. Before last September, when undisclosed contributions to a program became a misdemeanor, the person on the program staff responsible for putting the plug into the show could be given a thank-you gift, such as a gift certificate, case of whiskey, or sometimes the client's product. "Very rarely" was cash given, he stated.

Mr. Fishell said that to the best of his recollection the largest cash gift he had ever made to a writer, producer or director, amounted to $500-$600, which he stressed was extremely unusual. He guessed that the average cash payment over his 15 years in product promotion would be about $100, again stating that any cash payment was a rare thing.

Mrs. Rothschild, who said she had operated Promotions Unlimited for about eight years after having spent six and a half years with Mr. Fishell, in general agreed with him as to the nature of radio-TV product promotion. She also stated that most gifts to production people for getting a product plug into a show were liquor or gift certificates, with cash being given only on very few occasions. The largest cash gift she ever made was in the $100-$150 area, she said.

Both she and Mr. Fishell testified that their pay came from their clients, the manufacturers of the products promoted on the programs.

After both witnesses had said they were unable to report the total value of all gifts made to program personnel in any one year, FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James Cunningham instructed them to go to their records and report the total for whatever year it was highest. Ashbrook P. Bryant, FCC counsel, said that such data would also be sought from other product promotion practitioners who had previously testified in the hearing.

Questioned about gifts of automobiles to production companies for the personal use of stars or executives, Mr. Fishell said that the general practice is for cars to be loaned to studios at a nominal rental of $1-a-year.
PERSON TO PERSON—SENATE STYLE
Murrow on answering end as Senate okays him for USIA

The ghost of some of Edward R. Murrow's more controversial documentary returned to haunt him last week during the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on his nomination as director of the U.S. Information Agency.

The committee approved his nomination speedily—and the Senate voted his confirmation without a dissenting vote. But during the almost two hours Mr. Murrow testified, some of the senators wondered out loud whether a man with a zest for reporting the less pleasant facts of American life was the ideal person to run what they regarded as this country's propaganda, or advertising, agency.

In his opening statement, Mr. Murrow said under him the USIA will "operate on the basis of truth." And, in answer to questions, the 25-year veteran of radio and television reporting said he regarded USIA as "an objective reporting agency" that should, "with restraint," report nationally significant domestic controversy. Nor did he budge from these positions.

Sen. Bourke B. Hickenlooper (R-Iowa) questioned him closely about The Farm Problem: Crisis of Abundance, a CBS documentary produced on Jan. 26, 1956. The Senator said that "some people have felt you overemphasized the less attractive side of our society to the exclusion of the more hopeful side" and that in Crisis of Abundance "the impression created was that the Iowa farmer was an ignorant, snooty, put upon by voracious landlords." He went on to suggest that the communists were outstripping the United States in the propaganda race because they constantly exaggerate the success of their system. He thought the USIA should boast about this country's successes.

Mr. Murrow, who took full responsibility for the documentary, observed, "One of our dilemmas in the conflict with communism arises from the fact that we are operating a different system. We can't conceal weaknesses," he pointed out. "Ours is a pluralistic, democratic society. If we don't report weaknesses, others will—and perhaps distort them."

Must Tell the Whole Truth • Republican senators George D. Aiken (Vt.) and Homer Capehart (Ind.), and Democrat Frank J. Lausche (Ohio) also expressed concern that Mr. Murrow would not do enough of a positive "selling job." "We won't emphasize the bad," Mr. Murrow told Sen. Capehart. "But we can't be effective in telling the American story abroad if we tell it only in superlatives. If we don't [report the bad], others will, and our credibility will be questioned."

Sen. Aiken also asked Mr. Murrow about the kind of cooperation he expected from the television and movie industries in producing films that could be circulated abroad. Mr. Murrow replied that he didn't expect "the fullest cooperation" but that he would seek it. He also said he will "try to persuade" producers not to export the type of film which Sen. Aiken said was seriously damaging this country's image in foreign countries.

Mr. Murrow testified before a standing-room-only audience which included West Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt, a guest of the committee. He read his opening statement (a short one, no longer than the end-piece with which he used to wind up his 15-minute radio news program) slowly, in a carefully modulated voice. And he sat in the witness chair, a la Person to Person, in a semi-slouch. But the customary cigarette was missing, and he appeared fidgety as a result. He said later he didn't know smoking was permitted in the witness chair.

Policy for USIA • His statement did not reflect the type of salesmanship talent of which Sen. Hickenlooper would approve. But it did have the flavor of the radio and television commentaries for which he is known. The USIA, it said, "will attempt to make United States policy, as designed by the President, everywhere intelligible and, wherever possible, palatable. We shall endeavor to reflect with fidelity to our allies, to the uncommitted nations, and to those who are hostile to us, not only our policy but our ideals. . . ."

"To the emerging nations we shall say, 'We share your dreams.' There is a dynamism in freedom which permits and encourages progress without binding the individual to the wheel of the state. We shall try to make it clear that we are not allergic to change and have no desire to sanctify the status quo. This nation not only has a birth certificate, it holds the patent rights on change and revolution by consent. . . ."

In response to questions, he said the USIA should continue to operate a world-wide news service staffed by competent, adequately paid newsmen. He said he felt the quality of the agency varied from post to post. To assure adequate salaries, he added, he will ask for additional funds from Congress. He also said he wanted more money to strengthen the agency in Africa and Latin America.

He noted that the communists have been more successful than the United States in underdeveloped countries because they have spent more money on propaganda and have more linguists and technicians.

Needs Stronger VOA • He also said he wanted to strengthen the signal of the Voice of America and improve its content. And, in producing USIA television documentaries, he said, "we should first analyze why we are doing it and try to understand the audience we are trying to reach."

In answer to a question from Chairman J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.), Mr. Murrow said he feels Congress should be concerned with program content "in a general way—but not in supervising details of the output." He also told the chairman that, as director of the agency, he will concentrate "on both policy and administrative matters. They go hand in hand," he said.

Mr. Murrow told the committee he no longer has any financial interest in any communications media, except for a long-term contract with CBS, under which the network will pay him over the next ten years money he earned prior to 1938. He also said he has no plans or agreement to return to broad-
casting at the completion of his government service.
Mr. Murrow was introduced by Sen. Henry Jackson (D-Wash.). The senator gave him a warm endorsement, declaring that “Mr. Murrow will bring to the agency a high degree of competence, courage and intellect.” He also said that Mr. Murrow, “who is making a great sacrifice in taking the job, has set an example of the type of man we need in government at this time.” Mr. Murrow is trading an annual salary of some $200,000 for the $21,000-a-year government post.

Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.) also appeared before the committee to praise Mr. Murrow, who has a home in his state.

Approved along with Mr. Murrow by the committee was Donald M. Wilson, formerly head of the Life magazine bureau in Washington, whom President Kennedy has picked for deputy director of USIA. On Wednesday, the Senate completed action on the nominations by voting swift and unanimous confirmation of both.

**FTC TOLD: ‘ACCELERATE MONITORING’**

Magnuson gives Dixon directive at nomination hearing

The new Federal Trade Commission chairman is under orders to step up its radio and tv monitoring activities.

The directive was given last week by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee. It was issued during the hearings on the nomination of Paul Rand Dixon to be chairman of the FTC.

Mr. Dixon was unanimously confirmed to the post by the Senate Thursday. He will take his oath of office early this week.

“Deceptive advertising on radio and television has a greater impact on the public than any other medium,” Sen. Magnuson said.

So far, he observed, the FTC’s activities in this field have been salutary, but more needs to be done. He charged Mr. Dixon to shift into higher gear the commission’s monitoring and to increase its liaison with the FCC.

Sen. Magnuson launched into a virtual monologue on broadcast commercials. He recounted his interest over the years and his influence in having the FTC establish a radio-television monitoring unit. Not much was done for the first couple of years, he said, but when the quiz and payola scandals were brought to light, the FTC got busy.

“Many radio and television commercials are borderline,” he said. By this he meant they border on the deceptive, he explained.

The Senator also asked Mr. Dixon to check into the status of the FTC’s investigation of broadcast rating services. This, he said, was started last year when the committee turned over to the trade agency material it had gathered in its study of the subject. He said the committee had been informed that the FTC was still investigating the field.

**Rating Inquiry** - Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) sparked last year’s study of rating services. Sen. Monroney is a member of the Commerce Committee. It is this committee which deals with federal trade and communications matters.

Mr. Dixon, a Tennessee Democrat who is chief counsel of the Senate monopoly and antitrust subcommittee, agreed to give both subjects an early look when he takes over as FTC chairman. Mr. Dixon was nominated to be an FTC commissioner and permanent chairman by President Kennedy last month.

In discussing his views on monopoly, Mr. Dixon repeated his opinion that false advertising could be considered a tool of monopoly. The object of deceptive advertising, he argued, was to win the largest share of the market possible. This could result in over-concentration in violation of the antitrust laws, he observed (Broadcasting, Feb. 27).

At another point, Mr. Dixon agreed that the "social desirability" of advertising has nothing to do with the FTC’s policing of misleading advertising. The phrase was used in the monopoly committee’s report on automobile pricing, signed by Mr. Dixon as chief counsel.

Most of Mr. Dixon’s quizzing was done by Sen. Norris Cotton (R-N.H.).

The New Hampshire Republican expressed the fear that Mr. Dixon might turn the trade commission into a regulatory agency, rather than a purely enforcement organization.

Mr. Dixon’s attitude was that everything the FTC does is regulatory in the sense that when it issues orders or persuades a company to cease a business practice this is regulation to the rest of the industry concerned. He pointed out that the law requires the FTC to regulate fur, wool and textile labeling.

The trade commission must be made more efficient, Mr. Dixon emphasized. He said he was thinking of reorganizing the structure of the FTC into three major bureaus: monopoly, deceptive practices and fur, wool and textiles. He also indicated that he felt that where an investigation is begun the matter should be carried through its final determination by the same man.
BUREAU ASKS KRLA DENIAL

FCC lawyers say KRLA renewal applicant Cooke abdicated control to brother, falsified records

Eleven Ten Broadcasting Co., licensee of KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles, was adjudged guilty in all four issues of a renewal proceeding by the FCC's Broadcast Bureau last week. In proposed findings submitted to Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham, the bureau charged that Eleven Ten has been shown to have a proclivity for knowingly furnishing false and misleading information to the commission.

Attorneys for KRLA countered that nothing has been done "which impugns the character, intent or motive of the licensee or reflects adversely upon [its] ability to maintain the presently high standard of service now being provided by KRLA."

The KRLA renewal application was set for hearing to determine (1) if there was an unauthorized transfer of control from Donald Cooke, licensee of record, to his brother, Jack Kent Cooke, a Canadian citizen; (2) if program representations were made in good faith; (3) whether, in light of promotional contests, the station was operated for "improper purposes contrary to the public interest," and (4) if KRLA's program logs were altered with intent to deceive the FCC. Hearings were held in Los Angeles last fall (BROADCASTING, Nov. 7, 14, 1960).

The Broadcast Bureau said Jack Cooke did assume unauthorized control of KRLA and that "this violation alone is sufficient to justify a denial of the renewal application." Eleven Ten purchased KRLA (then KXLA) in March 1959, assuming control in May, with financing provided principally by Jack Cooke. The bureau said evidence shows Jack Cooke made all the arrangements to purchase KRLA before his brother was brought into it and committed the latter to the purchase price.

Jack Cooke, who owns CKEY Toronto, began giving directions to the staff almost from the time Eleven Ten assumed control of KRLA in May 1959, the bureau charged. "When he was out of the city he directed that reports, to which only an owner is entitled, be mailed to him," the bureau said. "His conception and execution of the Golden Key and Perry Allen contests, and directions and assurances given to employees, vividly demonstrate the extent to which Jack directly controlled the station's policies and programming."

"We conclude that the parties have engaged in willful violation of Sec. 310 of the Communications Act. We further conclude that Jack is and always has been the real party in interest in the assignment application," the Broadcast Bureau stated.

Programming Issue • Eleven Ten did not make programming representations in good faith when it sought FCC approval of the purchase of KRLA, the bureau stated. Donald Cooke's effort to "explain away" the station's failure to fulfill its programming obligations is "ludicrous and lends emphasis to our conclusion that his entire testimony is untrustworthy," according to the Broadcast Bureau.

The "Find Perry Allen" contest "from its initial conception by Jack Cooke to its execution was a deliberate fraud intended to deceive the listening public," the bureau stated, as was the Golden Key contest. In the first, the bureau said, Mr. Allen actually was in Buffalo, N. Y., in September 1959 when KRLA was offering listeners $10,000 to find and identify its new disc jockey in the Los Angeles area.

In the second contest, the bureau charged, though Jack Cooke testified he had hidden the key he "made absolutely certain that the public could never under any conceivable circumstances find it by having the clues as to its location prepared by an individual who had no knowledge whatsoever of where the key was hidden, if in fact it had ever been hidden."

As a final indictment, the Broadcast Bureau said additions were made to the KRLA programming log "with the intent and purpose of deceiving the commission with respect to the amount of religious programming carried by the station." These changes were made for the week of October 18-24, 1959, the bureau said.

For the Defense • Through attorneys Thomas Dowd and William Green, KRLA argued that any analysis of the evidence "compels the conclusion that the grant of the pending KRLA application would serve the public convenience, interest and necessity. KRLA now is providing a high standard of service and, assuming that there has been any impropriety, the quality of present programming alone would dictate the grant of a renewal," the applicant argued.

Donald Cooke was "a virtual newcomer to the practical side of day-to-day broadcasting" and immediately up-

---

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas, West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>1,550,160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>458,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Spendable Income</td>
<td>$1,761,169,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Sales</td>
<td>$300,496,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to November 1960 ABN we average 71% share of audience from 9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana

Photo: The Urania Lumber Company, lumber manufacturers and tree farmers, Urania, Louisiana.
UHF test sets

The FCC invited bids last week from service companies interested in installing and maintaining 100 all-channel TV sets for the commission's UHF experiment in New York City. The special receivers will be located throughout the metropolitan area to help evaluate whether UHF can serve such an area adequately.

The 100 sets will be moved periodically for checks at 1,000 locations during the test. Half will be in Manhattan, the others within 25 miles of the downtown district. The target date for installation is Sept. 1 and the sets will be used until June 30, 1962. Ten will be color receivers. The FCC will own, supply and maintain the sets and associated equipment.

Bidders can obtain details from the Chief, Administrative Services Division, FCC, Washington 25. Bids are due by April 5.

on assuming control of KRLA in May 1959 began taking steps to provide the promised program service, the licensee stated. In August, Donald Cooke was trying to establish a new program format and was having difficulty hiring a new staff and, "in his effort to bring order out of chaos and superiority out of mediocrity, Donald Cooke enlisted, on a temporary and emergency basis, the talents of his brother Jack Cooke," the station said.

"Jack Cooke, who . . . was motivated primarily by a strong brotherly affection, agreed to lend his not-inconsiderable experience and talents . . . . He served at Donald's request and his decisions were subject to Donald's authority and approval . . . . In the discharge of his voluntary duties, Jack Cooke possessed the same authority as would be vested in any trusted employee."

KRLA said Jack Cooke left the station Sept. 20, 1959, and from that date on gave no orders or instructions to employees and has not participated in the control of the station in any manner.

In defense of the Perry Allen contest, KRLA said that "no reasonable person" would have been induced to search for him in Los Angeles upon the basis of clues broadcast. It was "conceded" that the announcements "implied" that Mr. Allen was in Los Angeles at the time the alleged contest began while he actually was still in Buffalo.

"It was always the intention of the licensee that Perry Allen would be 'found' by a KRLA listener," the station said. "The contest was deliberately misused by another Los Angeles radio station [KFWB] for its own competitive purpose. It sent employees to Buffalo to identify Perry Allen [BROADCASTING, Nov. 2, 1959] but refused to participate in the promotional publicity which the contest was intended to create."

On the alteration of the logs, Eleven Ten said this action was taken by the former station manager without the knowledge or consent of the licensee and that the facts of the case were concealed from Donald Cooke. The individual responsible is no longer employed by the station, it was noted.

FCBA wants to take part in Laurel drop-out case

The Federal Communications Bar Assn. has asked permission of the FCC to participate as an amicus curiae in the hearing of the drop-out case of Milton Grant and Interurban Broadcasting Co. for a Laurel, Md. am (BROADCASTING, Jan. 30).

This case marked the first time a request for an applicant to drop out of a hearing in exchange for reimbursement of his expenses had been refused. Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham ruled, under authority of newly revised Sec. 311 (c) of the Communications Act, that Mr. Grant had not demonstrated his $10,000 expenses were both "legitimate and prudent." The Broadcast Bureau disagreed with Mr. Cunningham.

The FCBA asked to participate in order to get clear-cut statements from the FCC which will clarify procedures to be followed; data and information required to support requests for approval of such drop-out agreements. The bar group told the commission it has appointed a special committee to prepare comments and suggestions in the Laurel proceeding.

Deleted UHF's lose appeal

Attempts by five deleted UHF permittees to hold onto their construction permits were dismissed last week by the FCC which refused to reconsider its November action deleting the five and 21 other non-construction UHF stations (BROADCASTING, Nov. 28, 1960).

Denied reconsideration were ch. 34 KMVR (TV) Los Angeles; ch. 14 WCBF-TV Rochester, N. Y.; ch. 23 WPHD (TV) Philadelphia; ch. 38 WXEL (TV) Boston, and ch. 52 WOCN (TV) Atlantic City. Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and Robert E. Lee dissented on the grounds the FCC should not delete UHF stations for failure to construct until the commission itself has decided the fate of UHF. Chairman Newton N. Minow did not participate.
Bureau would revoke KFLT

The Broadcast Bureau last week recommended denial of a request by Leo Theriot, KFLT Golden Meadow, La., for reconsideration of a show-cause proceeding against that station. Mr. Theriot faces possible license revocation on charges of repeated technical violations and failure to file required statements with the FCC (Broadcasting, Jan. 23, Feb. 20).

The bureau said Mr. Theriot’s plea merely indicates violations have been corrected, and do not deal with the FCC’s authority to revoke KFLT’s license for “willful or repeated violations.” It also said that with the exception of Mr. Theriot’s employment of a full time radiotelephone operator, the facts in his petition were before the FCC when it issued the show-cause order.

The FCC last week...

- Renewed the license of WADO New York over dissent of Commissioner Frederick W. Ford who voted for a hearing. WADO, owned by Bartell Broadcasters of New York Inc., personnel had been listed in documents received by FCC from Federal Trade Commission for alleged acceptance of payola. Also considered by the commission were programming complaints against the station but the FCC received information which resolved those problems to its satisfaction.
- Denied a request by WXTV (TV) (ch. 45) Youngstown, Ohio, for special temporary authority to operate on ch. 15. The commission had previously denied a WXTV petition for a rulemaking to assign ch. 15 to Youngstown. The new request was ruled contrary to commission rules.
- Granted a petition to Valley Translator System, Turkey, Tex., for new uhf translator station on ch. 73 to repeat programs of KVII-TV Amarillo.
- Denied a petition by James A. McKenna Jr. and Vernon L. Wilkinson, Washington attorneys, to reconsider the procedure adopted Nov. 21, 1960, for pre-grant protests of broadcast applications. The procedure requires interested parties to protest applications before the commission grants them and requires applicants to publish local newspaper notices on filing for a new station or for a major change in an existing station.

FATES & FORTUNES

BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Feb Grumman, industrial specialty products department, Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, N. Y., elected vp.

Hugh H. Johnson, director of media at The Kudner Agency, N. Y., retires this month after 17 years with agency. Mr. Johnson, who will continue to serve Kudner as consultant, joined company in 1944 as associate director of media, becoming director of department in 1954.

John M. Burnard, previously director of marketing at Miles Laboratories Pan American Inc., named director of international operations for Lanolin Plus, Newark, N. J.

John L. Bricker, corporate vp for marketing and director, Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y., resigns position on or before April 15.

Louis C. Fitzgerald announces formation of Fitzgerald-Toole Co., new advertising agency in Providence, R. I. Mr. Fitzgerald, elected president, formerly headed own agency. Philip B. Toole, assistant director of advertising of Sheraton Corp. of America, appointed vp and treasurer. Offices are at 58 Weybosset Street, Providence.

Marc C. Ivey, former account executive on Kasco dog food at Donahue & Coe, N. Y., joins Best Foods Div. - Corn Products Sales Co., that city, as vp and manager of Kasco sales. Prior to his association with D&Co., which began in 1959, Mr. Ivey was with MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., as senior account executive in consumer division.

George R. Gibson, formerly of Gardner Adv., N. Y., joins Lambert & Feasley, that city, as senior account executive on Listerine Antiseptic.

Thomas L. Harris promoted to vp and member of executive committee, Daniel J. Edelman & Assoc., Chicago, pr firm


K-FRE-TV seeks extension on vhf-uhf operations

K-FRE-TV Fresno, Calif., last week asked the FCC for permission to continue dual vhf-uhf broadcasting for 90 days beyond April 15 because it has found five small communities receiving little or no ch. 30 signals. The triangle-owned station said it planned to correct this defect through the installation of translators or boosters, but until this can be done it should be permitted to continue broadcasting on ch. 12. K-FRE-TV also said that local dealers have exhausted their supply of adapters and ch. 31 strip tuners and are having trouble getting re-supplied.

The K-FRE-TV letter was submitted to the FCC last Wednesday, a week after the commission turned down protests by uhf stations KJEO (TV) and KMJ-TV, both Fresno, against dual operation for K-FRE-TV (Broadcasting, March 13). K-FRE-TV, which has been operating on ch. 12 since 1956, was moved to ch. 30 last year when the FCC deintermixed the market. It began transmitting on ch. 30 early last month, continuing its vhf broadcasts for a transition period.

Carlene Watts promoted to assistant account executive at Los Angeles office of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan. Miss Watts was traffic coordinator.

Robert Denning, at one time account executive at former Bryan Houston, N. Y., named account executive on Listerine Tooth Paste at Lambert & Feasley, that city.

James Teague, formerly with Gibbons Adv. and DeFelice Adv., both Tulsa, named account executive at White Adv., that city. Daniel B. Miller, formerly with Oil & Gas Journal, Tulsa, appointed production manager.

Robert L. Thalhofer, formerly of Johnson & Johnson, joins Lennen & Newell, N. Y., as account executive on Colgate-Palmolive Co.


Frank M. Smaldone appointed graphic arts director for Charles N. Stahl Adv., New York. Other changes:
Bristol Reelected

Lee H. Bristol, chairman of Bristol-Myers Co., re-elected chairman of board of directors, The Advertising Council. Re-elected as vice chairman were Leo Burnett, chairman, Leo Burnett Co.; Edwin W. Ebel, vp, advertising, General Foods Corp., and Edward C. Von Tress, senior vp, Curtis Publishing Co. Six new directors elected to council's board are: Robert Hurleigh, Mutual president; Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB president; Max Banzhaf, director of advertising, promotion and pr, Armstrong Cork Co.; Raymond F. Sullivan, chairman, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, and Edward G. Garbie, vp, Heublein Inc.

Harry Forwell and John Clamp named resident merchandising consultants and Jerrold Feldman and John S. Emory appointed account executives.


William W. Mulvey, formerly executive vp of Cunningham & Walsh, New York, joins McCann-Erickson, that city, as senior vp, effective April 1. He has been with C&W for eight years and served on agency's executive committee and board of directors. Mr. Mulvey began his advertising career as copywriter at BBDO, New York, and later served with Kenyon & Eckhardt and Maxon, both New York.

Raymond M. Schwarz, former production manager, WJRT Flint, Mich., joins Gardner Adv., St. Louis, as broadcast service manager.

B. Gail Yingling, formerly assistant to comptroller at Grey Adv., appointed comptroller and treasurer of Storer Television Sales, New York.

Richard R. Hoffman, formerly in marketing research department of Max Factor & Co., Hollywood, named research manager of BBDO Los Angeles.

L. K. (Bud) Warden named to newly created post of manager of brand plans, in Purex Co.'s advertising department. Mr. Warden was previously brand manager. Martin J. Mann joins advertising department as brand manager, he was with Alfred Politz Research Co., New York.

W. B. Bryan named advertising manager of 20 Mule Team Products department of United States Borax & Chemical Corp. Mr. Bryan was formerly account executive with Foote, Cone & Belding and Benton & Bowles.

Edward S. Early, formerly brand manager, Philip Morris Inc., N. Y., joins Lambert & Feasley, that city, as account executive on Fizzies Sparkling Drink Tablets and proprietary new products accounts.

THE MEDIA

Richard P. McKee becomes owner and president of WKTS (formerly WKLX) Sheboygan, Wis. Mr. McKee is former owner of WKCB and WKCQ Berlin, N. H. W. C. Porson, formerly national sales manager of WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis., named vp and station manager. Bob Beringer, formerly of WOKY Milwaukee, named manager in charge of programming and production.

John F. Cundiff named station manager of WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn. He will continue as general manager in addition to his new duties. Mr. Cundiff joined Triangle Stations as general sales manager of WNHC-TV. He previously served as sales manager of KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Earl Burnam, formerly general manager of KSBD Wichita Falls, Tex., appointed station manager of KOOL Phoenix, Ariz. He is 15-year broadcasting veteran.

Perry W. Carle promoted to general manager of KOOD Honolulu. Mr. Carle, formerly sales manager, replaces Richard H. Lee who resigned.

Sandy Jackson promoted to assistant manager of KOOL-AM-FM Omaha, Neb. Mr. Jackson, in Omaha area broadcasting since 1943, has been with KOIL three years.

William A. Vaughn appointed president and general manager of WYFM (FM) Charlotte, N.C. Other changes: Ellen Tripp named advertising director; Donald Trapp, operations manager and Maxine Harriss, office manager.

John Baade Jr., formerly sales-service director of WOAI-TV San Antonio, promoted to newly created post of local sales manager. John K. Chamberlain
Joins sales staff, he previously was professional services representative with Procter & Gamble. Winston Bode joins news staff of WOAI-AM-TX. Mr. Bode was formerly with radio-tv department of U. of Texas, Austin.

Donald J. Sherman, sales representative of WENE Binghamton-Endicott, N. Y., promoted to local sales manager, succeeding Morgan M. Brown, named general sales manager. Paul F. Kagen joined as sales representative.

Jack Keith named sales manager of WGTK Cypress Gardens, Fla.

John M. Carroll Jr. joins local sales staff of WIS Columbia, S. C. He was formerly sales representative for WNOK, that city.


E. James McEnaney promoted to general manager of WHIM Providence, R. I. He was sales manager and later became vp of Buckley-Jaeger Broadcasting Corp., parent organization.

David Schwartz named general manager of KUTY Palmdale, Calif. He was formerly sales manager of KUDU Ventura, also Calif.

George A. Crandall joins WJBK Detroit as general sales manager. Mr. Crandall previously served as sales representative for WCAR, that city.

Robert C. Fehlman assumes position of vp and general manager of WPDO Jacksonville, Fla. Mr. Fehlman was affiliated for twenty years with WHBC Canton, Ohio, which just recently purchased Florida outlet. He is past president of Ohio Assoc. of Broadcasters.

Griffith E. Fulton, formerly of The Katz Agency, N. Y., joins N. Y. sales staff of Blair-TV.

Harvey Glor, formerly of Adam Young Co., Chicago, joins Daren P. McGavren, that city, as sales representative.

Robert B. Paris joins sales staff of WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C. He formerly was on sales staff of WMBR Jacksonville, Fla.

Eric Ross, formerly account executive at KOSI Aurora, Colo., joins sales staff of KICN Denver.

William H. Kline appointed chief engineer of WJY Salisbury, Md. He has been with station for two years.

Richard H. Gundl appointed commercial manager of WTMT Louisville, Ky. He was previously with WKLO, that city.

William J. Gallagher, former account executive with Ziv-Tv, joins WSOR Windsor, Conn., as commercial manager. Station will make its air debut shortly.

Thomas E. Wood, formerly account executive, George P. Hollingbery Co., N. Y., joins H-R Representatives, that city, in same capacity.

John R. Whittaker, formerly account executive with Los Angeles Times, appointed to same position with KFWB, that city.

Bill Clayton, formerly district manager for Independent Television Corp., joins KNX-CBS Pacific Network sales staff as account executive. Mr. Clayton was account executive at KONA-TV Honolulu before joining ITC.

W. S. (Bill) Morgan resumes his post as vp in charge of national sales for all McLendon Stations. Mr. Morgan had taken six months leave of absence to devote his entire time to KLIF Dallas, at which time he also continues to serve as general manager. McLendon Stations are: KLIF Dallas, KILT Houston, KTXA San Antonio, KABL San Francisco, KEEL Shreveport, WYSI Buffalo, and serves as exclusive representative of XEAK Tijuana, Mex.

Jim Bruce, formerly associated with Crosley Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati, joins WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., as news director.

Jack Swart, formerly news director of WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, to WHYS Ocala, both Florida, in similar capacity. Art Ross, also of WWIL, joins WHYS as air personality. Dick Northea appointed chief engineer.

Ben Margolis will join Television Advertising Representatives Inc., N. Y., on March 27 as administrative assistant to general manager Larry H. Israel. Mr. Margolis, who leaves CBS after 24-year association, was most recently business manager of CBS Television Spot Sales.

Jack O’Grady, formerly of WNEW New York, transfers to WNEW-TV, that city, as assistant news director.

Lou Gordon named news commentator at WXYZ Detroit.

Gerald E. Marenoff, director of auditing, CBS-TV Stations Div., appointed business manager, CBS-TV Spot Sales. Mr. Marenoff, who joined CBS in 1959, was formerly chief accountant, NBC o&k tv stations.

David N. Simmons, formerly president, Simmons Assoc., N. Y., joins Devney-O’Connell, that city, as vp in charge of tv. Before he started his own rep firm in 1955, Mr. Simmons was vp at John Blair & Co., N. Y., responsible for director advertiser and client contact.
Ralph McFarland, former floor manager and tv director, assumes duties of production manager of WJBF (TV) Augusta, Ga. Jerry Fraser named tv director, and Malcolm Tyler station photographer.

Sam Somora, formerly promotion manager of WXYZ Detroit, appointed to same position at WJBK, that city.

Casey Cohlmia named director of promotion and publicity for WFAX-AM-FM-TV Dallas. Mr. Cohlmia has been with station for two years.

Marvin Mirvis appointed general sales manager of WITH-AM-FM Baltimore. Mr. Mirvis was sales executive for WITH, then became manager of WSID, that city, and later regional manager for stations in United Broadcasting group. William S. Pirie Jr. named local sales manager and Jack Parks national sales manager.

Charles H. Cash Jr. appointed director of sales promotion for KTVI (TV) St. Louis. Mr. Cash, who comes from WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn., where he was promotion manager, will assume duties held by Don B. Curran, who resigned to accept newly created post of director of publicity and promotion for ABC o&o stations (Broadcasting, March 13).

Len Gurry joins WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C., as advertising continuity director.

Edmund Williams appointed supervisory tv engineer on staff of U. of Ohio, Athens, Ohio.

Felix Adams, previously assistant to general manager and in charge of merchandising at KGMS Sacramento, appointed merchandising director at KRAK, that city.

John E. Crawford named national sales manager of WTVM (TV) Columbus, Ga. He previously was with Young Television Corp., New York. Ben Purvis appointed regional sales manager and Lynn Avery local sales manager, succeeding Mr. Purvis.

Ted Hepburn, local sales manager of WHLO Akron, Ohio, promoted to general manager. Bob Shipley, program director, advances to operations director. Bill Muser, account executive at WARM Scranton, Pa., to Susquehanna Broadcasting (parent organization), York, Pa., to coordinate and develop sales promotion.

Don Shafer joins KXOK St. Louis, as air personality. Mr. Shafer served
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in similar capacity and also was production manager for KOMA Oklahoma City.

Joel Rose, formerly news director of WCUE Akron, Ohio, appointed night news editor of WHK Cleveland. He replaces Jerry Healey who is moving to WBBM-AM-TV Chicago. Dolores Simko, formerly sales secretary at WHK, named sales service director of WIP Philadelphia. WHK and WIP are Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. stations.

PROGRAMMING

Eugene V. Klein elected president of National Theatres & Television. Mr. Klein had been director of NT&T and vice chairman of corporation. He replaces B. Gerald Cantor, who will now devote his time to carrying out corporation’s diversification and expansion program.

Albert G. Hartigan named eastern division manager, ABC Films, in general division realignment. Other appointments include James Delaney who has been named southern division manager; Michael G. Gould, central division manager; James Tobin, in charge of western operations, and Donald Joannes, who was named western sales manager in charge of syndicated sales.

New officers

The Film Producers Assn. of New York has elected the following officers: William Van Praag, Van Praga Productions, president; Robert Gross, American Film Producers; Thomas Craven, Craven Film Corp., secretary, and Peter M. Mooney, treasurer. New officers will serve throughout 1961.

Russ Raycroft, formerly station manager, KPLR-TV St. Louis, joins Official Films, N. Y., as vp and general assistant to Official president Seymour Reed.

Henry L. Luhrman, formerly southeastern sales manager for NTA, Atlanta, and sales director of Merchants Broadcasting System, division of Tape-Athon of Inglewood, Calif., appointed vp and general manager of MBS Chicago.

Ernest Motyl named to head New York office of MGM’s TV Commercial and Industrial Div. He formerly spent ten years at J. Walter Thompson as executive tv producer.

Fenton Earshaw appointed producer of Warner Bros.’ new tv series, Solitaire. He will report to William T. Orr, tv executive producer.

William Stuart and Joel Rogoslin named producers in tv department at Warner Bros., Burbank, Calif.

Richard Crane promoted to national sales director of World Broadcasting System, Philadelphia. Mr. Crane was formerly southern regional sales manager.

Don Estey joins Jack Denove Productions, Hollywood, as vp and producer. He was former president of Tel-National Inc., recording firm. Mr. Estey will be in charge of company’s new industrial and training film div.

Sloan Nibley, formerly writer-producer with Revue Studios, joins Ralph Edwards Productions, Hollywood as writer for This Is Your Life.

Peggy Phillips, formerly story editor of Screen Gems, joins writing staff of Selnum Productions, Hollywood.

Howard Keel, former president of Screen Actors Guild, Hollywood, appointed alternate member on Guild’s board of directors.

Len Appelson, film editor at HFH Productions, N. Y., named director of live action films.

John F. Tobin, eastern sales manager, California National Productions, N. Y., joins ABC Films, N. Y., as representative for network sales.

John Fernandez, sales manager, NTA Spot Sales, N. Y., appointed general sales manager of division.

George Mitchell, former account executive, United Artists Television, joins Seven Arts Associated, as west coast division manager.

Douglas J. Baker, chief of production, Film Counselors Inc., N. Y., joins Van Praag Productions, that city, as director of production.

Peter A. Krug, formerly tv account executive, BBDO, N. Y., joins William J. Ganz Co. and its affiliate organization, Institute of Visual Communication, as production supervisor.

Herb Wallerstein, formerly assistant director at Columbia and Screen Gems, Hollywood, promoted to associate producer on Screen Gems’ My Sister Eileen series.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

R. C. Bertelsen, superintendent of pressure sensitive tape operations at Hutchinson, Minn., plant of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., promoted to manager of 3M’s St. Paul tape plant. Mr. Bertelsen, succeeds A. F. Jacobson, promoted to manager of tape and adhesives, coatings and sealers plant, Bristol, Pa. Mr. Jacobson replaces W. A. Attkin, who was named manufacturing manager for all 3M tape operations.

Jack Horowitz, formerly director of manufacturing and chief engineer for Renewal Plastics Corp., named general manager of Telechrome Manufacturing Corp., Amityville, N. Y.

David A. Flude, district sales manager, Pittsburgh, Sylvania Home Electronics Corp., named manager of Philadelphia branch.


Paul W. Van Orden named manager of marketing research for General Electric Co.’s receiving tube department, Owensboro, Ky. Mr. Van Orden succeeds A. E. Kimball, who became marketing research manager of advanced product planning operation of company’s electronic components division.

Wilson K. Chapman appointed sales engineer for Raytheon Co.’s Semiconductor Div. Mr. Chapman was formerly with Remington Rand Div., Sperry Rand Corp.

Frank Pyle Jr., general manager, promoted to vp of Utah Radio & Electronic
Corp., Huntington, Ind. Richard L. Webster, formerly chief accountant and assistant treasurer, promoted to treasurer.

Kenneth B. Booth, formerly vp of sales for Kahn Research Labs. and vp for sales for Audio-Video Products Corp., named eastern regional sales manager for Gates Radio Co., subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corp. He will headquarter in Quincy, Ill.

R. Paul Comstock Jr., formerly of Texttron Electronics, appointed to newly created position of vp and director of marketing of ITA Inc.

Jack H. Wilks named head of new Glendale, Ohio, field engineering office of Adler Electronics, New Rochelle, N.Y.

Richard W. Hanselman, formerly field sales representative at RCA Sales Corp., appointed manager of product line development.

Delbert D. Thompson, formerly advertising and sales promotion manager with Hotpoint, joins Zenith Sales Corp. as advertising manager.

Jack West, formerly producer services manager of General Film Laboratories, Hollywood, Calif., named manager of firm's central division, Kansas City. Mr. West succeeds Neal Keehn, named vp in charge of sales in home office.

Louis Martin joins Eitel-McCullough, San Carlos, Calif., as manager of marketing operations. He formerly was general marketing manager of Electron Tube Div., Westinghouse, Elmhurst, N.Y.

Benjamin D. Beach appointed to newly created post of director of planning of Vector Manufacturing Co., Southampton, Pa.

Arthur C. McCarrill appointed pr director for Hoffman Electronics Corp., Los Angeles. Prior to joining firm he was west coast pr manager for Chrysler Corp., that city.

Glenn Matthews of Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., elected editorial vp, Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, N.Y.

Edward A. Williams elected vp, operations control for Collins Radio Co. He was formerly controller of Collins' Cedar Rapids Div. Robert P. Dutton appointed vp of government representation. He was formerly manager of Collins Radio Co.'s Washington, D. C. office.

ALLIED FIELDS

Douglas Manson, formerly vp, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., and head of own placement agency, joins Jerry Fields Assoc., N.Y., advertising personnel agency, as vp of new business development.

John L. Ellinger, formerly general manager of WNAB Bridgeport, Conn., leaves to represent consultant firm of Edward J. DeGray & Assoc. Mr. Ellinger will leave for Europe where he will make a compilation and analysis of European radio and tv markets. The newly formed firm is headed by Edward J. DeGray, past president of ABC Network.

INTERNATIONAL

William L. Robinson, formerly representative at Screen Gems of Canada Ltd., appointed manager of tv sales in Canada for MGM-TV. He will headquarter in Toronto.

Robert L. Lee, radio-tv director of Young & Rubicam Ltd., Toronto, and prior to that manager of CHUM Toronto, named representative of sales and program production of MCA Canada Ltd., Toronto.

Ralph Hart, vp of McConnell-Eastman & Co., Toronto advertising agency, to advertising services manager of Lever Bros. Ltd., that city.

Mario Ghio, formerly general manager, Central America and Ecuador, Paramount Pictures Inc., joins Central American Television Network as sales coordinator, headquarters in Panama City, Panama.

David Main and Alan Shalleck, formerly of CFTO-TV Toronto, to CFCF-TV Montreal.

GOVERNMENT

Joseph J. Kessler, for two-and-a-half years in FCC's Renewal & Transfer Div. of Broadcasting Bureau, joins Washington-New York law firm of Fly, Shuebruck, Blume & Gaguine. Mr. Kessler, who worked as announcer and director at WEW and KTVI (TV) St. Louis and WGEM-AM-FM-TV Quincy, Ill., was on faculty of St. Louis U. from 1955 to 1958. He received his law degree from St. Louis U.

DEATHS

Alvah H. Chapman Sr., 71, died March 12, in Columbus, Ga. He was president of R. W. Page Corp., owner of 51% of WRBL-AM-FM-TV Columbus, Ga.

Sanford F. Essig, 64, electronic scientist for International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., died March 5, in auto collision.

DON'T LOOK IF YOU CAN'T STAND THE SIGHT OF COURAGE

Therapy can hurt, but she's game. Determined not to stay a cripple. Therapy also costs—more than any child can pay. But people have got to help people, and she's got the guts if you've got the cash. Put your money where your heart is. Fight with her—against crippling. Give to Easter Seals!
Canadians get together for second network

CFTO'S PURCHASE OF FOOTBALL RIGHTS DOES THE TRICK

A second Canadian television network is now almost a certainty with Canadian professional football bringing the various factions together. Spence Caldwell, Toronto film and equipment distributor and program producer, now expects his company will be able to announce to the Board of Broadcast Governors that the second Canadian TV network will go into operation this fall with all eight two-station cities in the network. Mr. Caldwell holds a license from the BBG to form such a network.

Primary factor in formation of the network was the signing of professional Big Four Canadian football games for two years by CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., for $750,000. CFTO-TV found that, while it had outbid the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., for the games, it could not readily obtain a network to broadcast the games. CBC officials stated that any of its affiliated stations which carried the games would lose all CBC programs. As CBC has the only national network at present, this meant CFTO-TV could sell the program only to CFPL-TV Montreal, Que., and CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont. Likelihood of a special network for pro football did not look good, as the BBG had intimated such a national sporting event as football should be carried by the widest possible network.

CFTO-TV had held out against joining the Caldwell network, as under the license obtained by Mr. Caldwell all affiliated stations together could not hold more than 49% of stock. CFTO-TV wanted control of the network.

How It Happened • Following meetings between CFTO-TV's president John Bassett and Al Ouimet, CBC president, and BBG officials at Ottawa, Mr. Caldwell and Mr. Bassett met at Toronto on March 9 and decided to join hands. Mr. Caldwell has lined up the other seven Canadian TV stations forming the second stations in as many cities, and CFTO-TV's capitulation gives the Caldwell network organization the green light to go ahead. Mr. Caldwell already has an option on a microwave link across Canada.

A meeting of the eight stations is to be held at 1:15 p.m. late in March to ready plans for starting operations in late August or early September. The other stations joining the Caldwell group with CFTO-TV are CFCC-TV Montreal; CJOH-TV Ottawa; CHAN-TV Vancouver; CJAY-TV Winnipeg, Man.; CFCN-TV Calgary, Alta.; CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alta.; and CICH Halifax, N. S.

The stations will be offered shares in the Caldwell organization, up to 49% of total shares. It is expected the stations will be offered shares according to the size of their audience, which would give CFTO-TV about 32% of the shares offered.

The BBG announced on March 10 that in its opinion the Grey Cup Canadian football classic and its preliminary play-off games should be carried by the CBC national network. This is considered a warning that the BBG would look askance at any private group of stations outbidding the government's CBC for the rights to televise the championship games.

CFTO-TV Toronto, had offered the Big Four games free to any CBC affiliated stations in eastern Canada, except for the coverage of CFTO-TV, CFCC-TV and CJOH-TV. This was turned down by the CBC whose spokesmen stated that the CBC network could not be broken up. CBC owns the other TV stations in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.

Canadian awards

CHUM Toronto, Ont., was awarded the John J. Gillin Jr. Memorial Award for 1960 for outstanding public and community service, at the annual dinner of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at the Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, B. C., on March 15. This award, in memory of John J. Gillin Jr. of WOW Omaha, Neb., unofficial U. S. ambassador to Canadian broadcasters, is the major award in the Canadian broadcasting industry.

Glen A. Robitaille, engineer of CFPL London, Ont., was awarded the Col. Keith S. Rogers Memorial Award "for his significant contribution to the art of radio broadcasting in the matter of automatic programming." This award is in memory of Col. Keith Rogers, founder of CFRO Charlottetown, P.E.I.

CBC-TV, Carling sign for big sports package

The Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and Carling Breweries Ltd. last week announced "the largest sports package ever arranged for Canadian television viewers." A 52-week series, World of Sport, begins Saturday, April 8, ranging the world for events to telecast varying days.

On the calendar will be the Canadian triple crown of horse racing, Winnipeg rodeo, Sculling, the Commonwealth Assn. cup final in football, English-Mexican soccer, U. S. racing and football. The announcement by H. G. Walker, CBC general manager, and C. O. Dalton, president of Carling Breweries Ltd., climaxed eight months of negotiations to network the program coast to coast. Agencies for Carling are F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd. (Black Label) and McKim Advertising Ltd. (Red Cap Ale). The CBC also is considering a similar sports program for its French network.

CBC starts Sunday tv spots

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will soon use spot announcements on Sundays on its television stations and network. Previously spot announcements were used on weekdays by CBC on both English and French stations. First 20-second spot announcements start on April 9 immediately preceding and following the Ed Sullivan Show. Preceding the show the spots will be for Cue-Tips (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, through Kas-tor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton.

INTERNATIONAL

RECIPE for COMMERCIAL SUCCESS!

WDEF-TV

Delivers the THREE Most Important Ingredients:

1. ATTENTION
   Getting Presentations
2. INTEREST
   In Client's Needs
3. CASH Register
   Ringing Sales

Your Spot is Worth More on . . .

CHATTANOOGA
Call BRANHAM
BBG renews licenses for varying periods

Seven new television satellite stations were recommended for licenses and 71 Canadian broadcasting stations were recommended for license renewals for varying periods at a meeting of the Board of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa, Ont.

CKEY Toronto, Ont., whose sale to Shoreacres Broadcasting Co. was recommended following the meeting (Broadcasting, March 13), and CKOY Ottawa, Ont., had their licenses renewed for one year to March 31, 1962. Fourteen stations, including new CFCF-TV Montreal, Que., and CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont., were recommended for renewal for a two-year period to March 31, 1963. Sixteen stations had their licenses recommended for renewal to March 31, 1964; 14 to March 31, 1965, including CBLT (TV) Toronto; and 25 to March 31, 1966.

New tv satellite stations were recommended for Salmon Arm, B. C., to the Okanagan Valley Television Co. Ltd., on ch. 5, with power of 5 w, to operate as a satellite of CBCH-TV Kelowna, B. C.; at Eastend, Sask., for a 5 w satellite on ch. 2 of CJFB-TV Swift Current, Sask.; at Val Marie, Sask., for a 5 w transmitter on ch. 2 as a satellite of CJFB-TV Swift Current; at Carlyle Lake, Sask., for a ch. 7 satellite of CKOS-TV Yorkton, Sask., with 19 kw video and 10 kw audio power; at Edmundston, N. B., for a ch. 13 satellite of CJBR-TV Rimouski, Que., with 715 kw video and 357 kw audio power; at Harrison Brook, Que., to CKCW-TV Moncton, N. B., for a satellite on ch. 7 with 865 video and 433 audio power as a satellite of CKAM-TV Campbellton, N. B.; at Bon Accord, N. B., a ch. 6 satellite with 54.7 kw video and 27.3 kw audio power for CHSJ-TV Saint John, N. B.

Other Changes • CBKLT-TV Matane, Que., received approval for a change in site of its transmitter and increase in power from 150 kw to 153 kw video power, and from 90 kw to 92 kw audio power. Antenna height was increased from 629 feet to 2,336 feet on ch. 9.

CKVD Val D'Or, Que., had a boost approved on 1230 kc from 250 watts to 1 kw day and 250 w night.

CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alta., received a power increase for its satellite at Coronation, Alta., on ch. 10 from 670 w to 12.4 kw video, and from 335 w to 6.2 kw audio power.

CFCL-TV-2 Elk Lake, Ont., was recommended for a change in location to Kearns, Ont., and a change in power from 3.52 kw to 2.49 kw video, and from 1.76 kw to 1.245 kw audio power, on ch. 2, with antenna height changed from 462 feet to 737 feet, and from an omni-directional to a directional antenna.

Applications for new tv satellites for CFCF-Saskatoon, Sask., at Stranraer, Sask., and for CFB-TV Swift Current, Sask., at Kindersley, Sask., were deferred for further hearing at the April 11 meeting.

New fm stations requested by CKY Winnipeg, Man., and CFCN Calgary, Alta., were deferred, as was an application for a power increase by CJLR Quebec City, Que., from 5 kw to 10 kw on 1060 kc. CKRD Red Deer, Alta., was turned down on its application for a power boost from 1 kw to 10 kw day and 1 kw night on 850 kc until such time as it "has given evidence of a program service more consciously related to the needs of the community," the BBG stated.

BBG's hearing schedule

The Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors has announced that it will hold its remaining 1961 meetings and public hearings at Ottawa on April 11, June 20, Aug. 22, Oct. 1 and Nov. 28. Hearings usually last two or three days. Announcements of applications to be heard will be made in the official Canada Gazette at Ottawa, as required by the Canada Broadcasting Act.

CBC plans new French tv

Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, Ont., plans to apply for a French-language television station at Quebec City, Que. At present CFCM-TV Quebec City, independent station, is only French-language tv station in Quebec City, capital of the province of Quebec. It carries most CBC French-language network shows, but CBC's president Al Ouimet stated that it is "time to bring full network programming to Quebec City, and also to set up studios and originate programs from this important French-language center."


CBC to replace CBX with two stations

CBX Edmonton, Alta., 50-kw station of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on 1010 kc, will be replaced with two high-powered transmitters to give better national service in Alberta. CBC President Al Ouimet said an engineering study has been completed for this purpose.

The CBX transmitter is located at Lacombe, Alta., halfway between Calgary and Edmonton. The new transmitters are to be located near these cities, and studios will be built at Calgary. Edmonton already has CBC studios. Mr. Ouimet said CBC will apply this fall to the Canadian Department of Transport and the Board of Broadcast Governors for the two stations. They can be on the air 18 months after approval, he said.
FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting: March 9 through March 15. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup.

Abbreviations: DA—directional antenna, cp—construction permit, EBP—effective radiated power, vhf—very high frequency, uhf—ultra-high frequency, ant—antenna, sur—sural, vis—visual, kw—kilowatts, watts—watts, mec—megacycles, D—day, N—night, L—local, mod—modification, trans—transmitter, unl—unlimited, hrs—hours, kcs—kilocycles, SCA—secondary communications authorization, STA—special temporary authority, DH—specified hours.

New tv station

APPLICATION

*Sehencady 1, Mohawk-Hudson Council on Educational Television Inc. (uhs ch 17 (488-484 mc); ERP 23.96 kw visual, 10.47 kwural; antenna height above average terrain 753.1 ft, above ground 757.7 ft. Estimated construction cost $53,147, first year operating cost $31,650, donations expected $48,000, P.O. address Riverside School, Front St., Studio location R.D. #1, Voorheesville, N. Y. Transmitter location same as studio. Geographic coordinates N 42°19'50" W, Long. Transmitter RCA TTU 1-B, antenna height above average terrain 485 ft, P.O. address Box 56, Estimated construction cost $42,154, first year operating cost $10,000, revenue $6,000. Principal to operate WIBW-AM-TV Topeka. Ann. March 15.

Canton, Ohio—Christian Assn., 96.1 mc, 30 kW. Ant. height above average terrain 485 ft, P.O. address Box 56, Estimated construction cost $126,000, first year operating cost $25,000, revenue $16,000. Principals are Edwin M. and Jack M. Mortenson, Hayward McKnight, J. Stewart Brusfield and George H. Ohman (25% each). Messrs. Mortenson are ministers with equal partnership in religious record library. Mr. McKnight is minister as is Mr. Brusfield. Mr. Ohman owns religious library. Ann. March 15.

Existing fm stations

APPLICATIONS

WKLS (FM) Marietta, Ga.—Modification of license to change station location from Marietta to Atlanta, both Georgia. Ann. March 15.

Ownership changes

APPLICATIONS

KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.—Granting of transfer of control from real estate of Robert M. Yearman, 826 N. Fairview Ave., to Foursquare Gospel. (Noncommercial KFGS Los Angeles, shares time with KRKD); consideration $1,500,000. KRKD proposes to apply for modification of license to operate full time. Ann. March 15.

KASI Ames, Iowa—Granted assignment of license from William B. and Sue F. Ray to KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa; consideration $107,500 plus payment to assignor partners of $2,500 for professional services to Jan. 10, 1962, and agreement not to compete for five years in Story County. The assignee has interest in WQUA Moline and WQJB Burlington, both Illinois and WECI Eau Claire, Wis.; other stockholders have interests in latter station and two have interests in KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn. Chairman Minow not participating. Ann. March 15.

WRB Holyoke, Mass.—Granting assignment of license to Donald T. Hancock; consideration $150,000 plus employing Messrs. Edmund F. Wakelin and Louis F. Oldershaw of assignor corporation as consultants for 5 years for $36,100 and $30,000, respectively; William and Oldershaw engage in am broadcasting within 30-mile radius of Holyoke during the day; Chairman Minow not participating. Ann. March 15.

WFME (FM) Detroit, Mich.—Granted assignment of cp to Robert M. Farr; consideration $200,000 for exclusive assignment that assignment not be consummated until Farr assigns cp for WRMP (FM) to Chairman Minow. Ann. March 15.

WJRT Reading, Pa.—Granted assignment of license to Reading Radio Inc. (Wm. F. Rich and Ralph Gottlieb); consideration $125,000; interest. Ann. March 15.


WKBY Big Spring, Tex.—Granted assignment of license to Riverstone Bank Co., Mr. A. Kehl, president, C. N. Sorensen, F. Loren and Robert R. Parish; consideration $150,000 and agreement not to compete in am broadcasting within 30 miles of Riverstone for five years. Chairman Minow not participating. Ann. March 15.

APPLICATIONS


WPUM Peninsular Broadcasting Co. seeks assignment of license from Gold Coast Beasts. Inc. to Almard Inc. in property exchange. Principals are Albert J. Owler (90.42%) and Donald J. Owler (9.58%). The Messrs. Owler are in real estate; Donald Owler is owner as well as of aircraft services business. Ann. March 14.

WHRW Bowling Green, Ohio—Seeks assignment of license from Howard R. Ward to WHKW Inc. (100%); Mr. Ward is with Memorial Foundation, Columbus, O. Mrs. Max Good and Leon Sullivan, owns Goodsville own, Sullivan operates investment firm. Ann. March 14.

KCUE Red Wing, Minn.—Seeks assignment of license from Hiawatha Valley Bestg. Co. to Northern Assn.; Principals are Kingsley H. Murphy Jr. (35%) and Mr. Owler (65%). The Owler and newspaper operator Mr. Owler are in partnership. KOTE Fergus Falls, Minn., and KKEO Rochester, Minn., Ann. March 14.


Hearing cases

FINAL DECISIONS

Commission on March 7 made effective Jan. 31 initial decision of Associated Beysts. Inc. to increase power of WHYS Ocala, Fla., from 1 kw to 5 kw, conditional operation on 90 days, subject to such interference as may be caused to its program by operation proposed by Southern Bestg. Co. of Marianna in its pending application for new facilities on 1590 kc, 5 kw, D.
Commission on Jan. 30 made effective Dec. 1, 1960 initial decision to grant application of KMUL, Muishoe, Texas, to increase power from 250 kw to 500 kw, D. in Iola, Kansas, for new station to operate on frequency 1380 kc, D. in Iola, Kansas, of Heart of America Bcstg. Inc., to operate new station with nighttime operation from 1 to 5 kw, D. in Iola, Kansas, to operate new station to be conditioned to be served from Kansas City to Fairway, Kansas, continued operation 1380 kc, of (3) Washington Home Radio, Inc., for new station to operate on frequency 1380 kc, 500 kw, D. in Farmington, Iowa, Ann. March 14.

**STAFF INSTRUCTIONS**

* Commission on March 15 directed preparation of initial decision granting application of Sunbeam Television Corp. for new station to operate on ch. 7 Miami, Florida, and denying competing applications of WCBQ, Bcstg. Co., and South Florida Television Corp.

* Commission on March 15 directed preparation of initial decision granting application of South Florida Amusement Co., for new station to operate on ch. 6 Fort Myers, Florida, and denying competing applications of WFTX, Bcstg. Co., and Coral Television Corp., South Miami, Florida, on 1960 initial decision looked toward this action.

Announcement of these preliminary statements do not constitute Commission action in such cases, but is merely an announcement, and precedent action reserves right to reach different result upon subsequent adoption and issuance of formal decisions.

**INITIAL DECISIONS**

* Hearing Examiner Basti P. Cooper issued initial decision (1) to grant applications of Mitchell, Melof for new station to operate on frequency 1590 kc, 500 kw, D. in Thomson, Georgia, Ann. March 15.


* Hearing Examiner David I. Kruasner issued initial decision (1) to grant application of Tinker Air Force Base to operate new station on frequency 1550 kc, 5 kw, D. in Midwest City, Oklahoma, and denying applications of Creek County Bcstg. Co., Sapulpa Bcstg. Co., both Sapulpa, Oklahoma, and M. W. Cooper (250 kw), Midwest City, Oklahoma, Ann. March 15.

* Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharman issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Bert L. Lipford for new station to operate on frequency 1550 kc, 500 kw, D. in Fresno, California, Ann. March 15.

* Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision on application of Harroges Bowl Bcstg. Co., to change facilities of station WJH-AM, bern, Oregon, from 1400 kc, 250 kw to 25 kw, D. and 5 kw to 5 kw, W and D. in Savage, Oregon, to increase power from 1400 kc to 5 kw, continued operation on frequency 1400 kc, 250 kw, D. in Phoenix, Arizona, Ann. March 15.

**OTHER ACTIONS**

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (1) granted petition by John S. Cross for new station to operate on frequency 1550 kc, 50 kw, D. in plaster, Nebraska, for new station to operate on frequency 1550 kc, 50 kw, D. in plaster, Nebraska, Ann. March 15.


* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (3) denied petition by Robert W. Haynes for leave to amend application of WQTA Summerville, Georgia, to operate new station to be conditioned to be served from Cumming, Georgia, of Heart of America Bcstg. Inc., to operate new station with nighttime operation from 1 to 5 kw, D. in Cumming, Georgia, Ann. March 15.

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (4) denied application of Robert W. Haynes for leave to amend application of WQTA Summerville, Georgia, to operate new station to be conditioned to be served from Cumming, Georgia, of Heart of America Bcstg. Inc., to operate new station with nighttime operation from 1 to 5 kw, D. in Cumming, Georgia, on condition. Dismissed on March 15.

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (5) to grant applications for new station to operate on frequency 1380 kc, 500 kw, D. in Washington, Iowa, Ann. March 14.

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (6) to grant applications for new station to operate on frequency 1380 kc, 500 kw, D. in Washington, Iowa, Ann. March 14.

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (7) granted joint application of Robert L. Lipton for new station to operate on frequency 1550 kc, 500 kw, D. in Washington, Iowa, Ann. March 14.

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (8) to deny applications of WQTA Summerville, Georgia, to operate new station to be conditioned to be served from Cumming, Georgia, of Heart of America Bcstg. Inc., to operate new station with nighttime operation from 1 to 5 kw, D. in Cumming, Georgia, Ann. March 15.

* By memorandum, opinion and order commission (9) to grant applications for new station to operate on frequency 1380 kc, 500 kw, D. in Washington, Iowa, Ann. March 14.


By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyles


- Granted joint petition by applicants and extended from March 8 to March 18 time to file proposed findings and from March 20 to April 3 for replies in proceeding on applications of Newport Bstg. Co. and Crittenden County Bstg. Co. for am facilities in West Memphis, Ark. Ann. March 7.


- Granted petition by National Telemfilm Associates Inc. and dismissed without prejudice its application for new tv station to operate on ch. 12 in Wilmington, Del., and retained in hearing status the remaining application for consolidating. Ann. March 9.


By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper


By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue

- Granted petition and supplement by WCBS-TV Portland, Me., for leave to amend application to change height of proposed ant. tower from 1,224 ft. above mean sea level (1,614 ft. above ground) to 1,249 ft. above mean sea level (900 ft. above ground), removed amended application from hearing, returned to processing line, and terminated proceeding. Ann. March 7.

- By request of Broadcast Bureau, and without objection by other parties, continue among other procedural dates hearing from March 13 to March 21 in proceeding on am applications of WJBT- Erie, Pa., et al. Ann. March 8.

- On own motion and without objection by Horace K. Jackson Sr., Gateville, Tex., and Broadcast Bureau, only other parties to proceeding, granted petition by Audiocasting of Texas Inc., Waco, Tex., to hold record pending filing of further petition for extension of a reply date for March 21 to April 10 date in close record. Ann. March 9.

By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Endes

- On own motion and with consent of all parties continued April 10 hearing to date to be determined at April 10 prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of Saul M. Miller for am facilities in Reading, Pa. Ann. March 15.

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick


By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther

- Granted motion by Montana Microwave Inc. and substituted it for James G. Emidion, d/b/a Montana Microwave as party in proceeding on latter's application to extend its present microwave system from Missoula to Reiena, Mont. Ann. March 9.

By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig

- Ordered nine pre tune March 3 petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of pro- cedural dates granted and extended from March 3 to March 20, and from March 17 to April 6, respectively, dates to file proposed findings and replies in proceeding on applications of Western Bstg. Co., Winnsboro, S. C., and Harpole and N. E. M. Caister for am facilities in Odessa and Canyon, Tex. Ann. March 7.

- On own motion postponed indefinitely

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING March 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lic.</td>
<td>Cps.</td>
<td>Not on air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For new stations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>3,528</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING March 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-commercial</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Jan. 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>3,522</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cps on new stations</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cps not on new stations</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized stations</td>
<td>3,680</td>
<td>1,033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications (not in hearing)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (in hearing)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (not in hearing)</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (in hearing)</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for major changes</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cps deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are, in addition, 10 tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their licenses.

Service Directory

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS

PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE

SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV

445 Concord Ave., Cambridge 18, Mass.
Phone Trowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE Accredited Tech. Inst. Cambridge 3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics, en- roll now, study and try for new course. Write For Free Catalog. Spec- ify course.

PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

AM-FM-TV COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
108 S. Market St., Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, 2424 Laclede 4-3777

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

AM-FM-TV WLRK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida Metzal 2-3145 3-8189

94 (FOR THE RECORD)

BROADCASTING, March 20, 1961
ITAI proudly announces a COMPLETE line of BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

AM

FM

AUDIO

AUTOMATION

Guaranteed to be the most practical radio automation system ever devised. Designed and manufactured entirely by ITA, Inc.

All ITA Products Feature the Following:

- Economically Priced
- Free installation Supervision
- Silicon Power Supplies
- Conservatively Rated
- Instantaneous Field Service
- Field Proven Conventional Circuitry
- Standard Parts
- Accessibility of all Components
- Flexibility of Application

Broadcast Division

130 East Baltimore Ave., Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

Clearbrook 9-9200

Offices—Dallas, Los Angeles, Sacramento, Cincinnati, Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta

“A Complete Broadcasting Service”


On its own motion continued March 10 prehearing conference to March 18 in proceeding on applications of Canyon, Texas, Broadcasting Co., and Valley Bests., for am facilities in Santa Fe and Española, N. M. Ann. March 7.

On its own motion and with consent of other parties continued March 10 hearing to March 13 in proceeding on application of WALT Conway, S. C. Ann. March 8.

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Hunting

Continued April 10 hearing without date pending filing of joint petition by applicants for reconsideration and action by Commission on said petition in proceeding on applications of Catskills Bestg., Inc., Ellenville, N. Y. Ann. March 15.

By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion

Reopened record in proceeding on application of KRNY San Bernardino, Calif., accepted its Exhibits 2, 3 and 4, and closed record. Ann. March 6.


Closed record in proceeding on application of Radio Medford Inc. for new tv station to operate on ch. 10 in Medford, Ore. Ann. March 7.

By Hearing Examiner David I. Kranshaar


Granted motion by Frederick County Bests. to correct transcripts of hearing in proceeding on its application and that of Town Radio Inc. for am facilities in Winchester, Va., and Shippensburg, Pa. Transcripts are deemed corrected as specified. Ann. March 7.

Denied motion by WNLR Norwalk, Conn., to sever its application from consolidated am proceeding involving WNHC New Haven, Conn., et al. Ann. March 7.


By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning

Scheduled prehearing conferences for following proceedings on dates shown:


By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman

Upon request by Broadcast Bureau and without objection by other parties extended from March 7 to March 27 time to file initial proposed findings and replies for Group II of consolidated am proceeding on Mid Ameri- can Bestg. System Inc., Highland Park, Ill., et al. Ann. March 6.


Directed Francis C. Morgan Jr., and Pier San Inc., applicants for new am sta-

Continued on page 103
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only) (FINAL DEADLINE—Monday preceding publication date.)

- SITUATIONS WANTED 20¢ per word—$2.00 minimum + Help Wanted 25¢ per word—$2.00 minimum.
- DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
- All other classifications 30¢ per word—$3.50 minimum.
- No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward resistance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner’s risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO

Help Wanted—Management

Your chance to move into management from salesmanager. Small market station in sunny south Florida needs manager and do a board shift. Base plus percentage of what you sell and percentage of gross revenues. Expect long hours, hard work in this job which can be your first station management position and your stepping stone to larger markets within the chain. Resume to Box 7892, BROADCASTING.

General manager for midwest station in top 25 market. Must have proven record in sales. Sales or commercial manager considered. Must have community involvement with recent photo letter. All replies in strict confidence. Box 447E, BROADCASTING.

Station manager who can sell, announce, and preferably with first ticket. Southern Rocky Mountain college town and market. Contact Box 491E, BROADCASTING.

Successful assistant manager and sales manager, presently employed in Florida, seeks manager’s position in same state. Box 542E, BROADCASTING.

Top station in Mississippi’s second market is looking for manager who believes in spending bold of the time on the street selling. Must be enthusiastic, energetic, and knows how to sell them. This station has experienced rapid growth and is looking for the right man ager. Contact Joe Carson, New South Radio Network, c/o WOKK, Meridian, Miss.

Sales

South Florida metro market. $100.00 week plus 15% of first ticket. Salaries are $350.00 to $500.00. Submit photo letter and resume. Box 509E, BROADCASTING.

Executive selling opportunity in expanding station. Prestige, Midwest career for right man. Substantial earnings on commission basis. Creative and consistent advertising support program. Requirements: broadcast and sales experience; reputation for being honest, hard working, and willing to work. Submit resume, strictest confidence. Box 390E, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted—Cont’d

Sales

Sales manager, to develop and close sales. Hard work and good money. Position open at 1st. Charlie Stratton, WNOO, Mayfield, Ky.

Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All markets, midwest saturation. Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Announcers

South Florida 5 kw, indie needs dj. Must be college town, not far from L.A. Contact Box 330E, BROADCASTING.

Commo man. $125.00 week to start. $160 in 3 months at same Florida station. Heavy on announcing side. Experienced man only. Send full resume to Box 788D, BROADCASTING.

Florida coastal 5 kw requires quality announcer with first phone for 5 p.m. to midnight board shift, Monday thru Saturday. Little on radio experience, but morning man who can conduct a leisurely paced program. Some insurance benefits, salaries open. Box 254E, BROADCASTING.

Northwest kilowatt needs mature announcer with first phone. Join solid operation. Emphasis on announcing, no maintenance. You must be above average announcer, we’ll pay above average salary. Forward resume with credit and character references, plus audition tape. Box 309E, BROADCASTING.

Sports director for radio play-play Big Ten basketball and football. Twoività sports shows daily. Must have experience commercial and have college play-play experience, plus complete experience details and photo in application. Box 430E, BROADCASTING.

Move up to a top quality station. Florida’s #2 market is looking for an outstanding mature voiced, slick production, big smile, announcer-dj. Send aircheck tape, resume and references. Box 377E, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced announcer with good news delivery. Must be capable of handling some programming, traffic and office details. Good salary and future opportunity. Small Carolina market. Send complete resume. No tapes. Box 456E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-salesman with 1st-class license, by top-rated AM-FM station in beautiful college town. Los Angeles. $100 weekly for board work plus 20% on sales. Send resume, tape, photo. Box 472E, BROADCASTING.

Experience with first ticket preferred. Southern, Rocky Mountain area. Complete resume. Tape. Box 462E, BROADCASTING.

Virginia daytimer in small market needs staff announcer. Must be able to operate own board. Forty hour week. Two weeks paid vacation. Good hospital plan. Send tape, resume, photo and references to Box 509E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with liking for middle-of-road music programming, and has good news writing will help. Need community man, However, city. $20,000. Box 512E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer for single market station in pleasant mid-west small city. Good working conditions. Experienced man only. Send tape, resume and salary expected to Box 523E, BROADCASTING.

If you’re an experienced announcer with selling experience, we’re interested. Tape and letter. One position open now, one open in June. Box 894, Terre Haute, Indiana.

Immediate opening at 5000 watt independent with multiple station operation in metropoli- tan Philadelphia area. Excellent D.J., sales and news run own board. Good salary, profit sharing, benefits. Call DU 4-2180, Costello, Pennsylvania.

KBUD, Athens, Texas needs announcer experienced gathering, writing local news.

Have you noticed radio’s swing back to the adult music and floor opportunity with pioneer good music group, for with deep, resonant voice. Send tape, resume, salary requirements to Program Director, KOME, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Announcer with country and western back- ground for full time country and western format. Excellent year-round semi-tropical climate. Must be sober, sincere, and stable. Contact Lloyd Hawkins, KURV, Edinburg, Texas.

Wanted: Announcer-engineer with good music and news interest. Send tape and resume to Manager, KWPC AM/FM, Musca- line, Iowa.

Wanted immediately, announcer with first class license. Excellent working conditions. Excellent pay. WITE Radio. Box 277, Brazil, Indiana.

Where are all the good radio announcers? We can use you! Pay top salary, plus use of Adult music programming and best working conditions. Submit aircheck, tape and references. John Grrrinn, WFBJ, Huntsville, Alabama.

Morning show: good working conditions; expanding organization. WHLT, Huntington, Indiana.

Immediate opening D.J.-production man to operate in fast moving but pleasant format. Air shift plus production. Only experienced send the aircheck, background, photo to: Bill Frosch, WISH, Indianapolis, Ind.

With good voice, experienced preferred. Unlimited opportunity. Send tape and references immediately to: WITE Radio, Brazil, Indiana.

Advt Virginig 5 kw (CBS) has immediate opening for afternoon D.J. with excellent experience and good taste. Good production mandatory. Send tape, photo, resume and salary requirement to Production Manager, WTAR, Norfolk, Virginia.

A good announcer-copywriter, Must be hard worker. WITW, Thomson, Georgia.

Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All markets, midwest. Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Technical

Position available immediately at KANA radio station in Anacoda, Montana for first class radio telephone operator. Starting wage of $150.00 per week. Contact Mike Donovan, Manager.
**Help Wanted—(Cont'd)**

**Technical**

Wanted: Engineer-announcer for daytime. Station WAMD, Aberdeen, Md.

Chief engineer—Experienced AM-FM, strong management and sales. Contact Tom Harrell, President, WSTP, Salisbury, N. C.

Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All major markets. Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

**Production—Programming, Others**

News and public affairs director. Mature, creative, imaginative newsmen in the age bracket of 40 years who wants to supplement network news by recruiting and either giving or supervising the presentation of local news and public affairs programming. Opening available within six months. Starting salary $300 per week. Send tape and photo with background in first letter. Box 277E, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen gather, write and announce. Looking for young man with news training and some experience. Send tape and resume to A. I. McGregor, KSHS, Hot Springs, Arkan-

**Situation Wanted—Management**

General manager—10 years all phases—sales, 94, married, RA degree, first phone. Excellent record, finest references. Transfer of ownership necessitates re-location. Box 238E, BROADCASTING.

GM doubled gross and collections 6 months 5 kw regional east. Desires larger market. Available with excellent references. Box 277E, BROADCASTING.

I made $18,000 in 1960. Sold 18% of all radio sales. Five years successful management experience: Regional sales manager for major markets. Supervising 5,000,000 volume equipment sale. Graduated college, family oriented. Desire position manager-salaries manager, radio or television. Must be potential $30,000 up. Box 402E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced manager now employed 12 years. Want change. Excellent references. Replies mutually confidential. Box 303E, BROADCASTING.

Television sales manager desires advancement opportunity. Sales, management with growth organization. 1 year record competitive V mid-market. Can produce sales. Station image 13 years. Background includes broadcast, print, account, promotion, programming. Degree, C, will relocate. Box 478E, BROADCASTING.

Presently employed sales director available now or later. Manager or sales with definite management experience must not be too delay. Long, experienced, top references, stable with company. Prefer not large, 12-10,000, thousand, Caro-

Management experience. 14 years all phases, sales. Transfer of ownership necessitates re-location. Box 597E, BROADCASTING.

Broad radio and television experience, emphasis on sales, civic minded. Box 513E, BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)**

Manager—working type—progressive record. Fifteen years all phases radio—strong on local and national sales, promotion, community service. Best references guaranteed. East preferred. Box 518E, BROADCASTING.

Manager, heavy sales. For small to medium market. Twelve years experience, ten man-agement. Mature, thorough knowledge all phases, news, commercials. Top 40 only, best references. Tape and resume available. Box 525E, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager desires step up, or to larger market: announcing and news experience; licensed. Box 515E, BROADCASTING.

Present sales manager for large national representative's regional office desires national sales manager position. Fine record in sales, civic and industry projects. Excellent references. Your interest treated con-

Sales manager 8 years experience, 35, mar- ried, B.S. degree. Excellent record, fine references. Relocation due to change of own- ership. Box 405E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer

Baseball announcer, first class. Available for coming season. Excellent references. Box 997E, BROADCASTING.

Florida, midwest! The personality that gets listeners! Groovy, groovy, groovy! Box 411E, BROADCASTING.

Boston University announcing grad wants experience. Wants to work permanent-

Young, talented, experienced DJ wants to relocate. Will travel for right offer. Box 380E, BROADCASTING.

Experience, tight production top 46 DJ. Ad Excellent references. Box 361E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-DJ-news, comm. operate own board, 3 years college. Small station to start. Box 403E, BROADCASTING.

DJ announcer wants bigger market. More money, more creative anywhere. Box 519E, BROADCASTING.

Quality announcer. Experienced AM, FM, TV, Presently leading Good Music FM sta-

Box. Excellent, program, copywrite. Mar-

Box. Excellent, program, copywrite. Mar-


Sportscaster—Top ratings in market. 9 years all sports tv-radio. Looking for large market with heavy play-by-play. Box 421E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—married—dependable sell—authoritative news "easy style." DJ College grad looking for first position with future. Box 498E, BROADCASTING.

Progressive DJ—21—3 years experience at Ohio daytime want to step up to bigger market. Experienced, Good music and top 40. Write Box 433E, BROADCASTING.

Personality-DJ. Bright, Cheerful. Experienced. Credits, references, tape, available. Box 475E, BROADCASTING.

Good, versatile announcer. Nine year's experience. Available at once. Reference. Box 480E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer. 12 years experience. Will send tape and resume first letter. Box 489E, BROADCASTING.

Modern formula DJ wants relocation, any-

Announcer-news-sales ... thoroughly ex-

Announcer—four years experience, (good looking) looking for night shift with AM or FM. Married, presently em-

Now hear this. Available now but only for long term only. Experienced, employed as announcer, music director, sports- caster. Have first, will travel. Box 510E, BROADCASTING.

Personality, mature voice, experience. Mod-

Broadcasting school graduate. Smooth bass-

Experienced, announcer. DJ, married, want to settle down. Good tight board. Bright sound, willing to relocate. Box 508E, BROAD- CASTING.

Bright, versatile, no commercial radio ex-

Announcer, DJ, experimented, fast board, smooth ad lib. wants to settle, not a drifter. Box 538E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced news, strong local, play-by-play sales. Excellent references required. Middle and large markets. Box 538E, BROAD- CASTING.
**Situations Wanted**

**Announcers**


Need announcer-dj with N.Y.C. experience? I've done news and dj for 3 N.Y. stations with conversational, soft-sell resonant voice. Write or call Tom McKay, 1546 Second Avenue, N. Y. 28, TH 9-9120.

First phone "combo" available now. Limited experience but capable. Recent Radio school graduate. Prefer connections with little or no engineering. Write Mike Mitchell, 3104 Chatham Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

Major market disc jockey and all-around announcer with strong, happy, enthusiastic, saleable sound available because of cause economy cuts. Prefer either DJ or news assignment in good competitive market. Majestic Great Lakes or Ohio area. Rush replies to Bob Montgomery, 16600, E. 8th, Cleveland 7, Ohio.

Newsmen cutting staff and must let top-flight newsmen go. A writer, but not a ripper, delivers with authority. Dedicated, eager, a proven performer who like to extend a top berth. Contact Paul Rust, News Director, WIP, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

Changing Me too! DJ-news, etc. Extensive experience Chicago radio. 3½ years. Midwest desired. Full details when you contact Lou Vale, 3700 W. 15th Place, Chicago, Chaw ford 7-8169.

Announcer, 24, college grad, married, vet. Limited experience, no limit on initiative and enthusiasm. Good music background. Tape, resume—Bob White, 15040 Lake Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio, LA 1-5836.

**Technical**

First phone, experienced and mature who likes building new and old with programming or other duties. Box 532E, BROADCASTING.

Former chief engineer of 5 kw new construction directional AM, seven years manage major wide-field engineering operation. Desires re-enter broadcast or allied fields. Many years electronics experience military and civilian equipment. Stable, married, healthy, married, one child. Will accept domestic or foreign employment. Box 340E, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer—experienced. All phases construction maintenance. Directional measurements. Proofs, high and low power. Box 43E, BROADCASTING.

Transmitter engineer, first phone. Ten years experience helping with programming or other duties. Box 497E, BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted**

**Production—Programming, Others**

Award winning news director or pro. desired. Advancement to general manager, v.p. position available. Company strongly needs management willing to help me move up from small market. Prefer south. Box 417E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced air producer. 6 years professional experience. Excellent references. Box 486E, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter . Copywriter, broadcast school trained, experienced, must relocate. Male, car, go anywhere and earn. Phone collect: Minneapolis, Juniper 8-7828. Box 504E, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen—reporter-newscaster. Experienced 6 years police, court, political, education, and human interest news and features. Pro- fessional air delivery—Straight or interpretive reporting. Best references, college, cars. Interested in TV and/or TV news work. Box 517E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced TV announcer. 14 years in radio. Thorough programming, news, sports, deejay and sales background. Wife, family man, 3½ weeks minimum. Box 502E, BROADCASTING.

News director—Well experienced. Now leading crack news team which sets the compe- tition in a metropolitan market. Seeking large market station. Requires move from station where news image is important and talent is needed. Box 490E, BROADCASTING.

Bright, versatile, no commercial radio experience but two years AFRS radio, also was radio news director. College radio station and sports editor college paper (Harvard). Recently three years editorial experience. My abili- ties include news, special events, sports, deejay and willing to roll up sleeves. Salary not of prime consideration. Prefer location 200 miles radius of NYC. I'm 30, married, 2 children and can relocate right now. Box 552E, BROADCASTING.

Extensive experience, gathering, writing, broadcasting at 50 kw station now available to your radio news department. Highest indus- try, civic, business references. Prefer New York, Washington, Chicago, Los An- geles areas. Box 545E, BROADCASTING.

Newswoman with eight years broadcast jour- nalism experience in radio-tv including three years as news director need relo- cate due to automation. BS degree in jour- nalism. Family, References. 220 South Gar- den Street, Washington, D.C.

Exceptionally qualified newswoman seeking right position. Has earned three awards for distinguished reporting—editorial writing. Six years experience. Prefer location to relocate due to vacancies. Resume package on request. J. D. Coleman, 616 South Avenue, East Missoula, Montana.

Available April 1st . . . On-air P.D.-D.J., past 3 years with 50 kw west coast indie. 12 years radio, 7 years tv. Full production capabilities. Management change makes it desirable to relocate elsewhere. Call or write: Bob Donnelly, 225 South Mission Street, San Diego, California. Address 2-3832.

Wishing to relocate. Currently employed. looking for real challenge with dough to match. 7 years experience. Full production. Versatile, dependable. Excellent references. Management history of a, A.I. Smith, WWIS Radio, Black River Falls, Wisconsin.

**Help Wanted—Technical**

**Production—Programming, Others**

World's best male traffic manager wants change. Intractable problems my specialty. If you can afford the very best, write Box 497E, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen—6 years—currently in local-20 eastern market. Am night news manager. Married-stable. Prefer east. Box 496E, BROADCASTING.

**Help Wanted—Technical**

RV studio engineers. Excellent opportunities for men with knowledge of theory and aggressive interest in station operation. Group tv station corporation. Send resume to Box 592E, BROADCASTING.

**Technical**

Experienced tv transmitter engineer with full power VHF station in Montana's largest metropolitan area close to excellent fishing and hunting. Position available for engi- neer who likes freelance and occasional trans- mitter relief. Voice over announcing ability helpful but not required. Send resume, salary requirements, picture, voice tape if possible to Amos Hargrave, C.E., KVIQ-TV. Box 1018, Eureka, California.

Leading northeastern vhf seeking experienced and creative tv director for immediate employment. Submit complete resume, pic- ture and salary requirements to Box 297E, BROADCASTING.

Promotion manager. All-round experience wanted, but must be strong on sales and merchandising, including all sales and good personnel to assist you. You will be left alone to do your job, encouraged, and ad- vised provided you are the right man. Living conditions, schools, churches, climate is in your face and has to be sold. Character must be good. Salary $6500 minimum. Tell us in confidence why you are the right man. Permanent position with a network in the upper south. Write Box 543E, BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted—Management**

**TELEVISION**

TV management or sales management—Prelim- inary contact. Write Box 514E, BROADCASTING.

**Sales**

Experienced tv sales and radio sales management, knowledge all phases. Box 514E, BROADCASTING.

**Announcers**

Have voice, will travel. Authoritative news and disc deejay. Write Box 532E, BROADCASTING.

**Kid show personality—skilled performer-merchandising, promotion possibilities-col- lege station. Preferred location—Los Angeles. Resume free- lance arrangement with station or agency. Box 534E, BROADCASTING.

**Technical**

1st phone. Radio technical experience and work background. Married, dependable. Box 409E, BROADCASTING.

Television engineer, available immediately, 7 years experience, including transmitter, VTR. Write Box 442E, BROADCASTING.

Maintenance and operational engineer on high power transmitter desires position as transmitter supervisor. Experienced on RCA, GE, FTC and DuMont. Technical school graduate with 12 years machinist and me- chanical maintenance background. Age 39, married, family man. Want present po- sition with good company in moderate climate. Box 488E, BROADCASTING.

First phone recent electronic school grad. Desire training position inелефonr Call Carolin, Syracuse, New York.

**Production—Programming, Others**

Experience. Film editor, both tv and motion pictures. Box 396E, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Production—Programming, Others

7 years experience all phases of tv and film production. Box 387E, BROADCASTING.

Promotion manager for small/midsize outlet or No. two man in large operation. Self-starter, ideas, salestimed, responsible. The resume tells the complete story. Box 474E, BROADCASTING.

Professional meteorologist television weather girl experienced in major market radar, Bendix Instruments. Box 476E, BROADCASTING.

Director with 5 years experience in commercial and ETV in midwest. Available immediately. Heavy on live commercials and news shows. Knows lighting, can announce. Excellent references. University of Michigan grad. Family. Box 492E, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—(Cont’d)

Production—Programming, Others

Small market director-producer-announcer seeks more challenging and active market. Available whenever you are. Box 487E, BROADCASTING.

Production director small station, desires relocate west coast. Young, single, firm background, top ideas, excellent work record. Will successfully fill responsible position any phase programming. Box 501E, BROADCASTING.

Producer-director available immediately. Complete resume and references rushed to each inquiry. Box 523E, BROADCASTING.

Newswriter. Six months radio-tv, no air, three years newspaper experience. Now employed as reporter for newspaper at $110 per week. Box 537E, BROADCASTING.
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WANTED TO BUY

Stations—(Cont'd)

Small station ownership wanted by responsible expert who will explore through lease purchase arrangement. West Virginia, Florida preferred. Nineteen years successful management-sales. Correspondence confidential. Box 515E, BROADCASTING

Equipment

Wanted: Used FM frequency modulation monitor in good condition. Box 179E, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, Complete equipment for 5 kw station. Studio to transmitter. Box 427E, BROADCASTING.

Used 2 frequency control board for AM and FM operation. At least 6 impulses—Collins 211E-1 or equivalent. Box 502E, BROADCASTING.

Want used low power uhf transmitter adaptable to channel 26. Also need used FM transmitter. Box 564E, BROADCASTING.

Remote camera control and power supply for RCA TK-11 or ABQ series L0. Camera. Contact KGHL-TV, Billings, Montana.

Want any excess AM, FM, TV equipment. Good prices. Electrofind, 416 Columbus Avenue, N.Y.C.

INSTRUCTIONS

FCC first phone license preparation by correspondence or in resident classes at schools are located in Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write for our free 40-page brochure, Grantham Schools of Electronics, 4220 Guilham Road, Kansas City 9, Missouri.

Announcing, programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical training. Finest, most modern equipment available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2103 Inwood Road, Dallas 3, Texas.


Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago. New serving the mid-west. Quality instruction at its best. 16 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, I11.

since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone license, 6 to 9 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting April 26, June 21, August 30, October 25. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School, 1100 West Guise Avenue, Burbank, California. "Authorized by the California Superintendent of Public Instruction to issue Diplomas upon completion of Radio Operational Engineering course."

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed by master instructor, G. I. approved. Request brochure, Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS

Paul Baron prepares—presentations, resumes, letters and tapes. Paul Baron New York personnel specialist (creative, advertising, radio/ tv) is now available for a limited number of special assignments. At this time only mail applications can be considered. No telephone requests or unscheduled visits can be accommodated. Paul Baron, 60 E. 42 St., N.Y.C. (17).

MISCELLANEOUS

GVA will produce your special programs, comedy, jingles, etc. Complete top market service. Write for GVA Radio, 54 Alvarado, San Francisco.


Comedy for deejays—"Deejay Manual," a complete gagfile containing bits, adlibs, gimmix, letters, patches. $6.00—Show-Big Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-4), 85 Parkway Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.

Call letter items—Lapel buttons, mike plates, studio banners, car tags, bumper strips, etc. Bro-Tel, Box 592, Huntsville, Alabama.

Bingo on match books for radio and television prospects. Weekly colors, game name optional. 2500 different openers. $10.00 F.O.B. Sweetheart Mountain Match Co., Hanahai, Mo.

FCC-FM license. We have new FM class at Lockwood School. Write for catalog. Box 2005, Lockwood School, 1137 7th Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

RADIO

Help Wanted—Sales

WANTED

SALESMEN-ANNOUNCERS

There are probably no more than a dozen men in the industry who can fill the bill on what we are looking for. We produce "The House Detective," a TV real estate program now in its 9th year and "The Car Show," a used car program. We have several immediate openings for men who, with minimum training from us, can sell-write-produce-announce. No traveling. You are assigned to a station on a permanent basis. You will receive a substantial weekly draw. Your earnings will run from $6,000 to $10,000 a year depending on experience and market. If you think you can fit into our operation, send a complete resume and decent photo and we will try to arrange for personal interview.

C&Y NEWMAN
H.D. PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 3017
Bon Air, Virginia

TELEVISION

Announcers

WE HAVE NEW D.J.'s

All sexes, all colors, all ages, all accent. And all willing to work—eager to please. No prunes damas. Contact us, nothing to get their tapes. Tell us what you want. Placement Dept., J. B. Johnson School, 980 N. St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

PROFIT-PRESTIGE

Young radio manager. Experienced ad- minister. Small and major market. Turned big loss to profit and cleared debts in 6 months. Poor future suggests move. Family man consider any phase radio or TV.

RADIO

Box 511E, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION

Announcers

EXPERIENCED TV SALESMAN

Desired at once. Top market station with dominant ratings. Active list plus substantial prospect list. Salary plus commission level requires top caliber application only. Send photo and complete resume to Ben McLaughlin, General Sales Manager, KETV, 27th & Douglas, Omaha, Nebraska .

Production—Programming, Others

WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.

Has excellent opportunity for a smart promotion-public relations man to head its Promotion Department. This must be a man with broadcast promotion experience to head a four-person department, one familiar with layout, a capable writer, and research-minded. Salary open. Good market, CBS-TV affiliated more than 11 years. Submit application with full information on experience, samples of work, and photograph to Personnel Manager, WFMY-TV, Confidential.
TELEVISION

Situations Wanted

Production—Programming, Others

NATIONALLY KNOWN

TV news-special events producer, director chief cameraman in major market desires change after 14 consecutive years in one organization. Have won several national awards including Radio-TV News Directors Association for "Most Outstanding TV News Operation" and "Best Single TV News Story in Nation"; received Sigma Delta Chi award for "Best TV News Operation." Also National Press Photographers Association for "Best TV News Operation" and NPR award for "training cameramen for highly creative work and ingenuity." Have produced numerous documentaries; know all phases of 35 mm, 16 mm motion picture work including producing, shooting, editing, lab work and aerial photography. Have pilot license. Pioneered in development of photofax. Thoroughly familiar with video tape, closed circuit TV, and local color operations. Married. Five children. Age 42. The best of references. Box 452E, BROADCASTING

RADIO

Situations Wanted

Production—Programming, Others

ADVERTISING PROMOTION DIRECTOR


Box 547E, BROADCASTING

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

JOBS IN RADIO & TV THROUGHOUT THE SOUTHEAST

Talent scouts for the station you're looking for—free registration—confidential service. Immediate job openings for—Announcer-Engineers-Salesmen

Professional Placement

458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.

FOR SALE

Equipment

6 Johnson lighting chokes high end of BC W 172-14-3 also 2 low end of BC band 172-14—4 all with metal cabinets $50 each. One Travis Tapek battery operated portable tape recorder $35. Arrangement of high power fixed and variable inductors Gates & Continental Mfg. suitable for antenna matching or tower phasing networks. Make offer. Jennings fixed and variable vacuum capacitors 500, 1000, 15,000 and 2000 MFD. 10 & 15 thousand volt. Make offer.

Write: Don Stein, WJR Radio, 7441 Second Boulevard, Detroit 2, Mich.

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

Model RRC-10

Complete system featuring 950 mc STL for conveying main channel, sub channel, and control signals for FM transmitters. Telemetering included. Control units can be adapted to your existing STL. Write for information.

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES

P.O. Box 3192

Santa Barbara, Calif.

FOR SALE

STATIONS

UPPER MIDWEST

250 FULLTIME

$150,000

Exclusive medium market bills $10,000 per month, can do more. Good location, building, and excellent equipment. Please, no brokers or chain operators. Present financial ability.

Chapman Company

1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga.

CHAPMAN COMPANY

1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

MISCELLANEOUS

HI-SPEED TAPE DUPLICATING!

The largest independent tape duplicating center in Northern Cal., Ore., Wash., & N. C. is ready to serve you quickly and inexpensively. Complete tape and disc facilities also available.

STATIONS FOR SALE

CALIFORNIA. Full time. Fully automatic. Can be operated by man and wife or two partners without additional staff. $6,500 down.

MIDWEST. Top market. Well established, top rated. Full time. $400,000. Terms to qualified buyer.

JACK L. STOLL

& ASSOCs.

Suite 600-601

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles 28, Calif.

Ho. 4-7279
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...tions in the annals, Kans., to file memorandum brief, each within 10 days of release of the order.

Ann. March
...for exceeding. Consider
...permitted

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
...distributed by WMRM Elgin, Ill., for leave to amend its application to reflect assignment of license, authorized Dec. 6, to partnership having same partners as in original application but with change in intensity of two partners. Ann. March 3.

...Granulation by Seven Locks Bostg. Co., Potomac-Cabin John, Md., and extended to March 17 time to file reply findings in proceeding on its application which is in consolidated processing, Ann. March 3.

...Granulated by Broadcast Bureau and extended from March 12 to March 25 time to file proposed findings and to April 3 for replies in proceeding on am application of Amherst, St. Johns, Granville, Co., Jacksonville, Fla., Ann. March 3.

...Closed in record in consolidated am proceeding, received in evidence Seven Locks Bostg., Potomac-Cabin John, Md., and closed record in proceeding on its am application, Ann. March 3.


...Petition by James E. Walley to extend to March 24 and April 14 time to file proposed findings of record in proceeding on his application for am facilities in Oroville, Calif. Ann. March 10.
Now offered in regular transcontinental passenger service, American Airlines' new 707 Astrojet brings you a new standard of jet performance by the airline that's first choice of experienced travelers.

Powered by revolutionary new Jet-Fan engines, the 707 Astrojet greatly outperforms all other airliners. It takes off more quickly, uses far less runway than the best of standard jets. Aboard it, you experience a wonderful feeling of confidence as the Astrojet climbs swiftly to cruise easily, smoothly, within the transonic range—faster than any other jetliner in the world.

In keeping with its 25-year tradition of leadership, American is proud to be first in bringing you this new dimension in jets—this historic new era in air travel.

AMERICAN AIRLINES
America's Leading Airline

*Service mark of American Airlines, Inc.
OUR RESPECTS to Lawrence Michael Carino, general manager, WWL-TV

The legal world's loss is television's gain

Larry Carino doesn't really work that hard just to keep ahead of his tribal increase (the Carinos total nine right now). He was a perseverer even before the time he soloed at house-building to put a roof over them or the time during college days when he worked 50 hours a week at a side job to get the Carino dynasty under way.

At 34, his post-college broadcasting career covers less than a dozen years and two stations: WWL-TV New Orleans, where he's been general manager two years, and KTNT-AM-FM-TV Tacoma-Seattle, where he propelled himself to a similar position in 1956.

Lawrence Michael Carino was born Aug. 15, 1926, in Tacoma and kept his counsel when other children were aspiring to become firemen or cowboys. Then when the time was right, he looked closer to earth and announced he'd be a lawyer. And he would have, too, if he hadn't been seduced by broadcasting along the way.

While waiting to have at this adult profession, he delivered newspapers and later on, in high school, worked behind the customer relations desk at a Sears, Roebuck store, learning something about humans and how to "keep my mouth shut."

Overtime * But stores and schools are closed evenings and Mr. Carino was looking for loose change. So he put together an eight-piece dance band, himself on saxophone and clarinet, to take up that wasted time. Occasionally, he found an extra hour to court a girl named Berenice Brewitt.

In 1944, he availed himself of a four-year honor scholarship reserved to especially bright boys and went to New York to enroll in the Liberal Arts College of Columbia U. Then he went over to ABC and got a job as a page boy to keep the money coming in while he attended night and extension classes.

But he was 18, and in January 1945 he joined the Air Force as an aviation cadet. When the war ended seven months later he wasn't even off the ground. He went back to Tacoma for a year as preliminary auditor with the Internal Revenue Service and with his savings returned to Columbia in the fall of 1946, also picking up where he had left off as an ABC page boy.

In a few months he was made manager of the Vanderbilt Theatre, ABC's radio studio on 47th Street. The resulting association with broadcasting and agency people, "people I admired and respected," cranked what Tacoma couldn't—his resolve to be a lawyer. And it was simple to switch his studies from pre-law to advertising.

Summertime * Mr. Carino weakened in another matter, too, and on the balmy first day of summer, 1947, Berenice became Mrs. Carino. During the last two years at Columbia, Mr. Carino made the varsity baseball team as catcher. As proof he exhibits a right hand on which there are two battered fingers—the catcher's trademark.

He also became a parent, and when graduation time came in June 1949, he left for Tacoma without waiting for the ceremonies: "I was hungry, and with 15,000 graduates out there in that quadrangle, I didn't think I'd be missed." He got the diploma through the mail.

His first job was as a time salesman at KTNT-FM, which had gone on the air a few months earlier. Though the station's circulation was "spectacular" for fm because most of it was transit radio, time was hard to sell because advertisers didn't trust this approach, Mr. Carino says. When the Tacoma News-Tribune was awarded a permit for KTNT-AM, he became radio sales manager, and when KTNT-TV went on the air in March 1953 he was made tv sales manager. In November 1956, he was appointed general manager of all three and concurrently handled all national and local sales.

During all this, new Carinos were arriving regularly and their sire started building a house for them.

"I had never laid a brick before, but I laid 13,000 to build that house," he says. The house was started in May 1952, the Carinos moved into it in October and it was completed in May 1953. His salary at the stations wasn't matching the Carino appetites, so he reactivated his dance band and for a while made more money from the band than he did in broadcasting.

KTNT-TV had its problems. Its CBS affiliation was lost to the new KIRO-TV and Mr. Carino had to rebuild the station to operate as an independent. (It now shares CBS affiliation with KIRO-TV.)

Moving Time * These efforts were not going unnoticed and in 1958 WWL-TV, a year old, offered him the job of general sales manager upon the recommendation of Eugene Katz of The Katz Agency. Mr. Carino took the New Orleans job in September 1958. Seven months later he became acting general manager and in January 1960 the "acting" was dropped from his title.

Mr. Carino is in the thick of New Orleans civic activities. Under his management, WWL-TV has started a television little theatre which produces four programs a year. The tv little theatre idea won WWL-TV an award from Ampex as the "video tape idea" station of the year in 1960.

Mr. Carino plans to increase WWL-TV's public service programming in early evening times when more of the public is watching and when local schools and colleges are better able to cooperate.

One weekly program presents the president of nearby Jefferson Parish in a fight against underworld connections with the parish government. Some visible results: the district attorney has charged the sheriff with malfeasance in office and the voters have turned out members of the old machine. WWL-TV also has, in recent months, carried programs on school integration problems, air pollution, traffic safety and higher education.

Saturday isn't Saturday unless Mr. Carino is on a golf course and last fall he and a friend won the Metairie Country Club's Calcutta tournament after being sold for the next to lowest bid ($450). The man who bought the team won $6,200.

Mr. Carino lives in the Pontchartrain lakefront district ($300 a foot) and comes home to his wife and Donald 12, Carolyn 10, Dick 9, Art 8, Susan 7, Janine 4 and Marcia 4 months.

The Carinos, perforce, gave up their favorite sport, skiing, when they left Tacoma, but have learned to make do with swimming. Mr. Carino otherwise puts around the house repairing, painting or adding new rooms, since he is, as he says, "a do-it-myself man."

Larry Carino
Salesman and bricklayer
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EDITORIALS

Shooting from the hip

THE notion of a more abundant life for the broadcaster under the New Frontier is being dispelled with each passing day. It is happening by degrees in the face of the recent declaration of President Kennedy that the administration will do nothing "to impair the freedom of the mass communications media."

What impairs freedom is debatable. Our position is that any intrusion by government into the area of programming (other than acts that contravene the criminal code) constitutes censorship. An FCC minority agrees. But others, including the New Frontier's chairman, Newton N. Minow, content that program quality is a proper concern of government and that the censorship argument is a smokescreen.

The New Frontier concepts seem to have been embraced by NAB President Collins. In his maiden speech to the NAB board of directors last month in Palm Springs and in his second address last week before the Radio and Television Executives Society in New York he strongly espoused more high quality programming and a concentrated effort to eliminate "excessive violence" on the air.

The paradox of an FCC chairman and an NAB president who see eye to eye on programming defies all precedent. Each may alter his views after more exposure to the vagaries of competitive enterprise. Neither can be faulted for desiring improvement in programming. Every broadcaster wants to improve his product and his prestige and, at the same time, earn a reasonable return.

It would be the millennium for all networks to program high quality and long-hair fare on a non-competitive basis in prime time for six hours a week, as Gov. Collins proposes (Mr. Minow wants even more). But it also would be foolishly hard to the point of economic ruin to do this without sponsorship and without affiliate clearances.

There has been too much shooting from the hip on all sides. The FCC, under proposed rulemaking on license renewals, wants stations to survey local needs. But the opinion polls and rating services which produce such information are berated.

Gov. Collins is exercising the kind of leadership he feels he was hired to perform. He is dedicated and sincere. With live-and-let-live limitations, we hope he succeeds.

But Gov. Collins must resist as vigorously as he can government invasion of programming. That is his major assignment.

Guest star lunacy

WHEN all the headlines have been stripped away from the Paar-Sullivan unpleasantness over talent prices, the problem that emerges is much more basic and important—and infinitely harder to solve—than that of a pair of peevish stars mouthing snide remarks about each other.

The issues in this distastefully conducted affair are only a minor part—a fringe part, in fact—of a bigger problem that has gone unnoticed. The point that has escaped the headlines is the unreality of the system that has evolved in the payment of guest stars throughout television.

Where else but in television is a man's price determined not by his ability to perform but by his momentary employer's ability to pay—not by what he can do or how much he does it, but by the place where he does it? A man building a house installs equipment he can afford; if it is to be a medium-priced house he does not look for gold plumbing at cast-iron prices, and a shabby designer does not lay it out for him at do-it-yourself wages simply because it is to be a relatively low-budget house.

The Paar-Sullivan affair does not fit neatly into this analogy because their houses are in different neighborhoods. They reach different audiences—vastly different in size and, we suspect, considerably different in basic makeup. Some difference in pay levels is, to us, understandable.

But what about shows that are more or less equal in terms of time periods and basic audience appeal? Why is the same star worth—to take some illustrative but not necessarily precise figures—$7,000 on the Sullivan show, $2,000 on the Garry Moore Show, and $25,000 on the Perry Como Show?

That is the sort of difference which makes no sense, and if a star's appearance on, say, the Sullivan show is apt to land him an engagement at the Copacabana or the Fontainebleau, then the fact that he is paid extra for this opportunity only compounds the lunacy of the system.

The ready answer is that this is show business where the usual rules of business logic do not apply. But until television emerged, no business had a bigger reputation for unbusinesslike pay practices than the movies; and yet even in the lustiest motion-picture days it was the star's value (actual or assumed), rather than the budget of the picture he was asked to work in, that determined what his pay would be.

As between Mr. Paar and Mr. Sullivan—or Messrs. Como, Moore and the rest—nobody is seriously questioning their right to pay performers as much as they wish or as little as they can get away with. They have this right, of course, but maybe the absence of any questions also gives a clue to what's wrong with the system. Maybe somebody ought to be asking questions, and maybe this somebody ought to be broadcast management.

Broadcast management's interest is clear. It is responsible for good production, but it makes its money on the sale of time. It breaks even—or worse yet, loses—on talent and production costs. Dollars misspent in paying performers pronouncedly different fees for basically identical performances are dollars that hurt television in two ways: they promote the belief that television is a vastly expensive medium beyond the means of many advertisers, and they also are dollars that otherwise might be better used in the purchase of more broadcast time.

Feuding performers can be made to shut up, at least on the air (and we happen to think Messrs. Paar and Sullivan should have been silenced early in their abusive little game). But the question of dissimilar pay for similar services involves more than talent jockeying and wounded egos. It is a complicated problem for which there is no easy solution, but that still doesn't mean that it makes any sense, or that efforts should not be made to tidy it up.

"I forgot to tell you. He models for those proprietary tv commercials!"
The air is filled with new KPRC-TV spots!

Literally thousands of these fabulous new spots have been bought since their introduction. And no wonder! KPRC-TV Spots are incredibly effective, beautifully true. And, you’ll be amazed at their brightness, even after weeks of play. Discover the difference this new announcement can make in your sales game. Buy the new KPRC-TV SPOT! Sold at Edward Petry & Company pro shops and unconditionally guaranteed!

KPRC-TV

Courtesy of Spalding Distance Dots

sets the pace in Houston sales
Help yourself to the best the West has to offer.
For the first time—it's yours on a silver platter.
ABC Radio West—combining these great networks—ABC Pacific, Intermountain and Arizona—covering ten Western states with 104 radio stations. Now this completely new radio network is ready to help you serve 28,000,000 people who make up the fastest growing region in the United States. Western families are growing faster—spending more money for more products—fast becoming the most prosperous marketing area in the country.

Now ABC Radio West offers every national advertiser—every Western regional advertiser the kind of programming that westerners listen to and enjoy. Western favorites such as Frank Hemmingsway and Cliff Engle. Along with News, Weather & Sports, presented in the West by the West, for the West.
So have one, one great new Western Network—one more great new advantage for you with ABC Radio West.